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Story of ‘The Indian’ 

   A  Y.T.C. tradition may be somewhat of a mystery to newer members. You may have heard or 
read  references to “the Indian”. Yes, it is an Indian cent, but a very special one, that promises 
treasure. 

   Various members of our club (with a little assistance from our treasury) have filled a treasure 
chest with interesting and valuable goodies. At official club hunts (such as the upcoming Jack 
Hube Memorial Polar Bear Hunt), one token of the many planted, is designated as the ‘special’ one 
by the huntmaster. The lucky and/or skillful detectorist earns a shot at the contents of the chest. 

   Only it’s still not that easy. Initially, a blind draw is made, in an attempt to pick the Indian from 
among 10 pennies. If the Indian ‘comes out’, the treasure chest contents are awarded to the lucky 
drawer (and the chest remains with the club). If not, the drawn wheat cent is removed, improving 
the odds for a winner at the next hunt. This continues until the Indian is drawn, and then the contest 
is ‘reset’. Currently, there are  4  Wheaties surrounding the Indian - the odds are pretty good! 

   Of course, the pennies are disguised so one can’t ‘feel’ for the right one. Intuition can play a role, 
and a certain female member may be available for hire if you should want a good ‘picker’. The 
treasure chest is on display at every meeting. See below for how you can win its contents!  

‘Mac’ is hoping for donations from club members for prizes. Contact him at 860-742-0706. The hunt 
will feature planted coins as well as tokens redeemable for prizes. The club forwards money to Mac for 
some purchases.   RULES:  Ordinary scoops will be allowed, along with small shovels and digging 
tools. Electronic pinpointers are fine, but a sand sifter of some sort will speed up your recovery.  Most 
targets should be no deeper than ~3 inches.  

2008 Jack Hube Memorial Polar Bear Hunt! 

Richard MacRobbie is again running this annual winter hunt. It is a planted hunt, with coins and 
various tokens (redeemable for many nice prizes) planted in the sand. The date is Sunday, 
February 17, and it starts at 1 P.M., with registration beginning around noon (motor home in 
parking lot). Come earlier and help seed the sand. Current members only; hunt fee is only $8.        
See rules above.  

The hunt will be at Hammonassett State Park in Madison - look for signs at the rotary, re. 
which beach. Mac may postpone the hunt (same time, location) in case of severe weather. If in 
doubt re. weather, call Mac (742-0706), Dave Gregorski (742-5836), or Vince DiBattista (666-
0270). Rain/snow date is February 24.   Dress accordingly, long johns, boots, gloves and a hat are 
a must. Bring a snack and warming beverage. Watch your speed coming off the highway and in the 
park, as State and Park police are often set up this time of year on the access roads. Tides on the 
17th are lower than normal - low tide at ~2 P.M., for those interested in ‘natural finds’ afterward.  
Good luck and hope to see you there for the Indian’s chance to get out AGAIN (see above)!  
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Yankee Territory Coinshooters 
Code of Ethics 

Respect the rights and property of others. 
Never destroy historical or archeological artifacts. 
Observe all laws, whether national, state, or local. 
Aid law enforcement officials whenever possible. 

Leave the land and vegetation as it was. 
FILL IN ALL HOLES. 

Remove all trash and litter, take it with you when you 
leave. 

Remember that all coinshooters may be judged by the 
example YOU set. Always conduct yourself with 

courtesy and consideration toward others. 

T.C.  Metal Detectors 
Authorized dealer for Fisher, Tesoro, Minelab, 
Garrett, Troy, Bounty Hunter, Detectorpro, 

Whites, Lesche, RTG, and more 

Tony Cwikla, 23 Cornwall Drive,  
Windsor Locks, CT  06096 

860-623-1153 or  860-916-2506 
{29 years experience, oldest, largest dealer in the area} 

Member: Y.T.C., FMDAC 
Special discounts for members! 

FAX: 860-627-0593;  e-mail:  
CAPACTION@aol.com 

 
We also carry a full line of books, digging tools, sand 
scoops, headphones, extra coils, bags, pouches, etc. 

 
- We use what we sell and give expert advice free of charge. - 

Why not come in and see what we’re finding !! 

METAL DETECTORS and ACCESSORIES  

J & E ENTERPRISES of  
S. Yarmouth  

Factory Authorized Dealer for Fisher, Garrett, 
Minelab, Tesoro, & Whites. Coiltek coils, Covers, 
Headphones, Beach & Water Scoops, Books, Etc., 

Eleanor Hube, 54 Old Main St. at Forest Rd. 
South Yarmouth, MA 02664 

1-508-760-2100 
e-mail,  jetrhub2@verizon.net 

(Founding member of Yankee Territory Coinshooters) 

SALES, SERVICE & RENTALS 
Accepts Discover, Mastercard and Visa 

Will ship UPS 

(Special consideration for Y.T.C. members.) 

                            YTC Officers 
 
President, Chuck Anderson        860-944-9558 
           {nlsanderson@sbcglobal.net} 
         
Vice President,  Tony Cwikla        860-623-1153
    {CAPACTION@aol.com}
                             
Recording Secretary (temporary)   Rick Browne 
       860-738-0507              {waterwalker@snet.net} 
                                      
Treasurer, Vince DiBattista              860-666-0270 
                          {VDibattist@sbcglobal.net} 
 
Newsletter, Dave Gregorski               860-742-5836 
                                     {DGRookie@sbcglobal.net} 

 
 
 
 
May you have health and happiness, and 

prosper in unexpected ways. We hope our 
club and this wonderful hobby bring you 
joy and satisfaction, and wealth measured 

from your heart. 
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 ‘Find of the Month’ Resumes 

Finds retrieved between the November and 
January meetings were displayed at the January 
meeting, and will be listed in the February Probe. 
Thereafter, the normal FOTM schedule 
resumes...the February meeting will display the 
finds from the previous month, and so on. 

2008 Y.T.C. Challenge! 
The new list is out - see page 7. Extra copies will 
be available from Dave Gregorski at monthly 
meetings.  

You can win silver coins as prizes, by completing 
any level. Even a ‘bad’ detecting day (if there is 
such a thing) can be ‘saved’ by finding 
something on the list. Items are ‘balanced’, 
regarding the type of sites where they’re likely to 
turn up, and higher levels increase in difficulty.  

Items will be verified by Dave at any meeting. 
He will retain a copy of your progress throughout 
the year. Participating can add an element of fun, 
to an already great hobby. And any level of 
detectorist is welcome to join in. Give it a chance 
- who knows what you may find? 

British Treasure Hunters Stumble 
Upon Viking Hoard 

One of the biggest Viking treasures ever found 
has been discovered by a father-son team of 
metal detectorists. The trove of coins and jewelry 
was buried more than 1,000 years ago…items 
from France, Ireland, Russia, and Scandinavia. 
(The raiders sailed far and wide!) 

The pair were detecting a farmer’s field near 
Harrogate (northern England), and retrieved a 
loud-sounding target – a silver bowl more than a 
foot down. In total, more than 600 coins and 
dozens of other objects, including a gold 
armband and silver ingots, were found in and 
around the area. According to British law, 
archeologically significant items must be turned 
over to authorities in the field. The finders are 
reimbursed for what is kept. 

FOTM – Can I Enter a ‘coin spill’? 
   The "official" Find of the Month Contest Rules, 
printed in the Information Newsletter revised 
June, 2001, state: 
"4. Multiple objects may be entered as one 
find if they constituted one target; (i.e.) five 
coins in a change purse, giving one combined 
signal, may be entered as one find." 
   As far as determining which category/sub-
category for entry - that's been left to the 
discretion of the entrant (subject to ruling by the 
FOTM Chairman, currently Bill Wright). 
   Thus, if you found a jar of pennies with one 
silver dime in it, you could enter it in ‘silver 
coin’ (pre/1900//post 1899) or coin/other. 
Likewise, if you found a cache of Memorial 
pennies in a silver snuffbox, you could enter it in 
relic/other or coin/other. The entrant takes his 
chances whichever category he/she chooses to 
put the entry in. A cache or spill is not 
guaranteed to win the category just by virtue of 
the fact that it is in quantity. 
   This article serves notice re. how to handle 
future FOTM entries, that are ‘multiples’. So if 
you dig up (while detecting!) a nice silver-plated 
old shoe buckle, and upon checking the hole, also 
dig up a Liberty Seated dime, then you can enter 
both (only if you wish!) in either the 
Coin/silver/pre-1900 category, OR the 
Relic/other category. (Tough decision - we 
should all have that problem!)  You could also 
enter them singly in the appropriate category. 
   Remember re. a coin spill, that you can enter 
only one find in the ‘coin’ (left-hand) column, so 
you must decide whether you want to enter 
several coins in one category, or just a single 
coin. If I’ve confused the issue, please consult 
with Bill Wright.     Ed. 
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Unpaid Dues? 
If your name is highlighted on the front 
mailing label, your dues payment for 2008 
has not been recorded as this Probe goes to 
press. What does this mean for you? 
 
1. This will be your last issue of Probe. 
2. You won’t be eligible for the Jack Hube 
Polar Bear hunt (or any other club hunts). 
3. As a non-Y.T.C. member, you no longer 
will have voting privileges. 
4. You’ll miss all kinds of fun and 
informative stuff. 
5. People will miss you. 
To avoid the above, send your $20 check 
($25 if joining FMDAC) right now (made out 
to Y.T.C.) to: 

Y.T.C. 
P.O. Box 1811 

Hartford, CT  06114-1811 
You may also pay at any Y.T.C. function - 
see Vince DiBattista, our treasurer. 

Y.T.C. Christmas Party   
There was just enough seating, as close to 50 
big and little people showed up. (Fortunately, 
outside temperatures kept the precipitation as 
rain.) The food and drink were laid out – a 
sumptuous feast – and at around 6:30, the 
line began to form at the food tables. 
‘Douglas the Fir’ quieted down while we ate 
(you had to be there). A nice, old-fashioned-
looking mini juke box played some fine 
holiday CDs while we ate. 
After a leisurely repast (I went back for more 
food, several times – hey, I had to try 
everything!), we made room for the grab-bag 
event. Rich MacRobbie kept the festive spirit 
by jingling a string of sleighbells. Rick 
Browne again played Santa, and kept the 
evening going at a lively pace. For awhile, 
people settled for unopened gifts…but after 
the first item was ‘pilfered’, people became 
less shy about going after what they wanted. 
There were no tears shed…at least not 
openly…over the loss of a gift.  (-:    (And 
yes, Roy Wilbur did NOT make it 4 years in 
a row, having his number drawn last. That 
would have made him eligible to take 
anyone’s open gift…or choose the last 
unopened one.) 
At around 8:45, people began saying their 
goodbyes (with holiday wishes), and the 
cleanup commenced. Many thanks to all who 
came and contributed. It was a wonderful 
evening of friendship, fun and camaraderie.          
                                              Ed. 

P.S. To whoever brought the wrapped pair of 
driveway reflectors/markers – I was 
wondering how I was going to ‘plant’ them, 
as the ground in my yard had been frozen 
solid for at least a week. Well, we had a brief 
thaw, and two days after the party the top 
few inches thawed out, and I installed the 
reflectors. Lucky!   (And a short time later, 
they were peeking out of snow banks!) 

A Note from ‘Down South’ 
Hi ya-all, 
Hope everyone has a Merry Xmas and a healthy and 
Happy New Year. I'll miss the YTC Christmas 
party.....but I'm not sure about missing Mac's sleigh 
bells or Rick's talking tree. By now, everyone should 
realize that Roy Wilbur is cheating since his number 
has been last for the past three years.....watch him ! 
As I did last year on Christmas day, I will finish my 
Bailey's Irish Cream on the rocks and toss the 
remaining ice cubes on my lawn.....it's comforting to 
know that is probably the only ice/snow that it will 
see all year.    :-) 
                                                                         
Beachmole  (a.k.a. Bob Tulay) 

February Meeting Program 
We’d like to see your best/favorite finds from 
2007. Share a few words with us about how you 
came upon them. Of course, telling us of the 
location would be a bonus.    (-:   (-: 
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Another Challenge-ing Year!  
By Dave Gregorski 

 
   Some of you may remember my sorrows of previous years, when I came oh-so-close to 
completing Level 4 of the Y.T.C. Challenge. With several months to go, 3 times I’ve needed just 
one of two items to get awarded those heavy silver coins. A constant item was the gold ring with 2 
different colored stones - and so it was again this year! 

   I also needed the silver coin pre-1892, and/or the 2-cent-3-cent coin category. And with the 
ground being frozen, chances for the coins was slim. (One can always get lucky at a saltwater 
beach for the ring.) But with a milder spell coming on, I gave it a real shot. There were only 10 
days remaining in the year. 

   One very old beach that I’ve hammered in the past, had provided several coins in the categories 
needed - but not for several years. I went back with my Minelab Explorer and its new 4.5X7 inch 
DD coil. Pickings were very slim (I even pretty much had cleaned out the nails!), but managed a 
V-nickel and a Barber dime. Close! Next day I tried a larger beach, hoping for the ring - and I got 
it! It absolutely gleamed in the sunlight - shiny gold with a pink center stone, surrounded by a 
circle of diamonds.  Beautiful! Finally! As I let it ‘soak in’, I planned to return to the first beach 
the next day, to go for the coin I needed.  

  Stopping at a bench to rest, I couldn’t resist admiring the ring. Looking for the markings, 
something didn’t look right. The gold surface was kind of ‘wavy’, and the inner marking was a 
couple letters, not the hoped-for ‘14K’. Then I saw what looked like a bit of corrosion. It was a 
fake! (Was that those insufferable ‘detecting faeries’ I heard, tittering in the tall grass?) I still can’t 
believe it - how ‘cruel’ this hobby can be sometime. And I came down from such a high.   
   Undaunted, I did return to the old beach the next day, and managed a Buffalo nickel, a few 
Wheaties, and an old cufflink. And a few days later, got, believe it or not, a 1723 Woods Hibernia 
halfpenny!! So close again - a good detecting plan that didn’t quite work. That ‘Level 4’ is 
hanging there, seemingly just out of reach...but there’s always next year!  I must have a talk with 
the Challenge Manager sometime.   (-:   
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Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
Button Grommet/eyelet Monogrammed jewelry Thimble 

Non-U.S. Coin Game or Trade Token Indian Head Cent Pre -1892 silver U.S. coin 
Key Zipper pull Religious Medal Item with patent # / date 

Washer Bullet Lead Toy gun (or part of) Foreign coin, pre-1935 
  (not a Colonial halfpenny) 

‘Eagle’ quarter (pre-1999) Silver Coin Gold Jewelry Small U.S. cent,  pre-1880 

Nut or bolt Pen/pencil 
(or part of) 

‘V’ nickel Or 
Silver ‘wartime’ nickel 

Dated object, pre-1930 
(not a coin, token or  

religious medal) 

Fishing item 
(not a weight) 

Watch 
(or part of) 

Colonial copper  Or 
U.S. Large Cent 

Coins from 4 Different 
Countries 

(not U.S. or Canada) 

Wheat cent 
 

Silver Jewelry 
 

Dog license or 
Rabies tag 

  

Gold Jewelry with stones of 
2 or more colors, Or Any 

platinum jewelry 

Toy vehicle Buckle Barber Coin Crucifix/cross, any metal 

‘Junk’ jewelry Buffalo nickel U.S. half dollar Lead figurine - human 
 (or part of) 

  

Eating Utensil 
 

Lead fishing weight 
(one ounce or less) 

  
  

Item depicting a living 
creature (not a U.S. coin, 
eagle, bottle cap, can, or 

fishing lure) 

Shield nickel Or half cent 
Or  

U.S. 2- or  3-cent piece 
 

Shotgun/bullet casing 
Or 

20 coins in one day 

Paper clip/fastener 
Or 

40  coins in one day 

Gear (not in a watch) 
Or 

80 Coins in 1 Day 

Military button, medal, or pin 
Or 

Scouting item 

Wild Card 
‘Westward Journey’ nickel 

(2004-2006) 

Wild Card 
Item with heart shape/
design (no rel. medal) 

Wild Card 
U.S. $1 coin 

Wild Card 
‘Tootsie Toy’  
(not Chinese) 

A Wild Card item may be substituted for any other item in the same level. All items must be metal. 
A find may be used to satisfy only one item on the list. 

PRIZES for completing: Level 1, Silver Dime  Level 2, Silver Quarter  Level 3, 2 Silver Quarters 

Name _______________________________  Level 4, Silver Half Dollar     All Levels, Silver Dollar 
Challenge 2008  hunting dates  include:             
 January 1, 2008 - December 31, 2008 
Each member wishing to participate receives a copy of the Challenge List and the “Challenge Manager” 
keeps a duplicate copy. At each club meeting, finds will be verified by the “Challenge Manager” (using 
club resources if needed) who will check off items on the master list. Items need not be brought in during 
the month of the ‘find’, but may not be carried over from one year to the next. Planted items from 
organized hunts DO NOT QUALIFY. Upon completion of each level, the prize for that level will be 
awarded at a club meeting. The “Challenge Manager”  (Dave Gregorski) is the final judge as to whether a 
find qualifies, and regarding other pertinent conflicts. 

Y.T.C. 2008 Challenge List 
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Iffy Signals 
By G. M. ‘Doc’ Watson 

Metal detecting today differs very little from years ago. Some people hunt the beaches for Spanish 
silver or the rings of yesterdays’ swimmers; others look for coins in the local parks or the long gone 
fairgrounds. And others hunt the fields, forests and latest construction sites for relics of the early wars 
and the settlers who waged them. Some manage to do a little of it all. What has changed, however, is 
the equipment that we do it with. 
 
Starting in the early seventies with a Compass 66B, detecting was a simple process. The detector had 
an on-off/volume knob, ground balance knob, small green light and a switch to change the signal 
indication from sound, light or both. You turned it on, tuned the ground balance to neutralize the 
effects of ground mineralization, and dug every single waver to the threshold tone. A loud signal could 
be a bottle cap on the surface or a hub cap two feet deep; there was no discrimination and other than 
loudness/weakness, and little change in the tone. 
 
I remember detecting a park that first year out, and digging two or three aluminum pull tabs in a row. 
The next signal was exactly the same and I would have bet money it was another tab. But I was 
surprised when I popped up my first silver dollar, together with a couple of mercury dimes. That told 
me that it all pretty much sounded the same so I’d have to dig it all. 
 
Over the years detectors have improved their performance and offered new capabilities. Listening to 
the subtle changes in tone one could hear a difference, to some degree. At least a bottle cap and hub 
cap no longer sounded the same. At a gold mining camp I could tell the difference between metal 
objects and the mineralized rocks that were in abundance on the site, by the quality of the signal tone. 
One produced a clear, crisp tone where the other signal experienced a slight delay, giving it a reverb 
effect. Though I’d dig the odd sound every so often as a way to double check and keep myself honest, 
this tonal discrimination allowed me to skip over 95% of the signals I was getting and to focus on the 
clearer metal signals. That first day yielded over an ounce and a half of small gold nuggets, including 
one that weighted a half ounce. 
 
On the next day the good signals were far and few between, as I was now covering the same area again. 
One signal sounded iffy, neither good nor bad, so I decided to check it out. I quickly located a hot rock 
responsible for (at least) part of the signal; there was still a weak tone there. This tone sounded more 
like the metal signals I had been digging and as I dug deeper and deeper, it grew louder and stronger. 
At a depth of two feet I located the source of the second signal, a palm sized hunk of gold that weighed 
over five ounces. 
 
Many years and detectors later, the same concept holds true. Between multiple tones, conductivity and 
ferrous vs. nonferrous indicators, my detector displays more information then ever. I just need to 
interpret it. Most sites I detect and dig most all metal, though I will fore go small iron objects. One tone 
sounded like the target could be a bit of small iron, and the secondary screen information suggested the 
same. However, since there was not much “new trash” on this site, I dug the iffy signal and was 
rewarded with not one but two metal objects, a square iron nail, and an 1850 - O dime. Another broken 
signal in the same area turned out to be a much worn 1803 half reale. 

{Continued on page 9} 
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It could be easy to let the technology overwhelm us when we first start out, or when we change to a 
new detector; partly because detectors are so much more accurate then before. Now when the screen 
says 10¢ clad, it most likely will be; but not always. If someone is working a heavily trashed area, 
relying on the detector to decide dig/not dig may be the only way the site is worth digging. But in 

areas where the finds could be very rewarding, and it is not carpeted with modern trash, digging the 
extra trash could well be worth the efforts of chasing the iffy signals. 

 
Another such time occurred a few years ago while covering the yard of a residential home lost to the 
construction of a highway by-pass. I dug two old shot gun shells, and the third tone sounded exactly 
like the first two. Even the screen indicator said the same. At first I though I had dug a bottle cap, but 
when the dirt fell out I realized it was a ladies gold wedding band. I never would have guessed it. And 
more recently, a loud signal while relic hunting had to be a beer can, as there had been several other 
detectorists over in that area. When I saw the cupped grey surface I saw the bowl of a pewter spoon 

and was a little disappointed and thought “at least it wasn’t new trash”. Then I turned it over and saw 
that it was actually a US box plate, and I was again surprised. 

 
I can think of other such times. One of the great attractions to the hobby is the element of surprise, it’s 

amazing what can turn up when you least expect it. As I continue to learn more about my detector I 
still try to guess what the signal might be before I dig. The total misses are the most interesting and 

learning experiences, and they keep me digging the iffy signals. 

Once Again - You’re Either ‘Over the Hill’ or Close To It If… 
 

 -You wonder if kids still cover their textbooks with paper from grocery bags. 

-You know that fillings in a Sky Bar candy are caramel, vanilla, peanut, and fudge. 

-You recall when many working men walked home for lunch and then walked back to work an 
hour later. 

-You’ve actually shopped at Mammoth Mart. 

-If sent to the store by your mother as a child, the things on your list might have included Lady 
Borden Ice Cream, Campbell’s Scotch Broth Soup, and Hi Ho Crackers. 

-You recall the days when the fear of Communist infiltrators even made it to TV on a drama 
called “I Led Three Lives”.  [Citizen, Communist, counterspy.] 

-You recall when a child was liable to keep his or her special treasures in an old cigar box. 

-You know who ‘Uncle Miltie’ is. 

-You wonder if they still diagram sentences in English class. 

[From the Journal Inquirer, 9-10-07, by Richard Tambling.] 
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UPCOMING EVENTS/HUNTS 

Sunday, Jan 13th  - Dr.Laurie Weinstein will lecture on 6:30pm at the Institute for  Am. 
Indian Studies in Washington, CT. Subject: Revolutionary War Encampment 1777-1778, 
Redding CT.      Cost $5.00. Details (860) 868-0518 or www.birdstone.org.  

Sunday, February 17 - Y.T.C. Polar Bear Hunt!  See page 2! 

February 24 (Sunday) - Coin Show @ the Polish National Home, 60 Charter Oak Ave., 
Hartford.  Free admission and parking - call 203-877-1680 (Ed Doran) for details.                          

Year 2008 Meeting Dates for Y.T.C. 
  
 February 12     July 8 
 
 March 11      August 12 
 
 April 8      September 9 
 
 May 13      October 14 
 
 June 10      November 11 
 
    December 9 (Christmas party) 
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Minutes of Yankee Territory Coinshooters meeting, January 8, 2008 
 
 -  The monthly meeting was called to order at 7:00 P.M. with 33 members and 5 visitors present. 
There was no Secretary’s report for December Christmas Party meeting. 
The Treasurer’s report was accepted as read, with a balance of $3075.44 plus silver inventory of $37.85 
face value. 

 
 Announcements and Correspondence: 

Mike Russo donated a book “REDISCOVERY GOLD IN THE 21st CENTURY” written by  
C.R. SMITH. 

The President, Chuck Anderson, gave an overview of the FMDAC and its mission. 
A card was passed for signature and to be sent to Sal Vetro. 

‘Thank You’ notes were received from our donations made in Memory of Mark Sutcliffe. 
 
 Old Business: 
Mark’s metal detecting equipment will be inventoried and up for auction at the April meeting.  
   A list/description of items will appear in the March Probe. 
The Early Renewal Drawing was held. 

A motion was made and seconded for the advance of $350 to Richard MacRobbie for the February 
17th Jack Hube Memorial Polar Bear Hunt. 

 
 New Business: 
The President gave an overview of the upcoming club elections and canvassed for volunteers and 
runners for the various positions coming open this year. 
The purpose and agenda for Executive Board Meetings was discussed. All members are welcome at the 
meeting that is held on the 1st Tuesday of each month at the East Hartford Library, upstairs. 
 
This year may indeed be the last BONE. It is to be held April 18–20, 2008 in Keene, NH (see page 10). 
Best Finds for 2008 will be the February’s meeting topic. 
Dave Gregorski spoke of his BEST EVER detecting site, for silver-and-gold yield, a drained pond. 
Other members had hunted the lake, usually when there was water in it, without the success Dave had. 
Attendance drawing: Victor Taylor was not present; John Cianfarani took home a silver dime. 
Silver dollar drawings: Rich Walauski and Everet Berube each took home a silver dollar. 
The 50/50 raffle went to Rick Browne. 
Additional drawings for magazines: Rich MacRobbie, Ken Perkins and Joe Waldron. 
The FOM was held. The President awarded three members for their outstanding finds. 
Dave Gregorski tallied up the remaining 2007 Challenge Awards and handed out awards to three 
members, with 2 more owed. 

The meeting was adjourned at 8:55 P.M. 
 

 Respectfully submitted, Rick Browne 
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Vice President,  Tony Cwikla        860-623-1153
     {CAPACTION@aol.com}
                             
Recording Secretary, Rick Browne  860-738-0507 
                                           {waterwalker@snet.net} 
 
Treasurer, Vince DiBattista              860-666-0270 
                          {VDibattist@sbcglobal.net} 
 
Newsletter, Dave Gregorski               860-742-5836 
                                      {dgrookie@sbcglobal.net} 

Yankee Territory Coinshooters 
Code of Ethics 

Respect the rights and property of others. 
Never destroy historical or archeological artifacts. 
Observe all laws, whether national, state, or local. 
Aid law enforcement officials whenever possible. 

Leave the land and vegetation as it was. 
FILL IN ALL HOLES. 

Remove all trash and litter, take it with you when you 
leave. 

Remember that all coinshooters may be judged by the 
example YOU set. Always conduct yourself with 

courtesy and consideration toward others. 

T.C.  Metal Detectors 
Authorized dealer for Fisher, Tesoro, Minelab, 
Garrett, Troy, Bounty Hunter, Detectorpro, 

Whites, Lesche, RTG, and more 

Tony Cwikla, 23 Cornwall Drive,  
Windsor Locks, CT  06096 

860-623-1153 or  860-916-2506 
{29 years experience, oldest, largest dealer in the area} 

Member: Y.T.C., FMDAC 
Special discounts for members! 

FAX: 860-627-0593;  e-mail:  
CAPACTION@aol.com 

 
We also carry a full line of books, digging tools, sand 
scoops, headphones, extra coils, bags, pouches, etc. 

 
- We use what we sell and give expert advice free of charge. - 

Why not come in and see what we’re finding !! 

METAL DETECTORS and ACCESSORIES  

J & E ENTERPRISES of  
S. Yarmouth  

Factory Authorized Dealer for Fisher, Garrett, 
Minelab, Tesoro, & Whites. Coiltek coils, Covers, 
Headphones, Beach & Water Scoops, Books, Etc., 

Eleanor Hube, 54 Old Main St. at Forest Rd. 
South Yarmouth, MA 02664 

1-508-760-2100 
e-mail,  jetrhub2@verizon.net 

(Founding member of Yankee Territory Coinshooters) 

SALES, SERVICE & RENTALS 
Accepts Discover, Mastercard and Visa 

Will ship UPS 

(Special consideration for Y.T.C. members.) 

April Auction 
At that meeting, we will be auctioning off 
detecting equipment that belonged to Mark 

Sutcliffe. Significant items, in great condition - 
Whites DFX, Whites Surf PI Pro, 2 Whites 

Eclipse DD coils - ~6-1/2 X 3-1/2 inch ‘Shooter’, 
8 X 14 inch ‘Deep Scan’. Full list in March 

Probe. All proceeds to go to his mother.  
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“May the Ring of Gold…” 
By Dave Gregorski 

 
  To complete a favorite saying of Rick 
Browne – “…be in your ears, and the glitter 
in your scoop.” I just read where a man 
stole a gold ring at Buckland Mall 
(Manchester), and as police caught up with 
him at a neighboring store, he swallowed 
the ring! (I guess if police hadn't seen him 
do it, he could have gotten away with the 
theft.) He was then taken to the Manchester 
hospital - thankfully there were no details 

re. how the ring was to be retrieved.    
   This got me to thinking, though. Suppose 
there were several men who looked 
somewhat alike, and police didn't know 
who ate the ring? Can't you see how our 
hobby might be of great assistance? Just 
line them up, and here we come with our 

detectors!   
   Of course, having never detected in this 
kind of 'media' before, we would have to 
break new ground, so to speak. First, all 
external metal objects would have to be 
removed. Then some questions to consider 
- what coil size would we use? (The 
heavier the man, the more 'depth' we might 
need.) What if the ring is 'on edge'? We 
might have to scan frontally, and then from 
the side. Do we need any discrimination? 
(Probably not, unless the guy also 
swallowed some nails.) You get the picture. 
   What would make this easier than regular 
detecting, is that we could ignore most of 

our 'code of ethics'.    NO holes to fill 
in (retrieving the ring is THEIR problem!) 
No need for a 'trash pouch'. Respecting the 
rights of others? Hey - skip to "aid law 
enforcement officials whenever possible." 
 Be sure to sign up with your local PD right 

‘Thank You’ Notes 
Mark Sutcliffe’s mother sent us the following 
note:   Dear Y.T.C. members, 
   Thank you for the gifts to Concordia church and 
Dana-Farber, in memory of Mark. Detecting and 
detectorists had a special place in his life.  
   Sincerely, Carol Sutcliffe 
There was a similar note re. our gift to the 
American Cancer Society. 

For 2008 ‘Challenge’ Participants 

   The rules state – “A find may be used to satisfy 
only one item on the list.” That is true; however, I do 
allow items to be ‘switched’. (There are a number of 
items that can qualify for 2 or even 3 
columns/Levels.)  I will explain. 

   Let’s say it’s early in the year, and with 
detecting limited, you are lucky to find a Barber 
quarter as your first silver coin of the year. And 
you have completed Level 1 (please refer to 
Challenge list) except for the ‘Eagle’ quarter. 
Well, you can use the Barber quarter to complete 
Level 1 (as it has an eagle on the reverse)! 

   Don’t cringe, this is not a ‘waste! I will award 
the Level 1 prize. Then when you get another 
‘Eagle quarter’, bring it to me along with the 
Barber. Your Level 1 will remain complete, but 
now you can use the Barber for Level 2, “Silver 
coin”, if needed. If/when you get another silver 
coin for Level 2, you can ‘move’ the Barber to 
Level 3. 

   Here’s another example: you find a fishing 
item, which you want to use for Level 1. Fine. 
However, the lure has a patent #/date on it. This, 
therefore, can also be used for Level 4, “Item 
with patent #/date”. Same deal – when you find 
another fishing item, bring it to me along with 
the first one, and you  will remain having credit 
for a Level 1 item, plus now you can use the first 
lure find for Level 4.   
Hope this isn’t too confusing – if in doubt, ask me 
(Dave Gregorski). And most important – I can’t 
remember all your past finds, so you MUST bring 
both items for my viewing, when requesting such a 
switch!   
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A Nifty New Toy  
  The Sharper Image has a new toy called Digital Microscope. Santa gave me one for Christmas. 

I wanted a way to share some of my “home laboratory” projects with my twin grandsons, age 8.      
(I show them close-ups of printed circuits, their fingerprints, flies and other bugs that they simply love 
to gross out on.) 

The ordinary magnifying glass was not satisfactory for all of us to see the same thing 
simultaneously. By the time it was passed around we were all looking at something a bit 
different than what I had in mind. The jeweler’s loupe was even worse because you could 
stick into only one squinty eye at a time. I had no idea what they were seeing.  

Enter the Digital Microscope. The gadget plugs into any USB port on any computer. Everyone gets 
to see the same things simultaneously (the image is on your computer screen). It’s in color. It does 
videos and stills. It has a variable zoom and focus. The image is treated just like any digital image you 
might download from your digital cameras (which this thing really is, but this has its own LED 
illumination and a glass slide holder, if you care to use it).  

 So I put a Jefferson nickel down on the desk and took some photos which I e-mailed to our hard-
working editor. It was that easy. Imagine how you could use it to look at tiny markings on any treasure 
you might find in the field.  The USB cable comes with it and is plenty long. You could even get a 
close look at the back of your neck (?), etc. The price is $79.95 which beats the heck out of even the 
lowest cost inspection microscope that has nowhere near the options this toy has. See photos below. 

VTY, Dave Mello, new member, Dec 2007.  

                     [Many thanks to Dave for taking the time to share this with us.   Ed.] 
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Bold, italics indicates the 
winners - submitted by Bill 

Wright, January, 2008 

COIN

 

 Gold/Silver   

Pre 1900  Bill Wright 1821 Spanish 1 Reale 

 President's Award George Pecia 1859 Seated Liberty Half 

    

Post 1899  Dave Gregorski 1900 Barbar Half 

  Roger Moyles 1908-O Barber Half 

  Joe Waldron 1901 Barber Dime 

  Everett Berube 1917 Mercury Dime 

    

 Other   

Pre 1900  Darren Wright 1837 Canadian Bank Halfpenny 

 President's Award Richard Walauski 1820 Large Cent 

    

Post 1899  Richard Janak 1921 Buffalo Nickel 

  Chuck Anderson 1927 Wheat Penny 

  Bob Cwikla 2000-P Sacagawea Dollar 

  Vince DiBattista 1981 German 10 Pfennig 

    

 Token/medal No Entries  

    

JEWELRY    

 Gold Richard Janak 14 K Bracelet 23 with 23 Diamonds 

  Ray Dapkus 1958 Teachers College Ring (CCSU) 

  Rick Browne 1952 Rogers Class Ring 

    

 Silver Everett Berube Sterling Silver Ring 

  Chuck Anderson Sterling Silver Toe Ring 

    

 Other Dave Gregorski Gold Plated Ring with Stones 

  Bill Wright Ring with Eagles on Side 
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By Bill Wright 

Bill Wright:  1821 1 Reale – Bill found this coin in a farm field that he had gotten permission to detect. 
Dave Gregorski:  1900 Barber Half – Dave found this at a beach in the New Haven area. He has been detecting at this 
beach for a couple of years. 
Darren Wright:  1837 Canadian Half Cent – Darren found this in the same field that produced the 1821 Reale. 
Richard Janak:  1921 Buffalo Nickel – Rich found this detecting at the beach. 
Richard Janak:  14K Bracelet with 23 Diamonds – Rich found this detecting with Rick Browne at a beach they hadn’t 
been to in some time. 
Everett Berube:  Sterling Silver Ring – Everett found this at a New London beach at low tide by the waters edge. 
Dave Gregorski:  Gold Plated Ring with Stones – Dave thought he had a gold ring until looking at the ring an hour 
after finding it - then he noticed the corrosion. 
Roger Moyles:  Hawkeye Cap Gun – Roger found this at a apartment complex in West Hartford. Someone stuffed in a 
couple of bullet shells making it look real. 
Joe Waldron:  West Point NY Pin – Joe found this at Hammonassett beach in a sand pile in front of the bath houses. 
George Pecia:  .925 Silver Case with Trolley Tickets – George found this at a old park he has been detecting for many 
years. George was surprised to find that the tickets had survived. They date from 1912 – 1915. 
Vince DiBattista: Toy Shark, Dinosaur, Marbles, etc. – Vince found these items at the beach while detecting a spot 
that produced 259 coins. 
Richard Janak:  George Washington Medallion – Richard doesn’t remember where he found this, but, knows it was a 
beach somewhere. 

RELIC

 

 Toy Roger Moyles Hawkeye Cap Gun with Bullet Shells 

  Everett Berube Toy Car 

  Chuck Anderson Plastic/Metal Figure 

 Military Joe Waldron West Point NY Pin 

  Pete Burch Bullet 

 Other George Pecia Silver .925 Case with Trolley Tickets 

 President's Award Ray Dapkus George Washington Inaugral Button 

  Bill Wright Mason & Son Button 

 Consolation Prize Richard Janak George Washington Medallion 

  Dave Gregorski 1800's Cuff Link 

  Rick Browne Citizen Watch 

  Richard Walauski Button 

  Darren Wright Button 

  Pete Burch Unknown Item 
NON METAL

 

  Vince DiBattista Toy Shark, Marbles, Dinosaur ect. 

  Chuck Anderson Suntan Lotion 

  Dave Gregorski Real Starfish 
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A Detectorist’s Dream 
 
MIAMI (June 6, 2007) - A drought that has bared parts of the bed of Florida's largest lake has 
exposed human bone fragments, pottery and even boats - and archeologists  are trying to 
evaluate the artifacts before water levels rise again. Archaeologists said there have been no 
large-scale digs in Lake Okeechobee; most of the finds have been easily spotted along the 
surface, some by passers-by who called in what they found.  
 
Palm Beach County Archaeologist Chris Davenport said scores of bone fragments ranging 
from only a few inches to 8 inches long have been spotted in Lake Okeechobee, the second-
largest freshwater lake in the continental U.S., behind Lake Michigan. The lake is at its lowest 
level since record keeping began in 1932, at about 8.96 feet deep on Monday. That's about 4 to 
5 feet below normal, exposing many areas for the first time in years. "Right now, it's just a rush 
to identify things before they go back under water," said Chris Davenport, the archaeologist for 
Palm Beach County.  
 
More than 17 sites have been identified in Palm Beach County's part of the lake in the last 
three months. They are scattered over miles of terrain. The drought has bared a rim around the 
lake up to a mile and a half wide at some points. "It looks like it's part of one of the American 
Indian settlements that were there - people that were intentionally interred at some point," said 
State Archaeologist Ryan Wheeler.  
 
The state has alerted the Seminole and Miccosukee tribes of the bones, but no decision has 
been made on their fate. No studies have been done on the human remains, but Wheeler said 
they likely were 500 to 1,000 years old, or possibly older. Further examination will be 
necessary to more accurately pinpoint the bones' age, though he noted they show extensive 
wear, he said. An examination of the style of pottery found in the lake bed might do more to 
tell of the tribes who lived in the area than the bones themselves, because the human remains 
are so fragmented, Davenport said. No complete skeletons, skulls or other large fragments 
have been found.  
 
However, the boats uncovered are relatively intact. They include a steam-powered dredge 
believed to have been used to dig a canal; the remnants of a steam ship scattered across a mile 
and a half; a wooden, motorized canoe; an early 1900’s fishing boat with a large one-cylinder 
engine; and a fifth boat so badly decayed its purpose has yet to be determined. Wheeler said 
one of the vessels is 50 to 60 feet long.  
 
Archaeologists have left most of the discoveries where they were found, though an anchor, 
bottles, tools and some pottery have been excavated from the huge lake. It's probably a once-
in-a-lifetime experience to examine the dry lake bed, Davenport said. But with thieves also 
interested his discoveries, he is yearning for the lake to rise again. "I'm hoping that the rains 
come back," he said. "Once it's covered, it's protected."  

               [NO MENTION of any metal detecting taking place!  Our whole club could ‘get lost’ 
scanning the huge exposed area.   Just imagine…     Ed.] 
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P.S. 
(From Dave Gregorski) 

   For those of you who heard my presentation on 
that great 2007 ‘hot site’, I had some additional 
thoughts afterward, re. how I got the exceptional 
depth, and why all those targets were there in the 
first place. 
  The 15-inch WOT coil can give 50% or more 
depth over the stock 7-inch coil, when conditions 
are right. Also, the fact that it’s a ‘double-D’ coil, 
allows better penetration into mineralized 
substrates, over a concentric coil. Also, when my 
Sunray digital meter (attached since I bought the 
Minelab) bit the dust, I tried hard to find a 
replacement, but luckily didn’t get one. Right off 
I thought I got more depth, with a meter no 
longer in the system. (And even though my ‘ear’ 
is still pretty tuned-in to the varying pitches and 
what they mean, I’m now digging more targets 
than before – not relying on a meter…and my 
finds have improved.) And regarding the new 
‘Black Widow’ headphones – I did no tests 
proving an increase in depth. All I know is, from 
experience, that response to targets at various 
depths was louder than before, which I think 
translates to more depth. 
   About the site – I talked with several local 
people, and got some interesting information 
(which I forgot to share at the meeting). 
Apparently, in the late 1940’s, someone drowned 
out of sight of the lifeguard (some bushes 
blocked out his view). Soon after, a fence was 
put up, blocking access to the water at that point, 
and swimming was forbidden there. The ‘spot’ I 
found was just below the fence, where the 
sand/dirt mix sloped steeply downward.  
   I believe current waterhunters were not aware 
of this history, and thus did not detect that spot, 
but focus on the current sandy beach. Also, the 
pond has not been drained at all in many (30?) 
years. For these reasons, my ‘swimmin’ hole’ 
contents were safe until I was lucky enough to 
locate it. (The few dig holes there were only 4-5 
inches deep.) Now the area is under water. 
Probably forever, in my lifetime.  Sigh.  

Please...a Request 
Carol Sutcliffe, Mark’s mom, has asked two 
things of us. 

1. She would appreciate someone sharing a 
recent photo of Mark, while detecting. If 
anyone has one, please contact Dave 
Gregorski, to work out details of how a 
copy may be made. 

2. Mark had a wonderful, large display of 
his finds from local Rochambeau 
campsites. I saw Mark load them into his 
truck last April, at  BONE, so I believe 
the cases got back to CT. If anyone has 
knowledge of their whereabouts, again, 
please contact Dave. Mrs. Sutcliffe 
cannot find them anywhere, and they 
have meaning for her.  

 Ken G. had a successful ‘return’. 
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UPCOMING EVENTS/HUNTS 

Jack Hube Memorial ‘Polar Bear’ hunt - Sunday, Feb. 17;  members only! 
See page 2 of the January Probe for details, or contact huntmaster Richard 
MacRobbie @  860-742-0706,  R121R@aol.com 
February 24 (Sunday) - Coin Show @ the Polish National Home, 60 Charter Oak Ave., Hartford. Free 
admission and parking - call 203-877-1680 (Ed Doran) for details. Doors open at 9 A.M. 

BONE 15 - April 18-20 - see below.  Additional details in future Probes.   

2008 Best O’ NorthEast Treasure Show/Exposition 
 

April 18, 19 & 20, 2008 in Keene & Marlborough, NH. 15th Best O’ North East 
Treasure Hunter’s Convention with Natural Hunts, Panning & Best Finds Contests, 
workshops, seminars; White’s, Minelab & Garrett metal detectors displayed & sold. 

Chinese Auction for Charity. North East Treasure Hunting Club booths.  
Friday night all you can eat Roast Pork Supper. Sat. night Awards banquet  

with Speaker, Sunday morning $5 breakfast  at Legion in Marlborough   
& 10:am National Open Hunt.  

Info. - George Streeter, Marlborough, NH Tel.603/876-4443;  gstreeter@ne.rr.com 

2007 Challenge Report 
By Dave Gregorski 

Twenty-two Y.T.C. members competed for this past year’s Challenge. 
   Twenty completed Level 1, and won a silver dime: Chuck Anderson, Bob Belrose, Ken Briody, Rick 
Browne, Bob Cwikla, Vince DiBattista, Dave Gregorski, Ken Gudernatch, Steve Gudernatch, Elaine 
Leonard, Richard Lipka, Richard MacRobbie, John McQueen, Roger Moyles, Jeff Pelletier, Al 
Schwartz, Phil Skewes, Mark Sutcliffe, Rich Walauski, and Joe Waldron. 
   The 16 Level 2 winners (silver quarter) were: Chuck Anderson, Bob Belrose, Rick Browne, Bob 
Cwikla, Vince DiBattista, Dave Gregorski, Ken Gudernatch, Elaine Leonard, Richard Lipka, Richard 
MacRobbie, Roger Moyles, Jeff Pelletier, Al Schwartz, Mark Sutcliffe, Rich Walauski, and Joe 
Waldron. 
   Those who completed Level 3 were: Rick Browne, Bob Cwikla, Dave Gregorski, Al Schwartz, Mark 
Sutcliffe, and Joe Waldron. They took home 2 silver quarters. 
   Level 4? Maybe next year! It would have paid a silver half dollar – and completing all 4 levels gives 
a bonus of a silver dollar. 

   Congratulations…and thanks to all those who gave it a try. The 2008 list is out, and even if the 
ground is frozen, the saltwater beaches can give you a start. The Challenge can add an element of fun 

to this already great hobby. 
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 BONE 15 - tentative workshops 

April 19 (Saturday) - 9am to 4pm at Keene Recreation Center, Washington & Gilsum St.,  
Keene, NH 

 Room 14 - 9:30am - Field Searching with Garrett detectors (Ace 250 and GTI 2500) 
& Julio Razquin  

Room 14 - 10:30 - Relic Hunting with Ed Fedory  

Room 22 - Noon - Judging best finds contest 

Room 22 - 1:pm - Minelab Metal Detectors with Minelab USA. 

Room 14 - 1:pm - Gold Panning, sluicing & dredging,  
Dan Reed. & David Walker  

Room 22 - 2:pm - Underwater detecting with Don Tyler & Frank Krupa 

Other Events 
April 18, 8:30am (Friday) - NH Bob’s Natural Hunt w' a gold coin prize. $25  entry fee. Pay 
before April 1st  & you’re in a drawing for a Mystery coin. Send entry to BONE, 307 Main St., 
Marlborough, NH 03455  

April 18, 6:30 - 7:00pm, Get together "all you can eat" Roast Pork supper & strawberry 
shortcake dessert. Prepared by Jeannie, Ken & Jason.  Supper sponsored by Mel & Barbara 
Sanders of W. Windsor, NJ. Held at Post 24 Legion, Rte 101, Marlborough, NH. Door prize & a 
speaker. $5 to April 1st & then $10 until sold out. Send supper fee   to; BONE, 307 Main St., 
Marlborough, NH 03455  

April 19 (Saturday) -  Treasure Hunter’s Hobby Show at the Keene Rec Center, 512 
Washington St., Keene, NH. $5 cover to 2:pm & under 16 free. Sales managers & techs from 
Minelab Electronics, Whites of New England, Detector Pro &  Streeters will demo & sell their 
products. A Chinese Auction for St Jude Children’s Research Hospital. 10 tables of quality 
items, including 6 metal detectors. Bids $10 for 25 tics & a door prize tic.  Best Finds & Gold 
Panning Contest, workshops and seminars (see above). Many club, individual and business 
displays. For show info contact Streeter 603/876-4443 or email streeter@ne.rr.com 

April 19 - 6:30 pm, $25 each “Treasure Hunter’s Hall of Fame” Banquet & a Sirloin roast 
beef dinner. Speaker & drawing for the  $1,500 Minelab Explorer SE raffle prize tonight. At 
Post 24 Legion, Rte 101, Marlborough, NH. Send $25 each to; BONE, 307 Main St., Marlborough, 
NH 03455  

April 20 (Sunday) - $5. All you can eat breakfast at Post 24 Legion Hall, Rte 101, 
Marlborough, NH 03455   

April 20 - 10:00AM to 1:00PM; ‘National Hunt’ at Marlborough, NH Muster Field. Prizes are 
buried; old coins, artifacts & 10 tokens worth $50 to $300 & a top prize of a Garrett GTAx-
550 Metal detector. Hunt Master David Gaillardetz. $75 entry fee & sign up before 4/1/08 & be 
in a drawing for a mystery coin. Make check payable to BONE & mail to Streeter, 307 Main St., 
Marlborough, NH 03455  
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                            YTC Officers 
 
President, Chuck Anderson        860-944-9558 
           {nlsanderson@sbcglobal.net} 
         
Vice President,  Tony Cwikla        860-623-1153
    {CAPACTION@aol.com}
                             
Recording Secretary, Rick Browne   860-738-0570  
                                        {waterwalker@snet.net} 
 
Treasurer, Vince DiBattista              860-666-0270 
                          {VDibattist@sbcglobal.net} 
 
Newsletter, Dave Gregorski               860-742-5836 
                                     {DGRookie@sbcglobal.net} 

Yankee Territory Coinshooters 
Code of Ethics 

Respect the rights and property of others. 
Never destroy historical or archeological artifacts. 
Observe all laws, whether national, state, or local. 
Aid law enforcement officials whenever possible. 

Leave the land and vegetation as it was. 
FILL IN ALL HOLES. 

Remove all trash and litter, take it with you when you 
leave. 

Remember that all coinshooters may be judged by the 
example YOU set. Always conduct yourself with 

courtesy and consideration toward others. 

T.C.  Metal Detectors 
Authorized dealer for Fisher, Tesoro, Minelab, 
Garrett, Troy, Bounty Hunter, Detectorpro, 

Whites, Lesche, RTG, and more 

Tony Cwikla, 23 Cornwall Drive,  
Windsor Locks, CT  06096 

860-623-1153 or  860-916-2506 
{29 years experience, oldest, largest dealer in the area} 

Member: Y.T.C., FMDAC 
Special discounts for members! 

FAX: 860-627-0593;  e-mail:  
CAPACTION@aol.com 

 
We also carry a full line of books, digging tools, sand 
scoops, headphones, extra coils, bags, pouches, etc. 

 
- We use what we sell and give expert advice free of charge. - 

Why not come in and see what we’re finding !! 

METAL DETECTORS and ACCESSORIES  

J & E ENTERPRISES of  
S. Yarmouth  

Factory Authorized Dealer for Fisher, Garrett, 
Minelab, Tesoro, & Whites. Coiltek coils, Covers, 
Headphones, Beach & Water Scoops, Books, Etc., 

Eleanor Hube, 54 Old Main St. at Forest Rd. 
South Yarmouth, MA 02664 

1-508-760-2100 
e-mail,  jetrhub2@verizon.net 

(Founding member of Yankee Territory Coinshooters) 

SALES, SERVICE & RENTALS 
Accepts Discover, Mastercard and Visa 

Will ship UPS 

(Special consideration for Y.T.C. members.) 

Our Condolences… 
...go out to Donna Ketchin, on the loss of 
her mother, Marge Burkhart. Marge was a 

Y.T.C. member since 1990.  
Our sympathies also to the family. 
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April Benefit Auction – You Don’t 
Have to Be There to Bid!! 

By Dave Gregorski 

   As most of you know, the club is auctioning off 
detecting-related items that belonged to Mark 
Sutcliffe (see list on pages 5-7). Mark took very 
good care of his belongings – the estimated 
values are based on input from members, and 
from eBay auction results. 

   All items that require batteries have them 
installed, and everything ‘works’. A few items 
are new/never used, and that has been indicated. 
To expedite the bidding, there are a few multi-
item lots, where items are related. 

   In order to give all members the opportunity to 
participate…and to have the best success (ALL 
proceeds go to Mark’s mother) – you can do 
absentee bidding!  

   Here’s how it works.  Peruse the list, pick out 
the items that interest you. Remember, this is a 
great opportunity to pick up front-line 
equipment at a good price, and to get yourself 
valuable/cheap  back-ups for equipment/ 
accessories that are necessary for good detecting 
experience.  Next, decide what’s the most you 
would be willing to pay for each item, and 
phone or e-mail that information to me, before 
the April meeting. I alone will keep that 
information. What follows happens at auctions 
all the time. 

   At the auction:  Bids will be taken from the 
floor. I will represent you. When the bidding 
seems stalled for an item that you want, I will bid 
for you – offering the next higher increment! 
(E.g., a pinpointer has a $29 bid. In that range, 

the next bid would be an increase of $1. So I 
would bid $30 for you, indicating that this is a 
‘phone bid’ or ‘left bid’. I will continue bidding 
(if necessary) until your maximum has been 
reached, and then stop. When you win an item, 
I’ll be in touch to finalize payment and delivery 
of the item. 

   Now – what happens if there are two or more 
such ‘phone bids’ for an item, and bidding from 
the floor has stopped? The person having the 
highest maximum bid will win the item. The 
bid will be the smallest increment over the next 
highest maximum. 

   Confusing? Let’s say that two people call in 
bids for a detector -  ‘A’ has a max. of $125, ‘B’ 
has max. of $150. (In this range, let’s say the 
increments have climbed to $5.) Bidding from 
the floor has stalled at $120. I will bid $125. 
There are no more bids from the floor. So I 
would then bid $130, and person ‘B’ would win 
the detector for that amount. 

   Chuck Anderson has agreed to be the 
auctioneer. He has had a lot of experience with 
this, from past club auctions, and the event is a 
LOT of fun! For those in attendance, everyone is 
assigned a number, and that number (written on a 
paper plate) is recorded when an item is won, 
along with the bid. When the auction has ended, 
each winner will pay our treasurer, Vince 
DiBattista, by cash or check, for the total of 
items won. After the proceeds are totaled, a 
check for the entire amount will be sent to Carol 
Sutcliffe, Marks mother. Again, this is a great 
opportunity for you to get some bargains, and to 
honor the memory of Mark, who meant a lot to 
us. Hope to see you/hear from you.      Dave G. 
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 Y.T.C. April Meeting, Benefit Auction List 

 
Item Description               Estimated value 

Water/sand Detecting: 
 
1. ‘Low ankle’ rubber shoes - size 12     $2. 

2. ‘High ankle’ rubber boots - size 12     $8. 

3. Waders - size 12       $30. 

4. Wet suit - large, long      $30. 

5. Insulated  heavy-duty rubber gloves, forearm-length - Large  $5. 

6. As above (orange, also) full-arm length, uninsulated - Large  $10. 

7. As above, but black - Medium      $10. 

8. ‘Deep See’ Thermocline insulated gloves, soft neoprene - Medium $12. 

9. As above, new in package ($30 price tag)    $20. 

10. Weight belt, with weights      $15. 

11. Floating, tethered sifter       $8. 

12. ~5’ sand scoop - rocker-type handle    $40. 

13. Back-up sand scoop - long wooden handle   $8.  

14. Small sand scoop, hand-held     $14. 

15. Sand scoop - telescoping handle (like new)   $20. 

Detectors:  

16. Whites DFX (E-series), +  parts      $670. 

17. Whites Surf PI Pro / weighted coil, + spare O-rings     ($650 if new)  $350. 

18. Garrett Freedom Ace, includes 3 small coils, one large   $140. 

19. Whites Eagle II, +  parts       $200. 

Dirt digging/retrieving: 

20. Electronic pinpointer, Merlin SXL Pro    $20 
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21. SS Wilcox digger - 6-inch blade (unused)   $8    

       Lot 1 - Shovel (short handle) + ‘Swingy Thingy’ - support  
                   for swinging a detector (directions included)       $10. 

22. ‘Entrenching tool’       $18.  

Detector coils, spare parts: 

23. Whites DD ‘Eclipse’ coil  -  8X14 inch (like new, $250 retail)    $175.  

24. Whites DD ‘Shooter’ coil  -  ~3-1/2X6 inch 
                                          (new, with lower shaft attached)             $125. 

25. Entire shaft, 3-piece, unused (for Whites and other detectors)    $60. 

26. Four  assorted lower shafts  (3 unused)    $30. 

27. Miscellaneous - connectors, fittings, straps, etc.   $8. 

Headphones: 
28. Numark stereo - 1/4-inch jack     $14. 

29. Whites stereo - 1/4-inch jack, ‘Treasure Hunter’  (new in box) $22. 

30. HP-30 stereo - 1/4-inch jack     $17. 

31. Diving-type (Whites) - 3-pronged jack    $15.  

Other: 

32. Beautifully-crafted wooden display case, ~6X12 inches,   $25. 
                      with 20 sealed circular containers for coins, buttons, etc.  

33. Magellan (handheld) GPS,  SporTrak model (with manual)  $90. 

34. Halogen headlamp - new in original package    $24. 

35. Diver’s watch, ‘Armitron Instalite’   (165 feet)    $45. 

36. Rock tumbler  (with ‘stones’)      $15. 

37. Duracell alkaline batteries - AA,  sealed package of 16  $6. 

38.        “           “             “ - C,  sealed package of 8   $5. 

39. Gold-panning pan with screen (hard plastic)   $8. 

      Lot 2 -  5  books on gold panning/prospecting   $8.  

      Lot 3 -  7   books on finding places to get gold!   $12. 
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      Lot 4 - Hi-low power electrolysis kit + car power adaptor - unused,  
                               VDC, 2 amp;   M-size plug, 8-foot cord       $10.  

40. 18” nylon zipper bag with: compass, custom-made digger,  
‘leather’ belt bag for tools,  2 root cutters, various coin probes,     $20. 
nice drop cloth, whistle, quality rubberized gloves, cloth trash/goody pouch  

Maps:   [created by John Cianfarani - 14X18 inch mounted ‘topo’,  

      indicating old foundations]:    

    Lot 5  (4 maps) - Barkhamsted/Hartland, CT + Tolland/Granville, MA   $25. 

    Lot 6  (6 maps) - Norfolk/Cornwall, CT + Monterey/Tyringham, MA +  

                          Sheffield/Montgomery/Russel, MA    $40. 

41. Rand McNally ‘streetfinder’, northwest CT (spiral bound)  $6. 

42. Street atlas, central/eastern CT (spiral bound)    $8. 

Books: 

43. Digging Deeper With the DFX    (Foster)    $16. 

44. Understanding White’s DFX     (Jimmy ‘Sierra’)    $8. 

    Lot 7 - Yeoman’s ‘Redbooks’ - 1999, 1995, 1985,1982,1964  - great section    $2. 
 on Colonial coppers  (see what you COULD HAVE bought coins for!) 
   + book,  Coin Collecting for Beginners                   

45. Standard Catalog of World Coins   (Krause, 1601-1700)        $25. 

46. As above, Krause, 1701-1800  (these are $45, new)   $25. 

    Lot 8 - 4 assorted ‘treasure-books’  plus magazines   $10. 

    Lot 9 - 4 assorted ‘treasure books’  “       (take a look!)  $10. 

    Lot 10 - 4 assorted ‘treasure books’  “    $10. 

    Lot 11  - 4 assorted ‘treasure books’  “    $10. 

47.  Standard Catalog of U.S. Tokens, 1700-1900 (Rulau)  ($45, if new)    $25. 

48 .  North American Indian Trade Silver  (Carter)                        $10. 
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Old Radio and TV Jingles and Slogans 
[Can you hum or utter along with any of these? I remember most of the words, but not always the 
music.   Ed.] 
 
 I’m Chiquita banana and I came to say 
Bananas must be ripened in a certain way. 
When they are flecked with brown and have a golden hue, 
Bananas are the best and are the best for you. 
 
 You’ll wonder where the yellow went, 
When you brush your teeth with Pepsodent! 
 
 Hi! I’m Buster Brown! I live in a shoe. 
Here’s my dog Tige – he lives in there, too. [Buster Brown shoes.] 
 
 In fourteen hundred ninety two 
Columbus sailed the ocean blue. 
But when he saw the three-ring sign 
He asked the man for Ballantine. 
   [That’s a beer, now ‘deceased’. They also made an ale (yuck). What did the 3 rings stand for?  
‘Purity, body, and flavor.’ I used to listen to a lot of Yankee games on the radio!] 
 
 Pepsi-Cola hits the spot, 12 full ounces, that’s a lot. 
Twice as much for a nickel, too - Pepsi-Cola is the drink for you.  [Aahhh...so much for a 
nickel!] 
 
 Brush-a brush-a brush-a 
With the new Ipana. 
Brush-a brush-a brush-a 
It’s dandy for your teeth!   [Another toothpaste, of course.] 
 
 When you’re out of Schlitz, you’re out of beer.  
 
 [From a series of articles by Richard Tambling, in the Journal Inquirer.] 
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How to make a coin ring 
A guy named Don from Michigan posted how-to-pictures doing 

this with a spoon. I had better luck with a hammer. 

Start with 1964 or earlier 
coins, for 90% silver. Half 
dollar makes a man’s size. The tools. 

Marking the coin’s 
center. 

Start by tapping the 
edge as you rotate 
the coin. 

After 5 minutes you will 
see the reeds fading away. 

15 minutes...reeding is gone. 30 minutes… 
getting fatter. 

After 45 minutes, quarter 
fits inside. Coin can be 
used to check roundness. 

I continued until the ring 
is smaller than a quarter. 

Step 1 done. I use a 
small hammer to finish 
and smooth the coin. 

Drill a hole in the 
center. You can 
sand now or later. Clamp coin in soft jaws 

and bore out center. I 
use a uni-bit. 

Wrap a nut driver 
with tape and spin the 
ring in a drill. Sand 
and polish. 

You can use Dremel 
sanding drums to make 
adjustments. 

Polish the inside with 
Dremel polishing wheels. 

Done. “1964 Liberty - Half 
Dollar-United States Of 
America” can be read inside. 

Before - After 

Finish can be 
smoothed or 
hammered. 

A half man’s, 
and a quarter, 
woman’s. 

Many thanks to Rick 
Browne  for sharing this 
with us!  
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UPCOMING EVENTS/HUNTS 

April 8 Y.T.C. meeting - benefit auction; see pages 4-7.   

April 18-20 - BONE 15; see page 2. 
April 27 (Sunday) - Coin Show @ the Polish National Home, 60 Charter Oak Ave., Hartford. Free 
admission and parking - call 203-877-1680 (Ed Doran) for details. Doors open at 9 A.M. 

Types/composition of Lincoln Pennies 
1. Everything up until 1959: These are wheat pennies, Indian head pennies, flying eagles, and earlier 
large cents, and all (in reasonable shape) have a collector value above their metal content. (Common 
wheat pennies have a collector value of about 3 cents right now). All pennies in this category should 
be stored separately, and possibly traded in for cash at a coinshop, sold to a collector, or saved as 
collectibles. 
 
2. Pennies dated 1959-1981: These are the copper cents that you should be hoarding. They can be 
acquired for one cent each from change and from your local bank, yet currently hold a metal value of 
about 2.5 cents each because of their copper content. The actual composition of the cents from 1959-
1981 is 95% copper and 5% zinc. 
 
3. Pennies dated 1982: The year 1982 was the US Mint's change over year from a copper penny, to 
the new zinc pennies. Some from that year are copper, some are zinc. It is possible to tell the 
difference between the two with weight testing, or by appearance and sound, but at this point is not 
worth the effort. I recommend all 1982 cents be cashed, just save the 1981 and earlier. 
 
4. Pennies dated 1983-present: These pennies do not contain valuable metal, are made mostly of zinc, 
and should be cashed in and traded for more pennies to sort through. The actual composition of the 
pennies from 1983-present is 97.5% zinc and 2.5% copper. 
[Source-?] 

Polar Bear Hunt Report 
   February 17 was sunny and windy - not too uncomfortable if you were dressed well. Thirty-one Y.T.C. 
members lined up around the hunt field at Hammonasset beach at Meigs Point, and ‘went at it’ after Mac 
(Richard MacRobbie) first held a moment of silence for co-founder Jack Hube, and also for long time 
member Marge Burkhart.  

   Many coins and tokens were planted - many got their entry fee back in modern coins alone. Then there 
were the nice prizes to garner. Chuck Anderson got the chance to find ‘the Indian’, but pulled a Wheatie 
instead - so the odds are now even greater for the next formal hunt. (The contents of the Treasure Chest have 
a value of ~$200.) Glad so many members got to share the time.  

   Many thanks to Mac and others who helped out - planting the ‘zillion’ targets, selling raffle tickets, staking 
the hunt field - to make this hunt a success. And to Pam Giannetti for bringing the hot (and delicious) 
kielbasa and ‘kraut! Plus to Joe Waldron’s wife for the delicious goodies. It was a very good time...followed 
by some with a nice meal at Lenny & Joe’s. 
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 Minutes of Yankee Territory Coinshooters meeting, March 11, 2008 
 
 -  The monthly meeting was called to order at 6:43 P.M. with 43 members and 5 visitors present. 
There was no Secretary’s report for February as the meeting was cancelled due to weather. 

The Treasurer’s report was accepted as read, with a balance of $3221.25 and a silver inventory of 
$33.25 face value. 

 
 Announcements and Correspondence: 
Two cards, one for Donna Ketchin on the passing of her mother Marge Burkhart and the other a get 
well card for Eleanor Hube following her surgery, were available for signature. 
FMDAC cards had been received and along with YTC membership cards were passed out. 
The club’s insurance renewal has been received. 

The club’s W&E Treasure Magazine renewal has been received. 
 
 Old Business: 
Mark’s metal detecting equipment will be auctioned at the April meeting. See March’s PROBE. 

A recap of the 17th Annual Jack Hube Memorial Polar Bear Hunt was given by Dave Gregorski. 
 
 New Business: 
The President gave an overview of the club elections and canvassed for volunteers and runners for the 
various positions. All but the Recording Secretary’s positions were filled. A ballot for Tony Cwikla – 
President, Rick Browne – VP, Vince DiBattista – Treasurer and Chuck Anderson for Correspondence 
Secretary was cast, voted upon and unanimously passed. No Recording Secretary was elected. The 
position needs to be filled. If you are interested for the position, which takes less than an hour of your 
time a month, let the Executive Board know. 
The insurance bill for $367 and a donation of $150 to the East Hartford Library were brought to vote 
and were passed. A subscription to W&E Treasure Magazine was not passed. 
Rick Browne reviewed the Tide Charts E-mailed to YTC members. If you did not receive one he 
probably does not have your E-mail address. Drop him an E-mail and he will send you one. His E-mail 
address is: rjbrowne1@snet.net. He also has the PROBE Information Newsletter (revised February 
2008) and a YTC Membership List in PDF format for the asking. 
Another RI hunt is being planned by Roger Moyles. More area may be available this year. 
“Best Finds for 2007” were talked about by Dave Gregorski, Rich Janak, Bob Cwikla and Ray Dapkus. 
Determination, persistence and knowing your equipment lead to some outstanding finds. 
Mike Russo will be giving a talk on dating period jewelry at our June meeting. 
Dick Stout is compiling an article for E&W Treasure Magazine on Eleanor Hube. Anyone wishing to 
submit information, stories, etc. please contact Dave Gregorski ASAP. 
Attendance drawing: was not held as the names box was not at the meeting. 
Silver dollar drawings: a 1922 went to Jim LaChance and a 1921 to Ken Perkins. 
The 50/50 raffle went to Rich MacRobbie. 
The FOM was held. 
Dave Gregorski tallied up the Challenge Awards and handed out awards to four members. Vince 
DiBattista and Dave Gregorski Level One, Jeff Pelletier and Joe Waldron, Levels One and Two. 

The meeting was adjourned at 8:45 P.M.     
                     Respectfully submitted, Rick Browne 
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                            YTC Officers 
 
President,  Tony Cwikla                    860-623-1153
            {CAPACTION@aol.com}
            
Vice President,  Rick Browne           860-623-0570 
                                    {waterwalker@snet.net}  
                              
Recording Secretary - position is vacant 
                                     
Treasurer, Vince DiBattista              860-666-0270 
          {VDibattist@sbcglobal.net } 
 
Newsletter, Dave Gregorski               860-742-5836 
                                  {DGRookie@sbcglobal.net} 

Yankee Territory Coinshooters 
Code of Ethics 

Respect the rights and property of others. 
Never destroy historical or archeological artifacts. 
Observe all laws, whether national, state, or local. 
Aid law enforcement officials whenever possible. 

Leave the land and vegetation as it was. 
FILL IN ALL HOLES. 

Remove all trash and litter, take it with you when you 
leave. 

Remember that all coinshooters may be judged by the 
example YOU set. Always conduct yourself with 

courtesy and consideration toward others. 

T.C.  Metal Detectors 
Authorized dealer for Fisher, Tesoro, Minelab, 
Garrett, Troy, Bounty Hunter, Detectorpro, 

Whites, Lesche, RTG, and more 

Tony Cwikla, 23 Cornwall Drive,  
Windsor Locks, CT  06096 

860-623-1153 or  860-916-2506 
{29 years experience, oldest, largest dealer in the area} 

Member: Y.T.C., FMDAC 
Special discounts for members! 

FAX: 860-627-0593;  e-mail:  
CAPACTION@aol.com 

 
We also carry a full line of books, digging tools, sand 
scoops, headphones, extra coils, bags, pouches, etc. 

 
- We use what we sell and give expert advice free of charge. - 

Why not come in and see what we’re finding !! 

METAL DETECTORS and ACCESSORIES  

J & E ENTERPRISES of  
S. Yarmouth  

Factory Authorized Dealer for Fisher, Garrett, 
Minelab, Tesoro, & Whites. Coiltek coils, Covers, 
Headphones, Beach & Water Scoops, Books, Etc., 

Eleanor Hube, 54 Old Main St. at Forest Rd. 
South Yarmouth, MA 02664 

1-508-760-2100 
e-mail,  jetrhub2@verizon.net 

(Founding member of Yankee Territory Coinshooters) 

SALES, SERVICE & RENTALS 
Accepts Discover, Mastercard and Visa 

Will ship UPS 

(Special consideration for Y.T.C. members.) 
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 Club Election Results, etc. 

By Dave Gregorski 

  The list of officers for the next year is presented 
on page 3. Our thanks to all who have served the 
club this past year - which includes volunteer 
positions. And thanks to this year’s new ‘crop’ of 
helpers! A new informal position of ‘greeter’ has 
been created, and Chuck Anderson has 
volunteered for that role, something well-suited 
for him. 

  As you may note, the position of Recording 
Secretary has not been filled, and there will be no 
‘Minutes’ of this month’s meeting. ~ 80% of 
Mark Sutcliffe’s duties have been assumed by 
others, but this piece remains.  

  I think the Minutes are an important piece of 
information, especially for those missing a 
meeting. And just as important, the Secretary 
would keep track of other things...like, the name 
of the person who has graciously agreed to be our 
new Librarian. (I will learn his name in time... 
I’m not good at remembering names, and I’m 
usually too busy at meetings to add note-taking 
to the evening.) Please consider helping out - the 
time involved is at most 1+ hours per month (and 
you need Internet access), plus taking notes at the 
meetings. Speak with Tony or Rick if you have 
any questions about this job. 

  We also need a ‘Refreshments’ person. This job 
amounts to making a shopping trip for snacks/
sweets and some soda, and bringing them (plus 
the coffee ‘makings’) to each meeting. You are 
reimbursed for the purchases. This is a nice 
addition to our break time, and we hope you’ll 
consider helping out. Perhaps we can have 
‘shifts’ of 3 months per person.  

  When I first heard the ‘cliché’ that getting 
involved gets you more from the club experience, 
I always thought, ‘yeah, right - they’re just trying 
to suck me in’. But I’ve come to find out it is 
absolutely true. By being involved, I’ve come to 
make great friends and also ’detecting buddies’. 
And I have a ’comfort level’ in the club that was 
absent when I first joined. Just something to 
consider. Try it, you may like it! 

A Member’s Warning... 
   Hello! This is Sal Vetro. I've been a member 
for a few years now and until this year, have only 
been to one meeting. I've been sick since March 
[2007] with stomach and chest pains. I've have 
every test done under the sun. Been diagnosed as 
having gastritis and the chest pains were thought 
to be skeletal muscle inflammation. Finally, I 
saw a doctor at Johnson Memorial hospital who 
also happens to be a detectorist. He believes even 
though I've tested negative for Lyme Disease, 
that 30% of the people that have the symptoms 
have the disease. I’m being treated with  anti-
biotics right now and hopefully I'll see some 
improvements.  
   I miss going out detecting and hope to resume 
soon. I warn all detectorists to check themselves 
from head to toe after they’ve been out in the 
field. The bugs are virtually unseen. There may 
not even be a rash that’s noticed. If you feel or 
having unexplained muscle and joint pain 
  that  comes on suddenly and worsens, don’t 
pass it off as arthritis or normal pain. Please get 
checked out.  
   Last summer I had a strange rash on my neck 
and the doc passed it off as a possible a plant 
infection. Now I'm thinking it may have been a 
tick rash. Not the normal bulls-eye rash though. 
Be careful in the woods and get tested at the first 
signs. This disease has been [misdiagnosed] as so 
many other diseases. If any one in the club has 
had this, please have them contact me ASAP. Its 
a very serious disease that wreaks havoc for us 
wooded-area detectorists. Thanks and I hope to 
see you all soon. Boy do I have the "itch" to get 
out again.  
    Sincerely, Sal Vetro 
 
 [Thanks, Sal. This comes in a timely manner, as 
‘Lyme season’ is with us. See helpful 
prevention/diagnostic information on page 8.  
For any who wish to contact Sal:  860-749-7286;  
              Shelsinator@cox.net  ] 
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Only an ‘Old Geezer’ Would Know 
This Stuff! 

 
Let's just see how old we really are... 
 
 1. Where did headlight dimmer switches used 
to be located? 
a]  On the floor shift knob 
b]  On the floor, left of the clutch 
c]  Next to the horn 
 
 2 A  bottle top of a Royal Crown Cola bottle 
has holes in it. For what was it used? 
a]  Capture lightning bugs. 
b]  To sprinkle clothes before ironing 
c]  Large salt shaker 
 
 3. Why was winter milk delivery a problem? 
a]  Cows got cold and wouldn't produce 
b]  Ice on highways forced delivery by dog 
   sled 
c]  Milkmen felt deliveries outside doors and 
  milk would freeze, expanding and pushing 
  up the cardboard bottle top. 
 
 4. What was the popular chewing gum named 
for a game of chance? 
a]  Blackjack 
b]  Gin 
c]  Craps 
 
 5. What method did women adapt to look as if 
they were wearing stockings when none was 
available due to rationing during W. W.II 
a]  Suntan 
b]  Leg painting 
c]  Wearing slacks 
 
 6. What postwar car turned automotive design 
on its ear when you couldn't tell whether 
it was coming or going? 
a]  Studebaker 
b]  Nash Metro 
c]  Tucker 
 
 7. Which was a popular candy? 
a]  Strips of dried peanut butter 
b]  Chocolate-licorice bars 
c]  Wax coke-shaped bottles with colored 
  sugar water inside 

 
 8. How was Butch wax used? 
a]  To stiffen a flattop haircut so it stood up 
b]  To make floors shiny and prevent scuffing 
c]  To prevent rust on roller skates 
 
 9. Before inline skates, how did you keep your 
roller skates attached to your shoes? 
a)  With clamps, tightened by a skate key 
b]  Woven straps that crossed the foot 
c]  Long pieces of string or twine 
 
 10.  As a kid, what was considered the best 
way  to reach a decision? 
a]  Consider all the facts 
b]  Ask Mom 
c]  Eeny-meeny-miney-mo 
 
 IL  What was the worst thing you could catch 
from the opposite sex? 
a]  A. cold 
b]  VD 
c]  Cooties 
 
 12  "I'll be down to get you in a Honey? " 
a]  SUV 
b]  Taxi 
c]  Streetcar 
 
 13.  What was the name of Caroline Kennedy's pet  
pony? 
a]  Old Blue 
b]  Paint 
c]  Macaroni 
 
 14.  What was a Duck-and-Cover Drill? 
a]  Part of the game of hide and seek 
b]  What you did when your mom called you 
     in to do chores 
c]   Hiding under your desk, covering your 
  head with your arms in an A-bomb drill 
 
 15.  What was the name of the Indian Princess 
on the Howdy Doody show? 
a]  Princess Summerfallwinterspring 
b]  Princess Sacajewea 
c] Princess Moonshadow 
 
             [Answers on page 9.]   
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Bold, italics indicates the 
winners - submitted by Bill 

Wright, March, 2008 

COIN

 

 Gold/Silver   
Pre 1900  Darren Wright 1851  3 Cent Coin 

  Vince DiBattista 1894-S  Barber Quarter 
    
Post 1899  Richard Janak 1909  Gold $5 Half Eagle 

  George Pecia 1909  Barber Quarter 
    
 Other   
Pre 1900  No Entries  
    
Post 1899  Dave Gregorski 1776 - 1976 Bicentennial Half 
    
 Token/medal Joe Waldron Six Flags Token 

    

JEWELRY

 

 Gold Phil Skewes 18 K Gold Ring 

  Joe Waldron 10 K Gold Love Ring 

  Rick Browne 1969 Class Ring 

  Steve Beauregard 14 K Ring with Stone 

  Steve Wente Mens 14K Ring 

    

 Silver Richard Janak Chain With Many Silver Rings 

  Richard Lipka Silver Ring 

  Dave Gregorski Sterling Spoon Ring 

    

 Other Ken MacMinagal Rose Shaped Jewelry 

  Vince DiBattista Princess Locket 
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By Bill Wright 

Darren Wright:  1851 3 Cent Coin – Darren found this in a farm field that has also yielded a Seated Dime, 
Canadian Half Cent and other nice coins. Darren said that it sounded like a junk signal. 
Richard Janak:  1909 Gold $5 Half Eagle – Rich found this gem while detecting in the water at a Connecticut 
beach. Richard’s only regret was that he was alone. Meaning no one witnessed his Dancing With the Stars audition. 
Dave Gregorski:  1776 – 1976 Bicentennial Half – Dave found this at a Milford beach. He found it in a spot he had 
detected many times before, and it was shallow! 
Joe Waldron:  Six Flags Token – Joe found this token detecting in a school yard. 
Phil Skewes:  18K Gold Ring – Phil got to the beach, walked down to the waters edge, and this was the first signal 
he got. 
Richard Janak:  Chain with many Silver Rings – Rich found this detecting off of a jetty. Speculation was, that 
these belonged to deceased members of a Harley bike club.  
Ken MacMinagil:  Gold Plated Ring with Stones – Ken found this detecting private property in Coventry. It was 
under some leaves near the edge of the woods. 
Richard Lipka:  Toy Gun – Richard found this in a school yard at a depth of 1 inch. 
Ray Dapkus:  Colonial Shoe Buckle – This buckle came out in real nice shape. Ray felt that it was due to being in 
soft, well drained soil. 
Dave Gregorski:  T Rex Tooth – Dave found this under a pavilion at a New Haven beach. When he first found it, 
he thought it was a frozen lobster claw. 

Vince DiBattista: Toy Shark  (Consolation prize)  – Vince found this at the same beach where Dave found the        
            T Rex tooth. 

RELIC

 

 Toy Richard Lipka Toy Gun 

    

 Military No Entries  

    

 Other Ray Dapkus Colonial Shoe Buckle 

  Jeff Pelletier Old Candy Dish?? 

  Bill Wright Mid 1800's Button 

  Dave Gregorski 18 K Gold Dental Plate with 2 Teeth 

    

NON METAL    

  Dave Gregorski T- Rex Tooth 

 Consolation Prize Vince DiBattista Toy Shark 
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It’s Lyme Time! 
 
 Facts 
 -Lyme disease is transmitted by the bite of a deer tick (pinhead-sized and smaller) 
 -an embedded (infected) tick will transmit the bacteria within 24-48 hours 
 -crawling ticks will not transmit the disease 
 -Lyme disease is treatable…the earlier the better 
 
 Symptoms  (may occur from 3-32 days after bite) 
 
  -fatigue   -muscle/joint pain 
 -headache   -“Bull’s - eye” or atypical rash 
 -chills/fever   -swollen lymph nodes 
 
 Prevention 
  
 Tick habitat – grass, bushes, woods 
 Clothing – hat, long-sleeved shirt, long pants tucked into socks, 
     -light-colored, so a tick can more easily be spotted 
     -inspect before going inside 

Repellant- spray DEET formula only on clothing (newer low % stuff, I spray on skin) 
Removal-use clean, fine-pointed tweezers – grasp tick as close 
              to skin as possible, and tug gently; wash site with soap  
  and water, and apply antiseptic 
 If bitten-note date on calendar, consult physician if symptoms occur 
 
                       Lyme Disease Information Hotline:  1-800-876-LYME 
 Information from Chester Cty. (N.J.) Health Dept. as published in The Eastern Seven 

News (July, ’99), newsletter of the Mid-Atlantic East Coast Chapter of FMDAC. 

Bogus Metal Detecting Find 
A Florida coin collector purchased a well-worn 1793 Flowing Hair Chain cent, that was supposedly 
found by a metal detectorist in Virginia soil. Several coin dealers were interested in buying it, until the 
coin was examined by an expert in early copper U.S. coins. 

It turns out that the coin was actually a recent replica, and that part of the ‘aging’ process included 
deleting the word ‘COPY’ by use of acid. The weight, diameter, and metallic content were authentic, 
however. 4,000 replicas of this coin were made, and sold for $8 each in ‘Uncirculated’ condition. 
Authentic Chain Cents, even in ‘Fair’ condition, would sell for several thousand dollars. It was not 
mentioned how much the bilked collector paid for the bogus coin. 

[Info. from Coin World, Feb. 6, 2006.] 
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‘Geezer’ Quiz Answers 
 
1] b) On the floor, left of the clutch. Hand controls, popular in Europe, took till the '60s to 
catch on. 
 
 2] b) To sprinkle clothes before ironing. Who had a steam iron? 
 
 3] c) Cold weather caused the milk to freeze and expand, popping the bottle top. [And the 
cream would always be on the top few inches! With a very hard freeze, the glass bottles might 
crack.] 
 
 4] a) Blackjack Gum. 
 
 5] b) Special makeup was applied followed by drawing a seam down the back of the leg with 
eyebrow pencil. 
 
 6] a) 1946 Studebaker. 
 
 7] c) Wax coke bottles containing super- sweet colored water. [You’d bite off the ‘neck’, and 
suck out the sweet mixture.] 
 
 8] a) Wax for your flat top (butch) haircut. 
 
 91 a) With clamps, tightened by a skate key, which you wore on a shoestring around your 
neck. [You could NEVER get it tight enough!] 
 
 10]   c) Eeny-meeny-miney-mo.  
 
 11]   c) Cooties. [Some sort of bug-critter.]  
 
 12]   b) Taxi. Better be ready by half-past eight!  
 
 13]   c) Macaroni.  
 
 14]   c) Hiding under your desk, covering your head with your arms in an A-bomb drill.  
 
 15]   a) Princess Summerfallwinterspring. She was another puppet. 
 
 Scoring 12 - 15 correct: Congratulations! You're a bonafide old geezer. You are 
not only older than dirt, but obviously gifted with mind bloat. Now if you could only find your 
glasses.  
7 - 11 correct: Not quite dirt yet, but your mind is definitely muddy.  
0 - 6 correct: You are a sad excuse of a geezer. 
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UPCOMING EVENTS/HUNTS 

April 27 (Sunday) - Coin Show @ the Polish National Home, 60 Charter Oak Ave., Hartford. Free 
admission and parking - call 203-877-1680 (Ed Doran) for details. Doors open at 9 A.M. 

You Never Know… 
By Dave Gregorski 

I was anxious to shake off the winter ‘cobwebs’, and start digging in dirt again. The saltwater beaches 
had been very kind to me, giving up a few rings and more silver coins than I had expected. But there is 
nothing like the look of silver popping out of dark soil, or a nice relic. 
For the first time I had utilized the cold season to do some library research. I figured I knew the 
location of long-gone casino near the shores of a lake, and proceeded with high hopes. But after an 
hour of bushwacking and trying to keep from falling down the steep slope into the water, all I had to 
show for my efforts were two clad dimes and a tick (which I discovered later). Though discouraged, it 
was a bit soon to head home, so I decided to hunt a nearby beach. 
Now I had hunted this beach at least 10 times the past year, the last time in October. My hopes were 
limited to a few possible deep coins. Since the beach was ~clean of targets, I put my Minelab in ‘all-
metal’ mode, and found a few pennies right off, at over 6 inches. I then simultaneously got a ‘low’ 
signal, and spied a shiny bracelet, half sticking out of the sand. I knew it was ‘junk’, and after a few 
more coins, headed home. 
I went through the usual routine of immediately soaking my finds in water, then lightly scrubbing them 
under running water before identifying/storing them. The bracelet now looked different, somehow. The 
scratches on it did not detract from the deepness of the gold color. I looked carefully at the clasp, and 
what do you know…it read ‘14K’! I guess the heaviness of the bracelet should have given it away. 
Now if my original plan had worked, I never would have gotten to the beach that day. Some stroller 
would likely have seen the bracelet and put it in his/her pocket. So like life, sometimes what appears in 
this wonderful hobby to be bad, actually turns out good.  YNK… 
    [Ed. note - this article has been ‘squirreled away’ since early in 2001! My writing style has changed 
a bit, but the ‘moral’ is as pertinent as ever.] 

Y.T.C. Outing - May 9 (5 P.M.) - May 11 (Sunday) 

Member Roger Moyles has found some property for us to detect in Hope Valley, RI. There are 
wooded lots where old houses have been leveled - some back to the 1700’s. There will be evening 
campfires, and camping available at the site we detected last year.  Roger will bring a gas grill, and 
drinking water is present. Since the event will be spread out over the weekend, there will be no 
prizes awarded for finds.  RI beaches are 15 minutes away.   //   Bring your own food and drinks.  
         ‘Port-o-potty’ at the campsite - we will chip in for this.            
Directions:  I-395 to exit 85 onto rte. 138 east; Go thru Voluntown, continue on 138 into Rhode 
Island; Go past Greenwood Hill campground; Cross a causeway (ponds on each side of road) 
Take first right onto Fenner Hill Rd. Go ~ one mile thru S-curves, property on right,  #189;                           
Roger’s cell phone - 860-712-2171, for those coming up Saturday or Sunday. On Saturday, 
we’ll be convoying to the new site around 9 A.M. or so. 
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Minutes of Yankee Territory Coinshooters meeting, April 8, 2008 
 
The monthly meeting was called to order at 6:43 P.M. with 61 members and 4 visitors present. 
The Secretary’s report for March was accepted as printed. 
The Treasurer’s report was accepted as read, with a balance of $2967.54 and a silver inventory of 
$31.10 face value. 
 
     Announcements and Correspondence: 
The club is in dire need of a Recording Secretary. If you would like to get more involved with the 
club and can spare about 30 minutes a month [plus taking notes at the meeting], please step up and 
take on the task. 
FMDAC cards had been received, and along with YTC membership cards, were passed out 
CT DEP has revised their metal detecting Policy/Procedure #312 by adding new State Parks.             
[See page 5.] 

Awilley2@cfl.rr.com  126 Crooked Pine Rd. Port Orange FL 32128 is selling many books. An 
E-mail to him will get you a listing of what he is offering for sale. 

 
     Old Business: 
Phil Skewes stepped up and volunteered to bring in refreshment for the year. [Thanks Phil!] 

A memorial service will be held for Marge Burkhart on Saturday, April 19th at the First Church 
in Hartland at 12 p.m. 

 
     New Business: 
Vince DiBattista – accepted the duties as YTC’s FMDAC Liaison. 
Roger Moyles is hosting a YTC Fun Hunt Weekend May 9-11. 
A vote was taken as to the number of members who would like to receive their monthly Probe via 
the Internet. Two-thirds voted FOR the idea. The Executive Board will review the feasibility. 
A discussion on ordering more T-shirts and hats was held. Tony will advise. 
Mike Russo will be giving a talk on dating period jewelry at our June meeting. 
Dick Stout is compiling an article for E&W Treasure Magazine on Eleanor Hube. Anyone wishing 
to submit information, stories, etc. please contact Dave Gregorski ASAP. 
The auctioning of Mark’s equipment went off without a hitch [see page 4]. Many of us will enjoy 
having one of Mark’s pieces of equipment with us as we pursue his favorite pastime, Metal 
Detecting. I am sure he is pleased and will enjoy being with us as we detect. 

Attendance drawing: was held and Nancy Webb went home with 3 silver quarters. 
Silver dollar drawings: went to Richard MacRobbie and Dan Dyar. 
The 50/50 raffle went to Bill Wright. 
The FOM was held, but due to lack of time the results will be given at the May meeting 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 9:00 P.M. 
 

 Respectfully submitted, Rick Browne 
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                            YTC Officers 
 
President,  Tony Cwikla                    860-623-1153
            {CAPACTION@aol.com}
            
Vice President,  Rick Browne           860-623-0570 
                                    {waterwalker@snet.net}  
                              
Recording Secretary - position is vacant 
                                     
Treasurer, Vince DiBattista              860-666-0270 
          {VDibattist@sbcglobal.net } 
 
Newsletter, Dave Gregorski               860-742-5836 
                                  {DGRookie@sbcglobal.net} 

Yankee Territory Coinshooters 
Code of Ethics 

Respect the rights and property of others. 
Never destroy historical or archeological artifacts. 
Observe all laws, whether national, state, or local. 
Aid law enforcement officials whenever possible. 

Leave the land and vegetation as it was. 
FILL IN ALL HOLES. 

Remove all trash and litter, take it with you when you 
leave. 

Remember that all coinshooters may be judged by the 
example YOU set. Always conduct yourself with 

courtesy and consideration toward others. 

T.C.  Metal Detectors 
Authorized dealer for Fisher, Tesoro, Minelab, 
Garrett, Troy, Bounty Hunter, Detectorpro, 

Whites, Lesche, RTG, and more 

Tony Cwikla, 23 Cornwall Drive,  
Windsor Locks, CT  06096 

860-623-1153 or  860-916-2506 
{29 years experience, oldest, largest dealer in the area} 

Member: Y.T.C., FMDAC 
Special discounts for members! 

FAX: 860-627-0593;  e-mail:  
CAPACTION@aol.com 

 
We also carry a full line of books, digging tools, sand 
scoops, headphones, extra coils, bags, pouches, etc. 

 
- We use what we sell and give expert advice free of charge. - 

Why not come in and see what we’re finding !! 

METAL DETECTORS and ACCESSORIES  

J & E ENTERPRISES of  
S. Yarmouth  

Factory Authorized Dealer for Fisher, Garrett, 
Minelab, Tesoro, & Whites. Coiltek coils, Covers, 
Headphones, Beach & Water Scoops, Books, Etc., 

Eleanor Hube, 54 Old Main St. at Forest Rd. 
South Yarmouth, MA 02664 

1-508-760-2100 
e-mail,  jetrhub2@verizon.net 

(Founding member of Yankee Territory Coinshooters) 

SALES, SERVICE & RENTALS 
Accepts Discover, Mastercard and Visa 

Will ship UPS 

(Special consideration for Y.T.C. members.) 
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Y.T.C. Auction Results 
By Dave Gregorski 

   A large crowd was on hand at the April 
meeting. We cut the socializing short, as there 
were 50 items plus 13 lots to bid on. Please note: 
awards for April Find of the Month will be made 
at the May meeting. There was no time to 
address the Challenge. (New members – if you 
wish, see Vince or myself for Challenge 
forms/instructions. It’s a fun activity.) 
   Bidding for most of the items was spirited. The 
results exceeded all hopes– we took in $2890 !!  
(Tony and Rick helped with their expertise, and 
Vince was very busy afterward!) A check for that 
amount, with a note from the club, was mailed to 
Carol Sutcliffe. (She has replied to the club, with 
a nice note of appreciation and thanks.) 
   The Y.T.C. Board and I wish to thank all the 
members who participated in the bidding. The 
evening was a success because of your great 
generosity. This was a good way to honor Mark’s 
memory. And many thanks to Chuck Anderson 
who did an outstanding job as the auctioneer!  (A 
possible ‘calling’ after he retires?)  (-:    

Detecting Space Rocks 
In 2005, a Kansas man (Steve Arnold) followed 
the whine of his metal detector to a 1,430 pound 
meteorite, which fell to earth more than 1,000 
years ago. (This one originated in the asteroid 
belt, between Mars and Jupiter.) He needed a 
backhoe to unearth it. [Now there’s a guy who’s 
not afraid of large dig holes!] Meteorites can 
fetch from $1 to $100,000 per pound, depending 
on rarity and size, and this big one, currently on 
display in a museum, could be worth a million 
dollars. 

In the past 15 years, Arnold has discovered more 
than 1,000 space rocks, in this country and 
abroad. His interest began when a farmer gave 
him a 4-ounce specimen, which he sold for $121. 
He currently tows his detector on a home-made 
sled (with wheels), behind an ATV. It can sense 
metal objects up to 15 feet down. Landowners 
receive up-front payments, and royalties if a 
meteorite is found on their property. 
[Source unknown.] 

Y.T.C. ‘Fun Hunts’ 
This is one of the more special club events. It 
gives us an opportunity to interact with other 
members at a hobby we love, and often provides 
an unusual, even exciting detecting opportunity. 
In the past we’ve detected farm (and other) 
fields, parks, beaches, and even private areas. 
We’d like to have several of these each year, and 
need your help with specific ideas for sites.  
We can work with you if you wish, in obtaining 
permission for access and detecting. Important 
things to mention, for privately-owned sites: we 
are a reputable club, respectful of property; we 
are insured, and a copy of our policy is available; 
we can offer a small cash donation to the 
property owner. (Amount would be determined 
by the Board of Directors.) So please be-on-the-
lookout for possible hunt locations, and talk it 
over with any club officer.  

Find of the Month – New  
‘Non-Metal’ Category 

There is a need to restate/clarify the rules for 
this category of ‘finds’. Please read and 
adhere to the following, out of fairness to 
other members and the FOTM Chairman. 
First, such items must be found while 
detecting, not just out for a walk. 
Next – there must be NO metal in the 
item...even inside it. Verify this by passing 
the coil over it, while in all-metal mode. If 
there’s any indication of a ‘beep’, then the 
item does not qualify.  Thanks!  
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STATE OF CONNECTICUT /  DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
BUREAU OF OUTDOOR RECREATION, STATE PARKS DIVISION 

    POLICY/PROCEDURE #312                               October 31, 2002 
                                                                                 Revised 3/4/08 
  
SUBJECT:  METAL DETECTION - COLLECTING GUIDELINES 
  
    I.    USE OF METAL DETECTION DEVICES 

 The use of metal detection devices is permitted on land under the jurisdiction of the Department of Environmental 
Protection under the following conditions: 
  
   1. The activity shall be limited to surface collection except at beach areas where digging is permitted in sand areas 
devoid of vegetation.  However no collecting or digging will be allowed in areas of sand dunes adjoining the beach area 
proper.  Digging must be done by hand with all motorized devices prohibited.  All holes dug must be refilled immediately 
before the collector leaves the site. 

   2.  The use of metal detection devices will only be permitted when the beach is not being used by the public for other 
purposes. 

    3.   Persons using a metal detector are required to use a trash apron to store all materials found.  The collector may 
retain articles found, except items of a personal nature such as jewelry and watches, which must be turned into the 
manager in charge.  Any material the collector does not wish to retain shall be placed in a waste receptacle. 

    4.   No specific permit is required at this time. 

    5.   Staff may close any area to this activity for purposes of maintaining visitor safety and/or preserving significant 
artifactual remains. 

                    The use of metal detectors is prohibited at the following state park areas: 
  
            Airline Trail State Park – Colchester 
            Bluff Point State Park - Groton 
Continental Army Hospital Memorial - West Hartford 
            Dinosaur State Park - Rocky Hill             
            Ft. Griswold Battlefield State Park - Groton  
            Ft. Trumbull State Park – New London   
            Gay City State Park – Hebron 
            Gillette Castle State Park – East Haddam  (prohibition includes all of the park property adjacent to the CT 
River.) 
            Industrial Monument – North Canaan 
            Lovers Leap State Park – New Milford 
            Macedonia Brook State Park – Kent 
            Mashamoquet Brook State Park – Pomfret 
            Putnam Memorial State Park - Redding   
            Southford Falls State Park – Southbury 
            Stoddard Hill Boating Access - Ledyard 
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Bold, italics indicates the 
winners - submitted by Bill 

Wright, April, 2008 

COIN

 

 Gold/Silver   

Pre 1900  Ray Dapkus 1856 Seated Liberty Half 

  Roger Moyles 1877 Seated Liberty Quarter 

  Danny LaMontagne 1834 Capped Bust Half Dime 

  Bob Ellis 1786 1/2 Reale 

Post 1899  Darren Wright 1930 Standing Liberty Quarter 

 Consolation Prize Mike Giannetti 1901 Barber Dime 

  Vince DiBattista 1936 Mercury Dime 

  Ken Gudernatch 19?? Barber Half 

 Other   

Pre 1900  Jeff Pelletier 1787 Fugio Cent 

  Bill Wright 1828 Large Cent 

    

Post 1899  Bob Cwikla 1905 Indian Head Penny 

  Dave Gregorski 1919 Wheat Penny 

 Token/medal John McQueen Dr. West's Products 1933 2 1/2 Cent Token 

  Richard Lipka Unknown Token 

JEWELRY

 

 Gold Rick Browne 14 K Bracelet 

  Richard Janak 14 K Ring with Stone 

  Phil Skewes 10 K Ring 

  Ken Gudernatch 14 K Rose and Yellow Gold Band 

  Everett Berube Ring 

 Silver Everett Berube Chain with Cross 

  Roger Moyles Silver Ring 

  Mike Giannetti Silver NY Yankees Necklace 

  Joe Waldron Sterling Silver Reptile Ring 

  Bill Wright .925 Ring with Stones 

  Dave Gregorski Sterling Salvation Army Ring 

  Mac Ring 
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RELIC

 

 Toy Steve Beauregard Die Cast Soldier 
  Ken Gudernatch Small Toy Boat 
  Bob Cwikla Spin Top 

  Mac Lead Soldier 
 Military Danny LaMontagne 1810 - 1812 Sword Plate 
  John McQueen War of 1812 Navy Button 

  Steve Beauregard 50 Caliber Bullet 
  Bill Wright Military Uniform Button 

  Ken MacMinagil Musket Ball 
 Other Roger Moyles Buckle 
  Richard Lipka Belt Buckle 

  Dave Gregorski Suspender Buckle 

  Elaine Leonard Fork 

  Steve Beauregard Copper Lock Face 

  Don Bogli Oxen Horn Ball 
  Ken Briody Watch Fob Great Seal of the United States 

Other   Jewelry                                          Bob Cwikla                  Old Ring

NON METAL

 

  Everett Berube Binoculars 

  Roger Moyles Dollar Bill 

  Vince DiBattista 2 Hockey Pucks 

  Dave Gregorski Plastic Easter Egg 

“Cents and Sensibility” 

   That is the title of a potentially money-saving bill in Congress, requiring the U.S. Mint to change the 
metal content of the penny, and then come up with a plan to do the same with the remaining coinage. 
Currently it costs 1.67 cents to produce a penny, and 9.5 cents for a nickel. (There is some support for 
abolishing the penny.) 

   The current penny (since 1982) is made of 97.5% zinc, plated with copper. The new cent would be 
made of steel. The only other U.S. coin made of steel…it was zinc-coated…was the 1943 penny. 
(Metal detectorists find very few of these, because they decompose easily, and on most machines read 
quite a bit ‘lower’ than current pennies – as ‘trash’. I’ve never found one.   Ed.) 

[Info. from Coin World, November 19, 2007.] 
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American Fights Colombia for Treasure 
Firm Manager Says Loot Could Fetch $10 Billion 

AP BOGOTA, Colombia (June 3, 2007) - World's Richest Sunken Treasure? The Spanish galleon San Jose was 
trying to outrun a fleet of British warships off Colombia's coast on June 8, 1708, when a mysterious explosion 
sent it to the bottom of the sea with gold, silver and emeralds now valued at more than $2 billion. Three 
centuries later, a bitter legal and political dispute over the San Jose is still raging, with the Colombian Supreme 
Court expected to rule on rival claims by the government and a group of U.S. investors to what is reputed to be 
the world's richest shipwreck.  

Anxiously awaiting the decision is Jack Harbeston, managing director of the Cayman Islands-registered 
commercial salvage company Sea Search Armada, who has taken on seven Colombian administrations over two 
decades in a legal fight to claim half the sunken hulk's riches. "If I had known it was going to take this long, I 
wouldn't have gotten involved in the first place," said Harbeston, 75, who lives in Bellevue, Wash.  
 
In 1982, Sea Search announced to the world it had found the San Jose's resting place 700 feet below the water's 
surface, a few miles from the historic Caribbean port of Cartagena. Under well-established maritime law, 
whoever locates a shipwreck gets the rights to recover it in a kind of finder-keepers arrangement meant to offset 
the huge costs of speculative exploration. Harbeston claims he and a group of 100 U.S. investors - among them 
the late actor Michael Landon and convicted Nixon White House adviser John Ehrlichman - have invested more 
than $12 million since a deal was signed with Colombia in 1979 giving Sea Search exclusive rights to search for 
the San Jose and 50 percent of whatever they find. But all that changed in 1984, when then-Colombian President 
Belisario Betancur signed a decree reducing Sea Search's share from 50 percent to a 5 percent "finder's fee."  
 
Current President Alvaro Uribe's office declined to discuss the impending court decision, which is expected by 
Wednesday. But over the years successive governments have argued that Colombia's maritime agency never had 
the authority to award exploration contracts to Sea Search because the wreck is part of the country's cultural 
patrimony. The government may also be motivated by dollar signs. Harbeston believes that if sold skillfully to 
collectors and museums, the San Jose's treasure could fetch as much $10 billion - more than a third of 
Colombia's foreign debt.  
 
The real value is impossible to calculate because the ship's manifests have disappeared. But the San Jose is 
known to have been part of Spain's only royal convoy to try to bring colonial bullion home to King Philip V 
during the War of Spanish Succession with England from 1701-1714. "Without a doubt the San Jose is the Holy 
Grail of treasure shipwrecks," said Robert Cembrola, director of the Naval War College Museum in Newport, 
R.I.  
 
The San Jose has become a national obsession among Colombians, for whom the "gringos" are the latest in a 
long line of foreign plunderers dating back to the Spanish conquerors. But that has not prevented three lower 
courts from ruling that Sea Search is entitled to half the treasure.  
 
Several U.S. congressmen and the State Department also took up the cause, warning in letters to successive 
Colombian presidents that what they considered a de-facto expropriation could jeopardize unilateral trade 
privileges. Luis Felipe Barrios, a former government attorney on the case, said pressure from Washington was so 
intense that in the late 1990s he received a fax from former Sen. Jesse Helms, then-chairman of the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee, threatening to revoke his visa. Rep. Dan Burton, R-Ind., one of the most active 
campaigners on Sea Search's behalf, did not return calls or e-mails seeking comment. Most of the dozen other 
congressmen who took part in the letter-writing campaign have since retired.  
 

{continued on page 9} 
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Adding to this modern-day pirate drama is a mystery: Some question whether the ship has even been found.  
In 1994, Colombia hired treasure hunter Tommy Thompson to verify Sea Search's coordinates. Thompson, an 
American who has since disappeared allegedly with millions in investors' loot from a previous deep-sea find, 
turned up nothing.  
 
Another oceanographer, Mike Costin, who worked on a commercial submarine brought in by Sea Search for one 
of the company's early, booze-filled expeditions, also has his doubts. "We found something, but I don't think it 
was the San Jose," he said. An underwater video taken of the alleged wreck in 1982 show what looks like a 
corral reef-covered woodpile. "But drink a glass of wine and it can look like almost anything," said Tony 
Dyakowski, a treasure hunter based in Vancouver, Canada. Dyakowski claims to have uncovered sea logs that 
put the San Jose miles closer to the mainland. Harbeston shrugs off his detractors, saying, "If everyone's so sure 
it's not down there, then why don't they let us finish what we've started?"  
 
Wherever the hulk lies, marine archaeologists say advances in diving, sonar and metal-detection make it possible 
to find almost any underwater wreck today. The problem is fending off rivals for whom the glint of gold is too 
powerful to resist. "It's like when you light a lantern in the forest and you discover all these insects you didn't 
know were there before are now descending on you," said Peter Hess, a Delaware lawyer who represents salvage 
companies.  
 
Besides Sea Search, rival salvage companies and the Colombian government, Spain has also actively defended 
its sovereign rights over sunken ships that flew its flag. Last week, Spain filed claims in a U.S. federal court 
seeking up to $500 million in colonial treasure a Florida firm estimates it found recently in a shipwreck in the 
Atlantic Ocean. Archeologists also have voiced concern, pointing to a 2001 UNESCO convention - backed by 
Spain but not signed by Colombia or the United States - that outlaws commercial exploitation of sunken cultural 
heritage. "People forget the San Jose is an underwater grave of 600 men," said Carla Rahn Phillips, a University 
of Minnesota historian and author of the new book "The Treasure of the San Jose." "The wreck deserves to be 
treated with respect, and most salvors I know only pay lip service to its historical importance."  
 
The Colombian court ruling will also affect other commercial salvage companies eager to dive for more than 
1,000 galleons and merchant ships believed to have sunk along Colombia's corral reefs during more than three 
centuries of colonial rule. Almost none have been recovered due to the legal limbo in the San Jose case. Daniel 
de Narvaez, a scuba-diving businessman hoping to salvage a wreck near the Caribbean island of San Andres, 
said that given the long, tortuous battle, he expects the decision could go either way. "After such a laughable and 
tragic ordeal, nothing surprises me anymore," he said.  
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UPCOMING EVENTS/HUNTS 

May 17 (Saturday) - Gateway TH’ers hunt @ Onset Beach, MA; for details contact     
Roy Gouge @508-759-9779  -   e-mail  gthclub@comcast.net    

June 6 - 8 - Lost Treasure Weekend (second annual) - Blackthorne Resort, Catskill Mts.; 

Rates $195-$219 (DO), including 4 planted hunts (with trophies and prizes), 5 meals, 
planned activities. For details: www.blackthorneresort.com, 518-634-2541 ,  e-mail  
royhandelwithcmt@yahoo.com 

June 22 (Sunday) - Coin Show @ the Polish National Home, 60 Charter Oak Ave., 
Hartford. Free admission and parking - call 203-877-1680 (Ed Doran) for details.         

Detectorist Finds George II Medal in Massachusetts Hillside 
A metal detectorist who searched several acres of rolling woodland in western Mass. Has 
unearthed a well-preserved piece tentatively identified as a peace medal of King George II, circa 
1760, which just sold at auction for $805. “The detectorist”, as he wishes to be known 
anonymously…was searching private property with the owner’s permission and had found other 
historical objects there on other occasions. 

Indian peace medals were a tradition going back to British kings in American Colonial days and 
continued by U.S. presidents late into the 19th century. They were typically large portrait medals, 
often in silver, designed to be suspended and worn by tribal chiefs with whom peace pacts were 
made. 
The medal is described as lead or white metal, 65mm in diameter, weighing 80.49 grams…dark 
olive with earthen tones and encrustation around design elements and legends. It has a 
misshapen hole accomplished from front to back, presumably for suspension. The medal is 
uniface; i.e., struck only on one side. No other known peace medal was ‘one-sided’. 

Among other finds on this land have been several early copper coins, a trifid spoon dated ~1730, 
various buttons, and a small silver cross. “The detectorist”, on his 16th birthday, was given a 
choice by his parents of a .22 caliber rifle or a metal detector, as a gift. He had enough money 
for the rifle himself, so he chose the metal detector. He never did get that rifle. His best find was 
a rare ring that sold through Sotheby’s for nearly $30,000. 

Unlike some ‘purists’, he sells a lot of his finds. “There are still some bad days when you come 
up with absolutely nothing...except for bad cuts or poison ivy. But I wouldn’t give it up for 
anything.” 

[From Coin World, Feb. 2. 2004.] 
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 Minutes of Yankee Territory Coinshooters Meeting, May 13, 2008 
 
The monthly meeting was called to order at 6:43pm with 46 members and 2 visitors present 
The Secretary’s report for April was accepted as printed. 
The Treasurer’s report was accepted as read, with a balance of $3,090.46 and a silver inventory of $29.40 face 
value. 
 
 Announcements and Correspondence: 
Received a Thank-you card from Mrs. Sutcliffe for the check from the proceeds of the auction of Mark’s 
equipment, which were $2890. 
Jim LaChance (jlachance@aol.com) has volunteered to be the Recording Secretary and Auralie LaChance 
(auralie.lachance@gmail.com) will be the club librarian. 
 
 Old Business: 
As discussed last month, the Probe will be emailed on a trial basis by June 1. Please make sure your email 
address is current & you will need Adobe to read it (free download). Rick Browne will be glad to help if there 
are problems. 
 
 New Business: 
Tony asked for input about getting club shirts. The price will be $4.00 each with sizes up to 2XL with approx 3 
colors.  The board will be looking at different vendors and will keep members posted. 
Results of April FOM were given by Bill Wright 
Roger Moyles spoke about the Rhode Island hunt & that a great time was had by all and YTC is welcome back 
next year. 
The President asked about putting a copy of the YTC Constitution into the library – the Board will discuss it at 
their next meeting. 
Library Notes: A list of missing library books was discussed and members were asked to check at home to see if 
they had any books. A reminder will also be placed in the Probe for members to check at home.  The Board will 
get a list of duplicate books & make recommendations as to what to do with them. 
The BONE Treasure Weekend  in New Hampshire was discussed – the food was great, the seminars were good, 
hunt was a little disorganized. 
The following items were discussed and will be brought up at the next board meeting: (1) More social time 
during the break (2) Possibly giving free membership for the members who volunteer for a year (3) Offer 
lifetime memberships (4) Offer a discount to members for paying multiple years dues (5) Having a club website. 
 
Speaker: 
Dave Suiter spoke about the yearly hunt that is sponsored by treasuredepot.com People sign up on the website 
and are on teams according to metal detector brands. This year the hunt was in Connecticut & was on the TV 
show ‘Cash & Treasure’.  There will be an additional hunt on the same site in CT on Wed-Sun during  April 
2009 (about the 2nd Wed).  YTC members are being given first shot at participating. There will be teams of 2 at a 
cost of $300 per person.  Only 100 people will be able to participate. Sign-ups will be next month. 
 
The Attendance Drawing, Silver Dollar drawing, 50/50 Raffle and FOM were held. 
Dave Gregorski presented Challenge List rewards. 
Meeting was adjourned at 8:48pm 
 
 Respectfully submitted, 
Jim LaChance 
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                            YTC Officers 
 
President,  Tony Cwikla                    860-623-1153
            {CAPACTION@aol.com}
            
Vice President,  Rick Browne           860-623-0570 
                                    {waterwalker@snet.net}  
                              
Recording Secretary - Jim LaChance 
                     860-741-7551    JLaChance@aol.com 
                                     
Treasurer, Vince DiBattista              860-666-0270 
          {VDibattist@sbcglobal.net } 
 
Newsletter, Dave Gregorski               860-742-5836 
                                  {DGRookie@sbcglobal.net} 

Yankee Territory Coinshooters 
Code of Ethics 

Respect the rights and property of others. 
Never destroy historical or archeological artifacts. 
Observe all laws, whether national, state, or local. 
Aid law enforcement officials whenever possible. 

Leave the land and vegetation as it was. 
FILL IN ALL HOLES. 

Remove all trash and litter, take it with you when you 
leave. 

Remember that all coinshooters may be judged by the 
example YOU set. Always conduct yourself with 

courtesy and consideration toward others. 

T.C.  Metal Detectors 
Authorized dealer for Fisher, Tesoro, Minelab, 
Garrett, Troy, Bounty Hunter, Detectorpro, 

Whites, Lesche, RTG, and more 

Tony Cwikla, 23 Cornwall Drive,  
Windsor Locks, CT  06096 

860-623-1153 or  860-916-2506 
{29 years experience, oldest, largest dealer in the area} 

Member: Y.T.C., FMDAC 
Special discounts for members! 

FAX: 860-627-0593;  e-mail:  
CAPACTION@aol.com 

 
We also carry a full line of books, digging tools, sand 
scoops, headphones, extra coils, bags, pouches, etc. 

 
- We use what we sell and give expert advice free of charge. - 

Why not come in and see what we’re finding !! 

METAL DETECTORS and ACCESSORIES  

J & E ENTERPRISES of  
S. Yarmouth  

Factory Authorized Dealer for Fisher, Garrett, 
Minelab, Tesoro, & Whites. Coiltek coils, Covers, 
Headphones, Beach & Water Scoops, Books, Etc., 

Eleanor Hube, 54 Old Main St. at Forest Rd. 
South Yarmouth, MA 02664 

1-508-760-2100 
e-mail,  jetrhub2@verizon.net 

(Founding member of Yankee Territory Coinshooters) 

SALES, SERVICE & RENTALS 
Accepts Discover, Mastercard and Visa 

Will ship UPS 

(Special consideration for Y.T.C. members.) 

Tidbit 
  All 1922 Lincoln cents were minted in Denver, 
but for a small batch a part of the die got filled. 
This resulted in the ‘D’ mint mark not appearing, 
and some coins got released into circulation. 
  These ‘mistakes’  (1922, plain) are worth a lot 
more than their ‘cousins’ are. However, 
BEWARE of altered coins (the ‘D’ being 
manually removed)!  
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Y.T.C. ‘Code of Ethics’ 
   At our most recent ‘fun hunt’, and at least 
one other time in recent memory, club 
members have left dig holes unfilled, 
sometimes with ‘junk’ metal lying beside the 
holes. Not only is this unsightly, but it can be 
cause for injury, and certainly reason enough 
to prejudice others  against our hobby (and 
maybe provide cause to ban our presence 
sometime in the future).          

   Some of you are new to detecting, and new 
to our club. Please - consider that being a 
Y.T.C. member means respect of our Code of 
Ethics, printed on page 3 of every Probe.   

   Treat the land you’re detecting as if it were 
your own yard. Carry and use a trash apron. 
Refill the holes before you leave each one. 
It’s for our own good, in pursuit of future 
‘treasures’ and enjoyment.      Ed. 

Missing Library Books 
   Our new club Librarian ( Auralie LaChance  ) 
has compiled quite a list of books still ‘out on 
loan’ - many from a long time ago. Please 
check your own personal library for books 
having the Y.T.C. logo in them, and return 
them at the next monthly  meeting.  
   Club policy, out of fairness to all, is to loan 
out a book for a period of one month. Next 
month’s Probe will contain a list of books still 
‘out there’, to help facilitate ‘restocking’ our 
library.  Thanks.  

2009 ‘Git ‘R Done’ (GRD) Hunt 
Most of you have heard of last year’s hunt at a 
large, private area in Central CT, that produced 
many old coins and relics, dating back to 
Colonial times. A cable TV show was produced 
from it. 
Well, this coming April Y.T.C. members are 
invited to do a follow-up hunt at the same 
location! Apparently, there are numerous old 
foundations that were NOT detected last year. I 
queried one of the organizers, and here is his 
response. 
“Dates are not set in stone yet, but we are pretty 
sure we will be having it the second week of 
April, before the bugs come out in force... 
we  usually run Wed. to Sunday, so probably the 
8th thru the 12th.. Its not a team hunt... but there 
may be prizes for top finds to individuals. The 
fee ($300 for 5 days) won’t be due for awhile. 
   We are going to try and limit it to 100 people -  
what we don't get locally we will get from the 
GRD hunt regulars that want to hunt up in CT 
again. 
There will be rent-a-johns on site and perhaps a 
water truck, for those camping out.  
Dave Suiter  [Y.T.C. member] will keep you 
informed as things get set up... right now we are 
trying to see if there is enough interest in having 
another one up there... and it looks like we will. I 
personally can’t wait to get another try at it.”    
                                      Jim Yates 
http://www.thetreasuredepot.com    - search for 
GRD hunts in the ‘Relic’ forums. 

 

NON METAL

 

  Dave Gregorski Raccoon ?? Skull 

  Elaine Leonard Rubber Cow 

  Darren Wright Partial 1906 Phillips Company Bottle 

  Vince DiBattista Freeze Pak 

  Ken Gudernatch Butt End of Toy Plastic Rifle 

  No Name Lady Bug Button 
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 Higley Coppers 
Copper, discovered in Simsbury, CT in 1705, became the impetus 32 years later for mine owner Dr. 

Samuel Higley to produce the first copper tokens in what became the United States. Higley worked the 

mine, purportedly smelting his own ore and making the dies for the token coinage that he would 

eventually issue. 

The Higley coppers are also referred to as ‘Granby Coppers’, even though the area known as ‘Copper 

Hill’ was in Simsbury, founded in 1670. Granby itself did not exist until 1786. The Higley mine was 

granted the first mining charter in America. It was worked for years because of the richness of the 

copper ore. 

The mine later served as the infamous Newgate Prison during the Revolutionary War. The CT General 

Assembly in October, 1773, passed an act authorizing the use of the caverns and buildings in the 

Simsbury mines for the prison. Higley is reported to have perished in 1737 when the ship on which he 

was accompanying a load of copper ore en route to England, was lost at sea. Some claim that Higley’s 

work was continued by his elder brother, John Higley Jr., and various other associates. 

Higley coppers were produced between 1737 and 1739, with known specimens bearing those two 

dates. There are no known specimens dated 1738. Two varieties are dateless. In all, 15 varieties of 

Higley coppers have been noted to date. 

[Excerpted from Coin World, Feb. 24, 2003.] 
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Bold, italics indicates the 
winners - submitted by Bill 

Wright, May, 2008 

      COIN

 

 Gold/Silver   
Pre 1900  Jim Groom 1862 Seated Liberty Quarter - Love Token 
    
Post 1899  Dave Suiter 1908 Barber Quarter 
 Consolation Prize Dave Gregorski 1934 S Walking Liberty Half 
  Joe Waldron 1943 D Walking Liberty Half 
  Darren Wright 1961 Roosevelt Dime 

  Steve Beauregard 1920 Canadian 5 Cent Coin 

    
 Other   
Pre 1900  Roger Moyles 1749 British Farthing 
  Bill Wright 1839 Large Cent 
  Ken Gudernatch 1822 Large Cent 
    
Post 1899  Bob Cwikla 1905 Canadian Cent 
    
 Token/medal Vince DiBattista Spanish American War Convention Token 
  Steve Beauregard Excelsior Shoe Good Luck Token 

  Dave Suiter 1918 WWI Victory Token 

    
JEWELRY    

 Gold Ken MacMinagil 18 K Ring 
  Phil Skewes 10 K White Gold Ring with 3 Diamonds 

  Richard Janak Platinum Ring 

  Ken Gudernatch 14 K Antique Signet Ring with Patent 
    
 Silver Vince DiBattista Sterling Slider Ring 
  Joe Waldron Sterling Silver Ring 

  Richard Walauski 3 Silver Braided Rings 

  Dave Gregorski Arrowhead Pendant with Inlaid Stones 

    

 Other Dave Suiter 
1909 Gold Plated Burlington Co. Pocket 

Watch 
  Don Bogli Gold Plated Cuff Button 

  Richard Lipka Bracelet 
  Roger Moyles Costume Jewlery 

  Steve Gudernatch Micky & Minnie Disney Charms 

  John Hardin ?? 4 Stones 
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By Bill Wright 

Jim Groom:  1862 Seated Liberty Quarter – Love Token – Jim found this at the Club hunt in Rhode Island. He also 
found a couple of Indian Head pennies nearby    
Dave Suiter:  1908 Barber Quarter – Dave found this in Old Saybrook at a farm that was started in 1678. 
Roger Moyles:  1749 British Farthing – Roger found this on the Rhode Island Hunt. He also found 2 King George 
Half Cents and a Large Cent in the same area. 
Bob Cwikla:  1905 Canadian Cent – Bob found this in a private yard at 5 inches. He also found a silver Washington 
Quarter and a couple of Indian Head pennies. 
Vince DiBattista:  Spanish American War Convention Token – Vince found this in a school yard in Newington. He 
was experimenting with a Double D coil he purchased at the Club auction. 
Ken MacMinagil:  18 K Ring – Ken found this detecting at a private beach. 
Vince DiBattista:  Sterling Slider Ring – Vince found this in a Newington school yard. He also found a Large Cent 
and a silver quarter. 
Dave Suiter:  1909 Gold Plated Burlington Co. Pocket Watch – Dave found this at the same place as the Barber 
quarter. It was found near the road by a couple of large rocks. 
Dave Gregorski:  WWI Lead Figurine - Doctor – Dave found this at a house site which had been scraped. He 
believes it was under a driveway which helped to protect it. 
Richard Lipka:  WWI French Army Helmet – Richard found this near a old barn that had recently fallen down. He 
believes that it had been brought back as a souvenir. 
Jeff  Pelletier: Bronze Cup?? – Jeff found this in a park in Hartford at a depth of 8 inches. 
Dave Gregorski: Raccoon Skull?? – That was the best thing found by Dave that day at Goodwin Park. 
Dave Gregorski: 1934-S Walking Liberty Half – Dave found this at a depth of 4 to 5 inches in an old park that he 
had detected before. [It was the BONE weekend, in New Hampshire - I missed a Minelab seminar for this - fair trade!] 

RELIC

 

 Toy Dave Gregorski WWI Lead Figurine - Doctor 

  Roger Moyles ‘Oh Boy’ Gaming Piece 

  Vince DiBattista Toy Anvil 

    

 Military Richard Lipka WWI French Army Helmet 

 Other Jeff Pelletier Bronze Cup ? 

  Carl Muller 1800's House Key 

  Ken Gudernatch Cast Metal Broken Hand with Ring 

  Bob Cwikla Hot Rod Belt Buckle ? 

  Elaine Leonard 2 Wrenches 

  Steve Beauregard Yoke Tip 

  Everett Berube Buck Knife 

Continued on page 4 
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 NOTES ON BUTTONS 

 Metal buttons did not come into general use in EUROPE until the late 1500’s and early 1600's...just 
prior to the exploration and colonization of North America. Through the 1600's to the early 1700's, 
most buttons used in our area were small, bulbous vented metal buttons. 

By the mid to late 1700's, buttons came into their own as fabric fasteners. The majority of them were 
one-piece metal buttons, with attached metal shanks. They did not have backmarks. They were made 
from brass, copper, tombac, pewter, and on rare occasions silver. Sometimes nonmetallic materials 
were used, such as bone, wood, and later ivory. 

The buttons we detect that are the approximate size of a U.S. Large Cent were produced from the 
1760's through the 1790's, and are generally associated with the Revolutionary War Era. Most metal 
buttons produced in this Era were imported from Great Britain. 

Designs on Colonial Era buttons included geometric variations of a sunburst, images of plants, or 
basket weave patterns. Most lacked any design, however. Some plain buttons were covered with fabric. 

By the early 1800's, buttons were generally smaller, and backmarks began to make an appearance. 
They were still one-piece buttons. Backmark designs ranged from wreaths to words such as Treble Gilt, 
Imperial Orange, etc. Military one-piece buttons carried a variety of designs. Most of the buttons found 
from this Era were still imported from Europe, but many American manufacturers began to make them 
as well. 

In the late 1820's, the names of manufacturers began to appear on backmarks. Some firms, such as 
Scoville Manufacturing [Waterbury, CT], came to dominate button production in this country. 

By the 1850's, two-piece buttons began to appear, primarily in the form of military buttons. These 
types were common from the Civil War Era through the early 1900's. White porcelain buttons for 
undergarments were also produced in large numbers during this time span. As buttons began to be 
mass-produced during this time period, many different designs graced the fronts of them. Flowers, 
animals, State seals, letters, military eagles, and countless other images appeared on buttons.                

In the Twentieth Century, the use of metal buttons for non-military uses began to decline, in favor of 
plastic and various other non-metallic materials. 

Motto 
The first use of the motto “In God We Trust” on a U.S. coin occurred in 1864, during the Civil 
War, on the newly authorized 2-cent coin. When the war began, hoarding coins became 
commonplace. The coinage void was filled by privately minted tokens (known as Civil War 
tokens) until legislation eliminated that source in 1864. So the 2-cent coin filled an important 
need, until demand decreased after the war, and mintage ceased in 1873. 

[From Coin World, Dec. 12, 2005.]  
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More on Love Tokens 

   The love token, although initiated during the American Colonial period in the late 1700’s, 
reached its peak in the U.S. during the Victorian era and experienced a rebirth during WWI and 
again in WWII, before quickly disappearing. It was used as a sign of affection, much as sending 
a card or flowers may do today. 

   A love token generally was made by first planing one or both sides of a coin, medal, token, or 
other similar object. Then initials, names, and/or a message are engraved upon it in fancy script. 
Pieces that are more ornate have been fashioned into watches, pins, bracelets, necklaces or other 
body adornments to be carried by the recipient. 

   Engraving encompasses the use of a sharpened knife or tool and the application of varying 
amounts of pressure to move or remove metal, to produce the desired devices and messages. The 
quality of the love token depended on one’s artistic skill and the ability to maintain the 
sharpness of the implement. 
Pinpricking employed the use of a sharp metal instrument before engraving became the vogue. 
This process involved the use of a pin or other similar sharpened device to poke a series of holes 
close together into the coin, to represent an image and/or inscription. 

   Love tokens as engraved coins made their U.S. debut in the 1850’s. Since copper cents were in 
short supply, silver coins, because of the ease of engraving them, were used. Most often used 
was the Liberty seated dime, although examples are found on higher denomination silver coins, 
as well as on gold coins. Many love tokens have a hole pierced at the top, or a loop soldered on, 
probably to suspend on a chain hung around the neck of the beloved, or for hooking onto a ring 
or bracelet, or to be sewed onto a piece of clothing. 

   The smallest love tokens known on U.S. coins are on silver half dimes. Silver quarter dollars 
are much less common. More than 50% of U.S. love tokens are believed to have been made 
from dimes. Occasionally a half dollar or silver dollar was so inscribed, but most young men of 
the time seemed unwilling to splurge more than a dime on their current fancy. 

   Love token manufacturing experienced resurgence during wartime, especially the World 
Wars. The practice seems to have disappeared, although the collecting of such engraved pieces 
remains alive. 

[Info. from Coin World, Feb. 16, 2004.  Ed. note – I’ve never found a love token while detecting 
- Jim Groom found one this past month - a beautiful 1862 quarter with the inscription on the 
reverse. There was a time when I might have been a little disappointed that I’d found an old 
silver coin that was no longer a ‘coin’. However, now I would appreciate the uniqueness and 
meaningfulness of such an item.] 
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UPCOMING EVENTS/HUNTS 

June 22 (Sunday) - Coin Show @ the Polish National Home, 60 Charter Oak Ave., Hartford. Free 
admission and parking - call 203-877-1680 (Ed Doran) for details. Doors open at 9 A.M. 

July 20 - Sunday evening - members only ‘fun hunt’ at Misquamicut Beach in RI - details to 
follow. 

YOU KNOW YOU ARE (WERE) LIVING IN 2007 when:  
 
  
1. You accidentally enter your PIN on the microwave. 
 
2. You haven't played solitaire with real cards in years. 
 
3. You have a list of 15 phone numbers to reach your family of three. 
 
4. You e-mail the person who works at the desk next to you. 
 
5. Your reason for not staying in touch with friends and family is that they don't have e-
mail addresses. 
 
6. You pull up in your own driveway and use your cell phone to see if anyone is 
home to help you carry in the groceries. 
 
7. Every commercial on television has a web site at the bottom of the screen. 
 
8. Leaving the house without your cell phone, which you didn't even have the first 
20 or 30 (or 60) years of your life, is now a cause for panic and you turn around to go 
and get it. 
 
10. You get up in the morning and go on line before getting your coffee. 
 
11. You start tilting your head sideways to smile.   : ) 
 
12. You're reading this and nodding and laughing. 
 
13. Even worse,  you know exactly to whom you are going to forward this message. 
 
14. You are too busy to notice there was no #9 on this list. 
 
15. You actually scrolled back up to check that there wasn't a #9 on this list. 
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 Minutes of Yankee Territory Coinshooters meeting, June 10, 2008 
 
The monthly meeting was called to order at 6:48pm with 47 members and 1 visitor present 
The Secretary’s report for May 2008 was accepted as printed. 
The Treasurer’s report was accepted as read, with a balance of $3,051.61 and a silver inventory of $26.40 face value, with a 
purchase cost of $198.79 

Announcements and Correspondence: 
Tony announced that there will be a segment on the making of Garrett Metal Detectors on the show “How Its Made”. 

Old Business: 
Dave Suiter talked about the upcoming yearly hunt that is scheduled for April 2009 that is sponsored by treasuredepot.com.  
He will be bringing registration forms and release forms to the July 2008 YTC meeting. 
Rick Browne notified the members that he needs their current email address if they want to receive the PROBE by email. 
It was brought up that it should be emailed as a blind copy to each member to cut down on spam. 
Mike Giannetti volunteered to back up Rick Browne in converting the PROBE into pdf format. 
Tony brought up the subject of the club having its own website. He said that the board is in favor of the club having its own 
website and there will be a general membership vote at the July 2008 meeting. There will be a general discussion as to 
whether to allow ads on the website as well. 
It was mentioned that there might be some members not participating in the FOM, because they might not want their names 
announced in the PROBE. It was stated that you could be anonymous and participate in the FOM. 
Auralie LaChance will email a list to Tony & Dave of missing and duplicate books in the library. 
 
New Business: 
Tony announced that there will not be a club library at the July 2008 meeting due to The LaChance's being away on 
vacation. 
Fun Hunt ideas needed!!!!!! 
Roger Moyles knows of a site in upstate New York, near Saratoga Sep-Oct 2008. 
Tony is working on a site that used to be old fair grounds for a possible future hunt. 
August 2008 fun hunt in Rocky Neck???  Chuck Anderson volunteered to be hunt master. 
Rick Browne talked about Cape Cod Swing Hunt Sat. September 6, 2008 6:00am until Sunday 1 pm approximately. 12 
members seemed interested. 
Rick Browne mentioned that he would be willing to do a hunt May 2009 in Puerto Rico. 
Tony notified the members that we are looking for ideas for the meetings, and that the members themselves make up the 
meetings. 
Rick Browne talked about his trip to Curacao. 
The treasure chest was inventoried by Rick Browne and estimated the value at a little over $100.00. 
The silver coin inventory will be empty by next year.  A motion was made and passed to purchase silver to replenish the 
inventory from Rick Browne.  He also sold coins for the Polar Bear Hunt to the club. 
Dave Gregorski gave a report on Ridgefield, CT that he was scheduled to go to on Friday June 13, 2008.  He would be there 
with the state archeologist. 

Speaker: There was no speaker this month. 
The Attendance Drawing was won by Elaine Leonard.   The 50/50 was won by Dan Dyar. 
The Silver Dollar was won by Phil Skew and our guest Sal Terranova. 
Several magnifying glasses were given away. 
The Challenge List awards were presented by Dave Gregorski.  The FOM was held by Bill Wright. 
Consolation drawing was held. 
 
Meeting was adjourned at 8:58pm 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Jim LaChance 
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                            YTC Officers 
 
President,  Tony Cwikla                    860-623-1153
            {CAPACTION@aol.com}
            
Vice President,  Rick Browne           860-738-0570 
                                    {waterwalker@snet.net}  
                              
Recording Secretary - Jim LaChance 
                     860-741-7551    JLaChance@aol.com 
                                     
Treasurer, Vince DiBattista              860-666-0270 
          {VDibattist@sbcglobal.net } 
 
Newsletter, Dave Gregorski               860-742-5836 
                                  {DGRookie@sbcglobal.net} 

Yankee Territory Coinshooters 
Code of Ethics 

Respect the rights and property of others. 
Never destroy historical or archeological artifacts. 
Observe all laws, whether national, state, or local. 
Aid law enforcement officials whenever possible. 

Leave the land and vegetation as it was. 
FILL IN ALL HOLES. 

Remove all trash and litter, take it with you when you 
leave. 

Remember that all coinshooters may be judged by the 
example YOU set. Always conduct yourself with 

courtesy and consideration toward others. 

T.C.  Metal Detectors 
Authorized dealer for Fisher, Tesoro, Minelab, 
Garrett, Troy, Bounty Hunter, Detectorpro, 

Whites, Lesche, RTG, and more 

Tony Cwikla, 23 Cornwall Drive,  
Windsor Locks, CT  06096 

860-623-1153 or  860-916-2506 
{29 years experience, oldest, largest dealer in the area} 

Member: Y.T.C., FMDAC 
Special discounts for members! 

FAX: 860-627-0593;  e-mail:  
CAPACTION@aol.com 

 
We also carry a full line of books, digging tools, sand 
scoops, headphones, extra coils, bags, pouches, etc. 

 
- We use what we sell and give expert advice free of charge. - 

Why not come in and see what we’re finding !! 

METAL DETECTORS and ACCESSORIES  

J & E ENTERPRISES of  
S. Yarmouth  

Factory Authorized Dealer for Fisher, Garrett, 
Minelab, Tesoro, & Whites. Coiltek coils, Covers, 
Headphones, Beach & Water Scoops, Books, Etc., 

Eleanor Hube, 54 Old Main St. at Forest Rd. 
South Yarmouth, MA 02664 

1-508-760-2100 
e-mail,  jetrhub2@verizon.net 

(Founding member of Yankee Territory Coinshooters) 

SALES, SERVICE & RENTALS 
Accepts Discover, Mastercard and Visa 

Will ship UPS 

(Special consideration for Y.T.C. members.) 

Get Your Probe On-Line!         
You’ll get it before the meeting - contact Rick 

Browne (above) for details, if you prefer this 

to the hard copy. This will save printing and 

mailing costs. We are planning to begin this 

service in August! 
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FMDAC Convention & Treasure Expo, 
Wildwood, NJ. 

October 10-12 weekend – Free Friday evening 
hunt plus 3 others (all beach hunts)…must be an 
FMDAC member; free kids’ hunt between 
Sunday hunts. Rain or shine, no refunds. 
Saturday evening banquet (membership not 
needed), workshops and exhibits. Convention 
held at Attache Hotel – book rooms soon ($75 
plus tax per night) – 1-609-522-0241 – tell them 
you’re with FMDAC. Limited number, overflow 
across the street at Gondolier Hotel. Wildwood is 
a family-oriented resort area. 
Other costs: $140 for hunts, $30 for banquet 
until Sept. 10.  Then prices increase through 
10/1, and again after 10/1 (pay latter at the 
Convention). 
Contacts (need official entry form): Duane Biller 
at 724-439-1380; Vic Cramer @ 724-295-3046, 
Jill McFeeders at 330-364-1608,   
jcseeker@core.com 

July Club ‘Fun Hunt’ 
We will meet at Misquamicut Beach 
in RI, on Sunday evening, July 20. As 
usual, let’s gather in the parking lot just 
west of the large pavilion, at 5:30 P.M. 
There should be no admission charge at 
that time. Contact Dave Gregorski with 
questions. 

Hopefully the crowds will be large, and 
they will lose a lot for us.  (-:   There is 
ample beach to detect, but waterhunting 
is usually an ‘iffy’ proposition because 
of large waves. The hunt will begin at 
5:45, and end at 8 P.M. This should 
give us some daylight to compare our 
finds, and award the winners some 
scratch-off tickets. Food is very ‘pricey’ 
in the area, but there may still be a 
small, informal stand where the seafood 
is fresh. We hope you’ll join us. 

August Club ‘Fun Hunt’ 
Chuck Anderson has agreed to be the lead 
person for this hunt (860-944-9558). We 
will meet at Rocky Neck State Park 
Beach on Saturday, August 9. Proceed 
to the most western parking lot. 
The park may still be charging an 
admission fee. Right now, the reduced 
rate after 4 P.M. is $5, and free 
admission is after 6:30 P.M. The plan is 
to meet in the lot at 5:45 P.M., hunting 
from 6 to 8 P.M. If you arrive before 6:30,  
then carpooling will help with gas/
admission expenses.  
Scratch tickets will be awarded after-
wards. Join us for the fun! 

This was bound to happen some day - where’s 
a good detectorist when you need one! 
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Demolishing Shed Leads to Monetary Treasure 

A legend about a family farm having buried treasure was true, Dan Deming of New Haven Township 
discovered recently. Deming had heard from his great-grandfather, Paul Soma, that a former owner of 
the farm, Walter Mylrea, hid money there, but no one had found anything since the Somas bought the 
farm in 1966. Deming had decided it was just a rumor.  
Recently, Deming burned a 100-year-old shed on the farm and then was using his skid loader to 
remove the foundation. As he was moving rocks from it, a little toolbox-sized metal box popped out 
and paper fell on the ground. His first thought, he said, was that he would have more junk to pick up, 
but then he took a closer look at the paper. "I almost thought it was play money like Monopoly 
money." It wasn't. It was the back of a $1 silver certificate. He started collecting the money and found 
$5s, $10s and $20s. Not one of the bills was dated later than 1934 and most were badly deteriorated. 
Others were stuck together. "I came running to the house" Deming said of his excitement. His wife 
Terri thought he had broken his arm.  
With the money, he found scraps of newspaper with amounts written on them of $1,200, $300 and 
$200, but he couldn't tell exactly how much was there because of its condition.  
Silver certificates were redeemable for an ounce of silver, but in 1968, the federal government changed 
the law and the certificates in good condition are collector items, but not redeemable for silver. Deming 
said if the certificates were still redeemable for silver and with the price of the precious metals he 
would have a major find.  
Deming does not even have the money anymore. After checking with a bank and some research on the 
Internet, he turned over to the U.S. Treasury's Bureau of Engraving and Printing. According to the 
bureau's Web site, "The Department of the Treasury, Bureau of Engraving and Printing, redeems 
partially destroyed or badly damaged currency as a free public service. Every year the U.S. Treasury 
handles approximately 30,000 claims and redeems mutilated currency valued at over $30 million. The 
Office of Currency Standards, located in the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, uses experts to 
examine mutilated currency and will approve the issuance of a Treasury check for the value of the 
currency determined to be redeemable."  
The Deming's money is with that office or laboratory being examined. He said when he receives the 
check, he will add an additional 10 feet to the new shed he is built. Erwin Crothers, a long-time New 
Haven resident, said Mylrea was a bachelor and he thought he remembered the man as having locks on 
everything. He had an apple orchard on his farm. "Lots of people back then didn't trust banks," 
Crothers said, noting it was not unusual to bury it in the backyard, hide it under a mattress or find 
another site for hiding it.         [Source unknown.   Ed. ] 

Metal Detecorists Discover Unexploded Bombs 
The recent spell of nor’easters brought over 1000 pieces of military ordinance to the surface, in Surf 
City, Long Beach Island, NJ. This beach has long been a favorite for metal detectorists because of the 
frequency of erosion caused by storms. However, until the beach has been made safe by Army 
engineers, it is closed to the public. [And you were thinking of packing your bags!] 
The shells were of WW1 and WW2 vintage. Most were badly deteriorated. Coins from several 
centuries have been discovered in the past. Detectorists are furious that they have been prohibited from 
detecting (there’s a 24-hour security guard). “We could help speed up the job and find whatever bombs 
still exist.” “Who are they kidding? …they’re also finding lots of coins. And do you think for a 
moment they are turning them in?” 
      [From Coin World, June 4, 2007.] 
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Bold, italics indicates the 
winners - submitted by Bill 

Wright, June, 2008 

COIN

 

 Gold/Silver   

Pre 1900  Ray Dapkus 1774 1 Reale Mexico City Mint 

Post 1899  Bob Cwikla 1920, 1920, 1924, 1927 Mercury Dimes 

    

 Other   

Pre 1900  Ken Gudernatch 1837 Large Cent 

  Dave Gregorski 1864 Bronzi Indian Head Cent 

  Keith Massimino 1788 Connecticut Copper 

  Dave Suiter 1830 Haiti 1 Centime 

  Bill Wright 1882 Indian Head Cent 

Post 1899  Roger Moyles 5 Wheat Cents Same Hole 

  Vince DiBattista 1984 British 1 Pound 

 Token/medal Danny LaMontagne 1864 Patriotic Civil War Token 

  Richard Lipka Baseball Token 

 

JEWELRY

 

 Gold Richard Janak 1 Carat Cushion Cut Platinum Ring 

  Rick Browne 14K Gold Ring with 15 Rubies, 16 Diamonds 

  Ken Gudernatch 14K Medallion 

  Mike Marvonek Gold Diamond Ring 

 Silver Elaine Leonard Men's Ring with Onyx Stone 

  Phil Skewes 
Sterling Silver Ring - "I Love You" in 5 

languages 

  Bob Cwikla Sterling Pendant - Japanese? 

 Other Dave Gregorski Locket - Anget Protection 

  Matt Dakin Copper Ring 

  Vince DiBattista Pewter Religeous Medal 

  Mike Giannetti Necklace 

  Richard Lipka Lucky Pin 

  Steve Gudernatch “Bugs" Charm 

Non-metal - on page 10 
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By Bill Wright 

Ray Dapkus:  1774 1 Reale – Mexico City Mint – Ray found this coin at a cellar hole that he has detected 
many times before. Ray’s secret, if it is a site that has been worked before, slow down and you just might find 
something nice that has been missed.    
Bob Cwikla:  1920, 1920, 1924, 1927 Mercury Dimes – Bob found these in the same hole at a private yard. 
Ken Gudernatch:  1837 Large Cent – Ken found this at 7 inches at a cellar hole that he has hit many times 
before. Ken’s coin cleaning tip, the coin cleaned up real nice with something called “Never Dull”, which can be 
purchased at a hardware store. Just dab the coin, also works good on gold and silver. 
Roger Moyles:  5 Wheat Cents same hole – Roger found these at a Apartment complex where several times he 
has found more than 1 item in the same hole. 
Danny LaMontagne:  1864 Patriotic Civil War Token – What first appeared to be a Indian Head cent turned 
out to be Dan’s first Civil War token. 
Richard Janak:  1 Carat Cushion Cut Platinum Ring – Rich was alone when he found this as his partner 
couldn’t make it that day. Rich found this at 6 inches after detecting for several hours 
Elaine Leonard:  Man’s Ring with Onyx Stone – Elaine found this detecting the beach. It fit the finger of her 
detecting partner, but, he was not allowed to wear it until after the meeting. 
Dave Gregorski:  Locket – Angel Protection – Dave found this detecting at a school in Glastonbury built in 
the 1970’s. Dave was walking back to the car when he found this at a depth of 1 inch. 
Steve Beauregard:  Little Boy Blue?? – Lead Figurine – Steve found this in a field just before it was planted. 
It was a shade blue when he found it. 
Mike Giannetti:  Military Button – Mike found this while detecting in the Catskills. He believes it dates from 
the early 1900’s. 
Bill Wright: Colonial Cuff Links – This was found in an area that has produced other Colonial items such as 
spectacles, shoe & breech buckles and buttons. 
Keith Massimino: Quartz Arrowhead – Keith found this while digging an item that turned out to be iron. This 
was found in a field that has turned up numerous copper coins and tokens. 
Roger Moyles: Plastic Bead – The big lesson here is, don’t forget to fill out the back of the find of the month 
entry slips! 

RELIC

 

 Toy Steve Beauregard Little Boy Blue? - Lead Figurine 
  Richard Lipka Toy Chest with Coins & Candy 

    
 Military Mike Giannetti Military Button 
    
 Other Bill Wright Colonial Cuff Links 
  Ken Gudernatch Leg Hold Trap 

  Dave Suiter Shoe Buckle 

  Bob Cwikla Victorian Buckle 

  Roger Moyles Spigot 
  Steve Beauregard Keghole Cover 
  Dave Gregorski Bridle Buckle 

  Phil Skewes Knife 
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 Collecting Early American Copper   

by Ken Camilleis 
 
Even though they have little collector value, we know and love the large cents, Colonial coppers, and 
even the British coppers that bought the daily bread in Colonial times. The unearthing of an early 
copper that hasn't seen the light of day in one, two or even three centuries usually elicits a feeling of 
serendipity. 
In 1967 a national organization was formed that is dedicated to the study of early American and 
Colonial copper coins, by the fitting name of the Early American Coppers (EAC) club. They print a bi-
monthly publication called "'Penny-Wise" which provides intricate details not only by coin date but 
also by numerous varieties that have been identified by specialists. For example, if you dig an 1848 
large cent, to you it may be just an 1848 but to an EAC specialist it is attributed as one of literally 
dozens of ""N" varieties of 1848 identified by specialist Newcomb, along with varieties of all dates 
1816-1857. Earlier dates were identified by William Sheldon, the developer of today's "l to 70" grading 
scale. 
EAC members also continually write articles for Penny-Wise about personal experiences with early 
coppers, such as at coin shows or auctions, seminar minutes, historical tie-ins to specific years, and 
many other and diverse subjects directly or even remotely related to early copper. Yes, including metal 
detecting finds! Until a generation or so ago, professional numismatists generally frowned upon “dug” 
coppers because of their usual terrible condition upon being in the ground for so long and subjected to 
harsh environmental factors. Nevertheless, some rare varieties of large cents, half cents and Colonials 
have been identified by EAC professionals both in circulating pieces (on the coin market) even of very 
low grade, as well as dug pieces. And those rare varieties where only a handful are known have 
realized cool sums at recent auctions. 
Copper corrodes extensively and can take on a wide variety of adverse chemical reactions. However, 
occasionally (as some of you may have observed) one can "get lucky" with a copper coin. Sometimes 
the soil in which the copper is nestled is so dry that hardly any chemical reaction takes place. Also, in 
just the right environmental conditions a protective coating of earthen crust forms which actually 
prevents pitting, and when this crust is gently soaked off, a copper with pristine surfaces is revealed! If 
the coin was new when lost, it may actually shine after the crust is removed, leaving just a slightly 
greenish discoloration. 
Although EAC consists of a national membership, it just so happens that I recently had a chance 
encounter with an individual who has been an EAC member almost since its inception, and who lives 
just a few towns from me. Id never met him before, but Id read many of his excellent publications in 
Penny-Wise and other sources. Although he's not (yet!) a metal detectorist, we talked at length about 
things of mutual knowledge. It goes to show what a small world it is in terms of our "'special interest" 
groups! 
Collection of early copper can be highly advanced, within and without the EAC. In today's collector 
market there is a population of mint-state United States copper coins: half cents, large cents, and the 
occasional Colonial from the 1780s. While modem ""small cents" usually have a bright reddish, 
pinkish or orange texture, uncirculated early copper coins will seldom show much of their original mint 
bloom. The designations of "Red-Brown" and ""Brown" have been used to classify mint-state copper 
coins, demonstrating progressively fading stages of, the original color. High-grade, problem-free 
circulated examples of early dates (1793 to 1814) coppers are much sought-after as well. 
  So who says copper coins are "lowly"?! 
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OUCH!! 
Our new Librarian, Auralie LaChance, has determined that the following materials are 
ABSENT from our library!  Our club policy is, that borrowed materials must all be signed out, 
and returned the following month. There is no record of who has the following stuff.  
    It is important that all the items be returned to the library  - they belong to the club and are 
meant to be shared. Please search your homes and return any of the following. (Ignore the 
numbers - they are for indexing purposes only.)  
  
B=Book, R=Reference Materials ($20 Deposit Required), V=Video Cassette,  M = Magazine 
 
B 6 Diamonds In The Surf 
B 7 Diamonds In The Surf Second Adventure 
B 9 Gems & Jewelry 
B 16 Official Price Guide To Antique Jewelry 
B 17 Quest For Treasure: The True Story 
B 19 Successful Coin Hunting 
B 20 The Complete VLF-TR Metal Detector Handbook 
B 21 The Journals Of El Dorado 
B 32 Weekend Prospecting 
B 40 Connecticuts Colonial & Continental Money 
B 41 Eastern Treasure Hunter 
B 51 Standard Catalog Of World Coins 18th Century 1701-1800 
B 55 H2 Oh! A Field Guide To Water Hunting 
B 57 Treasure Hunters Digest 
B 59 The Prospectors Alternative March 1994 
B 62 Advanced Coin Shooting 
B 66 Coinshooting II 
B 67 Coinshooting III 
B 68 Advanced Water Working Techniques 
B 69 Bottle Collecting In New England 
B 71 Advanced Shallow Water Treasure Hunting 
B 81 Detectorist 
B 84 Cleaning And Preservation Of Coins And Medals 
B 86 Taking A Closer Look At Metal Detector Discrimination 
B 90 The Buried Treasures Of Maine 
B 91 The Sea Hunters 
B 92 Where To Find Treasure 
B 93 Treasure In The Sand 
B 98 Beach Detecting In Surf & Sand 
M 4 Western & Eastern Treasures Mar 2008 
R 18 Standard Catalogue Of World Coins 1979 
R 60 Collectors Illustrated Encyclopedia Of The American Revolution 
V 2 Quest For Gold 
V 5 Treasure Recovery From Sand & Sea & Castle Adventures 
V 8 Detecting Beaches Parts I & II 
V 17 Garrett Ultra GTA 350 
V 18 A Video Guide To Land Hunting 
V 19 Video Guide To Beaches & Water Hunting 
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UPCOMING EVENTS/HUNTS 

July 20 - Sunday evening - members only  ‘fun hunt’ at Misquamicut Beach in RI - 
details on  page 4. 

August 9 (Saturday) - ‘fun hunt’ - Rocky Neck State Park beach - see page 4.   

Sept. 6-7 - Cape Cod Swing; details to follow, save the dates. 

Sept. 28 (Sunday) - Coin Show @ the Polish National Home, 60 Charter Oak Ave., 
Hartford. Free admission and parking - call 203-877-1680 (Ed Doran) for details. Doors 
open at 9 A.M. 

October 10-12 - FMDAC Treasure Weekend (New Jersey) - see page 4 for details.  

NON METAL

 

  Keith Massimino Quartz Arrowhead 

 Consolation Prize Roger Moyles Plastic Bead 

  Bob Cwikla Glass Crystal 

  Richard Lipka Non Metal Necklace 

  Ken Gudernatch Glass Insulator 

  Vince DiBattista $5 Bill 

  Dave Gregorski Ceramic Pooh Figurine 

 

Red Skelton's Recipe For A Perfect Marriage 

1. Two times a week, we go to a nice restaurant, have a little beverage, good food and companionship. 
She goes on Tuesdays, I go on Fridays.                                                                                                                        
2. We also sleep in separate beds. Hers is in California and mine is in Texas.                                                           
3. I take my wife everywhere..... but she keeps finding her way back.                                                                     
4. I asked my wife where she wanted to go for our anniversary. "Somewhere I haven't been in a long 
time!" she said. So I suggested the kitchen.                                                                                                                  
5. We always hold hands. If I let go, she shops.                                                                                                    
6. My wife told me the car wasn't running well because there was water in the carburetor. I asked 
where the car was; she told me "In the lake."                                                                                                            
7. She got a mud pack and looked great for two days. Then the mud fell off.                                                             
8. She ran after the garbage truck, yelling "Am I too late for the garbage?" The driver said            
"No, jump in!"                                                                                                                                         
9. Remember: Marriage is the number one cause of divorce                                                                               
10. I married Miss Right.  I just didn't know her first name was ‘Always’ .                                                
      [‘Wife jokes’ were popular among comedians in the 50’s. A few may seem a little harsh.] 
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 Minutes of Yankee Territory Coinshooters meeting, July 8th 2008 

 
 The monthly meeting was called to order at 6:45pm with 35 members and one visitor present. 
 
 The Secretary’s report for June 2008 was accepted as printed. 
 
 The treasurer’s report was accepted as read. 
 
 Old Business: 
Twenty club members (so far) have signed up for the Probe delivery in email form. 
 
 It was brought up that there are a lot of books missing from the library. Club members are encouraged 
to check and see if they have any books in their possession. 
 
 Matt Dakin’s wife made a club webpage. The domain has to be decided. 
 
 Motion to pay for website not to exceed $160 was passed. 
Probably going to buy .net and .com domains to stop inappropriate material. 
 
 Dave Suiter has the GRD 2009 Sign up slips. Decision on who will be allowed to participate will be 
made in September. [There will likely be a waiting list afterward, to make up for cancellations.] 
 
 Mike Russo sent his apologies for not coming to the meeting. He might come to the November club 
meeting. If so, club members are encouraged to bring their jewelry, especially older stuff. 
 
 New Business 
Tony announced that there are no plans for the CashBash this year. 
 
 Roger Moyles arranged a fun hunt in New York near Saratoga. The possible dates of this outing are 
September 19- 21 or October 24- 26. There are full bathrooms at the site. 
 
 To look at this site online, the website is washingtoncountyfair.com 
 
 For the August meeting, club members are encouraged to talk about a find that was a big surprise. 
 
 Speaker 
Rick Browne talked about the Whites PI and the Infinium detectors. Great job, Rick! 
 
 Ray Dapkus and Keith Massimino won the Silver Dollar raffle. The 50/50 was won by Ken 
Gudernatch. 
 
 Bill Wright held the FOM. Several Challenge awards were made. 

   Meeting was adjourned at 8:55pm 
Respectfully submitted,  Darren Wright 
[Ed. note - many thanks to Darren for stepping up at the last minute, to ‘do the minutes’!] 
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                            YTC Officers 
 
President,  Tony Cwikla                    860-623-1153
            {CAPACTION@aol.com}
            
Vice President,  Rick Browne           860-738-0570 
                                    {waterwalker@snet.net}  
                              
Recording Secretary - Jim LaChance 
                     860-741-7551    JLaChance@aol.com 
                                     
Treasurer, Vince DiBattista              860-666-0270 
          {VDibattist@sbcglobal.net } 
 
Newsletter, Dave Gregorski               860-742-5836 
                                  {DGRookie@sbcglobal.net} 

Yankee Territory Coinshooters 
Code of Ethics 

Respect the rights and property of others. 
Never destroy historical or archeological artifacts. 
Observe all laws, whether national, state, or local. 
Aid law enforcement officials whenever possible. 

Leave the land and vegetation as it was. 
FILL IN ALL HOLES. 

Remove all trash and litter, take it with you when you 
leave. 

Remember that all coinshooters may be judged by the 
example YOU set. Always conduct yourself with 

courtesy and consideration toward others. 

T.C.  Metal Detectors 
Authorized dealer for Fisher, Tesoro, Minelab, 
Garrett, Troy, Bounty Hunter, Detectorpro, 

Whites, Lesche, RTG, and more 

Tony Cwikla, 23 Cornwall Drive,  
Windsor Locks, CT  06096 

860-623-1153 or  860-916-2506 
{29 years experience, oldest, largest dealer in the area} 

Member: Y.T.C., FMDAC 
Special discounts for members! 

FAX: 860-627-0593;  e-mail:  
CAPACTION@aol.com 

 
We also carry a full line of books, digging tools, sand 
scoops, headphones, extra coils, bags, pouches, etc. 

 
- We use what we sell and give expert advice free of charge. - 

Why not come in and see what we’re finding !! 

METAL DETECTORS and ACCESSORIES  

J & E ENTERPRISES of  
S. Yarmouth  

Factory Authorized Dealer for Fisher, Garrett, 
Minelab, Tesoro, & Whites. Coiltek coils, Covers, 
Headphones, Beach & Water Scoops, Books, Etc., 

Eleanor Hube, 54 Old Main St. at Forest Rd. 
South Yarmouth, MA 02664 

1-508-760-2100 
e-mail,  jetrhub2@verizon.net 

(Founding member of Yankee Territory Coinshooters) 

SALES, SERVICE & RENTALS 
Accepts Discover, Mastercard and Visa 

Will ship UPS 

(Special consideration for Y.T.C. members.) 

On-Line Probe 
Those opting for this service should have 

received the August Probe already. The plan is, 
to get future newsletters delivered by the 

weekend before each meeting. Please notify Rick 
Browne (above) if there is a problem, or if you 

want to be added to the list. 
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Decorum During Our Meetings 
More so lately, while club business or a speaking 
program is being conducted, there have been 
private conversations going on in the audience. 
These have often been loud and/or lengthy 
enough to be a distraction to whomever is 
speaking, and for those trying to listen. 
Out of respect and consideration of other 
members, we ask that you refrain from this kind 
of behavior. We have allotted much more time 
for socializing during our meetings (compared 
with past years), so there is ample time then for 
such discussions. If you must continue a 
conversation during the meeting proper, please 
take it outside. Thank you. 
   Board of Directors, Y.T.C. 

September Meeting Program 
By Dave Gregorski 

   Based on my recent experience with 
programming my Explorer SE detector, I will be 
giving a talk on that subject. Included will be 
‘plusses and minuses’, site-related issues, and the 
process I went through to arrive at 3 useful 
programs. 

   Most detectors have at least some 
‘programming’ capability, even if it’s just 
tweaking the ‘Discrimination’ knob. Higher-end 
machines may also have ‘gap/slot-programming’ 
available. I will have some flip-chart drawings to 
help explain the process and outcome.  

   The concepts will apply to any machine, even 
if the display is different. This was a fun 
experience – it brought some new excitement 
into the hobby for me, and I look forward to 
sharing what occurred.  

July ‘Fun Hunt’ Report 
   The hunt occurred (July 20) toward the end of a 
short hot spell, which drove crowds to 
Misquamicut Beach. Crowds mean more lost 
items - and coins were plentiful for the 14 
members participating. 

   Two members had 100 or more coins from the 
2 -1/4 hour hunt - just like ‘old times’! (Except in 
those times, that would pay for the gas it took to 
drive there!!) One gold ring was found, plus 3 
silver jewelry items.  

   But the most amazing find, in my opinion, was 
a nice 1898-S Barber quarter by Phil Skewes! It 
showed no signs whatsoever of being in a 
saltwater environment, so there was speculation 
how it got there. (It was in the top 3 inches of 
sand!)   

   Ten $2 ‘scratch tickets’ were awarded, and 
only one person admitted winning anything. 
Several went to the ‘seafood shack’ afterwards, 
for a decent meal. Thanks to all those who 
attended - seemed all had a good time.   Dave G. 

Signs That You’ve Grown Up 
You keep more food than beer in the fridge. 
A $4 bottle of wine is no longer ‘pretty good 
stuff’. 
Sleeping on the couch hurts your back. 
Your house plants are alive, and you can’t smoke 
any of them. 
You no longer drink at home to save money 
before you go out. 
You go from 130 days of vacation time to 14 
days. 
You feed your dog Science Diet instead of 
McDonald’s leftovers. 
You don’t know what time Taco Bell closes 
anymore. 
[And my personal favorite…] You watch the 
Weather Channel. 
[Donated for use, I believe, by Ken G.    Ed.] 
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The 2008 Cape Cod Swing  
(hunt coordinator Rick Browne, 860-738-0570) 

 
 Hard times, lack of targets and high prices have hit the Cape Cod Swing this year. However, 

I still have planned one as follows. Plan to go this year as this may be my last Cape Cod Swing. 
All attendees will meet on Saturday, September 6th at and LEAVE from the IHop Restaurant 

at 5:30AM SHARP. (FYI they open at 7AM). Directions are below. We will head for fresh water 
before the morning tide and lunch. After lunch we will head to other fresh water lakes before sunset 
and dinner. A good night’s sleep will end early enough to meet at and LEAVE the Cumberland 
Farms gas station / mini mart at 5:30AM. We will then head to fresh water before the morning tide. 
All attendees are to meet at Kream’n Kone at 2:30PM  (Sunday) to show finds and for the awarding 
of prizes for the unusual listing I have put together and a bite to eat before heading home.  

No, there is no GOLD ring this year. I sold them all when I retired. BUT there will be other 
awards in addition to the usual scratch off Lottery Tickets. 

As in the past, tides and Mother Nature will dictate the route, as always. I plan to leave New 
Hartford at 1:30AM on September 6th. Winding my way through Connecticut I will pickup a caravan 
of followers. Or meet up with anyone who wishes to join the trek through the day and a half of beach 
hunting at the above location. 

Because of the flexible schedule and depending on our speed and success at any one beach, it 
is unlikely you could catch up with us between tides. So, plan ahead. 

As in previous years, you are free to go, detect and do what, where and when you wish. You 
do not have to stay with the entourage or follow the agenda, but you are welcome to. It has always 
been hectic, fun and sometimes rewarding! See you at 5:30AM SHARP! Don’t be late. 
 

 Agenda for meetings and Dinner 
Saturday 5:30AM Meeting       IHop Restaurant  - ¾ way around the Bourne  

                                    circle, just over the Bourne Bridge on Rt 28. 

 8:15PM Dinner         Hearth & Kettle 1196 Rt 28 Yarmouth ¾ mile 
        east of Forest Road – north side of the road 

 
 Sunday 5:30AM Meeting      Cumberland Farms just south of Rt 6 exit  

                                               9B on the East side of Rt 134 

 2:30PM Meeting       Kream’n Kone at the intersection of Rt 28 and 134 
 
 This year’s recommended hotels/motels are: 
The Pine Knot Motel (508) 398-3315, Bass River Motel (508) 398-2488 or the 
 Cape Cod Irish Village (508) 771-0100 - all are in South Yarmouth. 
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Bold, italics indicates the 
winners - submitted by Bill 

Wright, August, 2008 

      COIN

 

 Gold/Silver   
Pre 1900  No Entries  
    
Post 1899  Dave Gregorski 1903, 1907, (XF+), Barber Dimes 

  Bob Cwikla 

 
'44 Qtr., '44 & '44S Dimes, '43P Nickel, '35 

Penny 

  Richard Lipka 1901 Barber Dime 

    
 Other   

Pre 1900  Dave Suiter 
1753 Geo. II Half P., 1798 Lg. Ct., Pocket 

Knife 

 President's Award Bill Wright 1787 Fugio Cent 
  Ray Dapkus 1753 George II Halfpenny 

  Keith Massimino 1795 Liberty Cap Large Cent 
  Bob Ellis 1787 CT Copper 
  Ken Gudernatch 1856 or 1857 or 1858 Flying Eagle Cent 
    
Post 1899  Roger Moyles $1.51 Coin Spill 
    
 Token/medal Vince DiBattista Casino Niagra 5 cent Token 
    

JEWELRY    

 Gold Phil Skewes 
18 K Gold/Plat Ring & 14K Ring with 

Diamond 

  Rick Browne 10K Ring with Wanna Be Diamond 

  Chris Kuts?? 10K Wedding Band 

  Ken Gudernatch 10K Necklace with 48 Non Diamonds 

  Everett Berube Man's Gold Ring with 1 Carat Diamond 

    
 Silver Richard Lipka .925 Silver Ring 

  Vince DiBattista Sterling Italian Bracelet 
    
 Other Ken MacMinigal Earring 

 Consolation Prize Dave Gregorski Older Ring with Red Stone 

  Roger Moyles Two Bracelets 

  Bob Cwikla Cross 
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By Bill Wright 

  RELIC

 

 Toy Roger Moyles Cast Pig 
  Bob Cwikla Tootsie Toy Car 
  Richard Lipka Toy Bus - Japan 
    
 Military Matthew Dakin Civil War Federal Officer Coat Button 

 President's Award Keith Massimino 
2 1850's Infantry Buttons - Young, Smith & 

Co. NY 
    
 Other Ray Dapkus Silver Knee Buckle 
  Dave Gregorski 1910 Pocket Watch, Gold Filled 
  Ken Gudernatch Complete Colonial Shoe Buckle 
  Chris Kuts? Sony Cellphone 
  Dave Suiter 1898 Battle of Manilla Comemorative Spoon 
  Bill Wright 1924 Bolton, CT Dog Tag 
  Everett Berube Pin 
  Darren Wright 1949 Glastonbury CT Dog Tag 

 

Dave Gregorski:  1903 & 1907 (Xtra) Fine Barber Dimes – Dave spent some time detecting at a trashy school yard, 
finding only Aluminum foil when it started to rain. Before he left, Dave set his detector to Silver only and found these 2 
dimes.   
Dave Suiter:  1753 George II Half Cent, 1798 Large Cent & Pocket Knife – Dave found these at a spot that he was 
brought to by other club members. Dave was told that this place was pretty much hunted out. 
Roger Moyles:  $1.51 Modern Coin Spill – Roger found this at a house in Middletown that goes back to the 1700’s. 
Nothing old has been found there……yet. 
Vince DiBattista:  Casino Niagra 5 Cent Token – Vince found this on the beach while at his Amston Lake cottage with 
his nieces and nephews. 
Phil Skewes:  18K Gold/Platinum Ring & 14K Ring with Diamond – Phil had about a hour to kill at a school yard. After 
finding some change, Phil got a signal that he thought was a pull tab. It ended up being the 18K ring. After replacing the 
plug, he got another signal, removed the plug, and on the side of the same hole was the 14K ring. 
Richard Lipka:  .925 Silver Ring – Richard wasn’t having muck luck detecting in the sand at a beach when he decided to 
try down by the water’s edge at low tide. This sterling silver ring was the result. 
Ken MacMinagil:  Earring – Ken found this at a beach where volleyball is played. 
Roger Moyles:  Cast Pig – Roger found this at the same house in Middletown where he found the coin spill. 
Matthew Dakin:  Civil War Federal Officer Coat Button – Matt found this button along with several others at a Park 
that he didn’t know existed about a quarter of a mile from his house. 
Ray Dapkus:  Silver Knee Buckle – Ray was detecting with two other club members. It was getting dark and this was the 
last signal for Ray. After finding this, Ray didn’t care about mosquitoes, coyotes or boogey men. 
Richard Lipka: Coyote Skull – Richard found this while walking down a old road heading toward his detecting spot. 
Keith Massimino: Two 1850’s Infantry Buttons – Keith found these buttons only a inch or so apart at a house that a 
friend of his had gotten permission to detect. 
Bill Wright: 1787 Fugio Cent – This was found right off the side of a trail that is used today, a little ways down from 
where the trail goes between 2 cellar holes. Bill didn’t realize it was a Fugio until it was cleaned with Peroxide. 
Dave Gregorski: Older Ring with Red Stone – Dave found this ring at a depth of 2 inches while detecting at the same 
school where he found the Barber dimes. 
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AOL Wants to Dig for Gold--Literally 
 
 August 17, 2006 
By Ted Bridis, Associated Press 

WASHINGTON -- Dig this: AOL believes a renegade Internet spammer buried gold and platinum 
on his family's property in Massachusetts and wants to bring in bulldozers to search for the treasure 
and satisfy a $12.8 million judgment it won in federal court. The family says it knows nothing 
about any buried treasure and will fight AOL's gold-digging plans. The Internet company said it 
intends to search for bars of gold and platinum that AOL believes are hidden near the home of 
Davis Wolfgang Hawke's parents on two acres in Medfield, Mass., and near his grandparents' home 
in nearby Westwood. Hawke's ex-girlfriend, Patricia Lingenfelter, told investigators he confided to 
her that he had once buried cash in his mother's garden. She called Hawke "fundamentally lazy" 
and said she believes he likely buried gold on the property owned by his parents and grandparents, 
according to court records unsealed Wednesday in the case. 

AOL won a $12.8 million judgment against Hawke last year in U.S. District Court in Virginia but 
has been unable to contact him to collect any of the money he was ordered to pay. AOL accused 
Hawke of violating U.S. and Virginia anti-spam laws by sending massive amounts of unwanted e-
mails to its subscribers. It won its case in a default judgment against Hawke, who didn't show up in 
court. 
"I don't care if they dig up the entire yard. They're just going to make fools of themselves," said 
Peggy Greenbaum, Hawke's mother. "There's absolutely no reason for them to think that Davis 
Hawke would be stupid enough to bury gold on our property. My son is long gone." "Hawke lived 
like a pauper really," McWilliams said. "He drove a beater of a used car, an old cop car. He never 
owned a house or anything." 

Greenbaum said her husband and father intend to challenge AOL's plans to dig on their property 
and search their two-story, 3,000-square-foot home in a wooded residential area of Medfield, a 
small town about 20 miles southwest of Boston. She said AOL's lawyer notified the family that the 
company intends to use bulldozers and geological teams to hunt for gold and platinum on their 
property. 

Greenbaum said she has not talked with her son in more than a year and complained about the 
embarrassment and humiliation he brought to the family. Greenbaum said the family believes 
Hawke buried gold in the White Mountains 130 miles north of Boston. She said he once confided 
to her that he used proceeds from sending Internet spam to buy gold _ rather than expensive homes 
or cars _ because it would be more difficult to seize in lawsuits. She told AOL's lawyers that 
Hawke once quipped that people will need to dig up five states to find his money. "We don't know 
where is he," she said. "We certainly wouldn't allow him to put any gold on our property." 

AOL said it will try to accommodate Hawke's parents by not being too obtrusive. 
"The dig isn't something out of "Treasure Island," AOL spokesman Nicholas Graham said. "This is 
a court-directed, judge-approved legal process that is simply aimed at responsibly recovering 
hidden assets." 
                               [Haven’t these guys heard of metal detectors?] 
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1792: 1st Federal Coinage  
Submitted by Don Foster 

The Mint Act of 1792 provided for coinage of our first United States coinage. Since the new 
Philadelphia Mint was not fully operational in terms of equipment and personnel, the proposed coinage 
for 1792 was extremely limited. And due to a lack of coinage metal (bullion), the total production for 
1792 was literally a handful of coins — many of which were presentation pieces, gifts, or specimens 
for reference purposes. 
The first coin issued under the act apparently was the 1792 half disme. The exact mintage is not 
recorded. Some 250 specimens are known to exist today, and one can estimate that a few thousand 
were minted. In Walter Breen's "Complete Encyclopedia of U.S. and Colonial Coins," he reports some 
200 to 250 specimens known (as of 1980). Considering that many were well circulated, it is generally 
felt by most collectors that the 1792 half disme was our first national coinage. 
In the same year, a few other coins were struck, but in such small numbers that for most, only very few 
are known today. They include the silver-center cent. This half-cent-sized copper coin had a silver plug 
in the center. Only 13 are known, along with eight with no silver plug. 
The large cent designed by Robert Birch (very similar to the design eventually adopted for the issues to 
follow) includes a total of 11 pieces of three different varieties. One specimen in white metal is known. 
A silver disme was struck and three pieces are known. Fifteen others are known in copper. The spelling 
"disme" was changed to "dime" in 1793 since the French term "disme" was pronounced "deem" and 
often pronounced "dime." The word "dime" first appeared on our coins of 1837 (on the half-dime and 
dime). Before then, the denominations were "5c" & "10c".     

Of the coinage issued in 1792, only the half disme seemed to have made its way into general use. As a 
souvenir of the new nation, several were put into long-term care for future generations. Of those known 
to collectors, most have been circulated over the years (as five cents), until the mid-1800s. 
A well-used specimen today would bring about $7,500 and a Very Fine coin would bring about 
$30,000. However, due to their rarity and popularity, auction prices could well exceed these values. 
An interesting side story to the half disme is the fact that some of silver bullion — believed to be about 
$100 in 1792 dollars — was donated by the George Washington family to the Treasury, either in the 
form of silverware or foreign silver coinage. That amount of silver alone could account for almost 
2,000 coins. In an address to Congress in November 1792, George Washington not only mentioned that 
the process of issuing national coinage had begun, but mentioned specifically the "half disme" coming 
into general commerce. Earlier-dated coinage such as Fugio cents were minted (in New Haven and 
elsewhere), but collectors agree that the 1792 issues mentioned here are the first national mintage 
coins.           [From Streeters Gazette, Jan., 2008.] 
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UPCOMING EVENTS/HUNTS 

Sept. 6-7 - ‘Cape Cod Swing’ - see page 5 re. a  ‘guided’ hunt’ by Rick Browne for 
natural beach finds.  

Sept. 28 (Sunday) - Coin Show @ the Polish National Home, 60 Charter Oak Ave., 
Hartford. Free admission and parking - call 203-877-1680 (Ed Doran) for details. Doors 
open at 9 A.M. 
October 10-12 - FMDAC Treasure weekend; see July Probe for details. 

Late October - a Y.T.C. planted hunt is a possibility. 

  NON METAL

 

  Richard Lipka Coyote Skull 

  Vince DiBattista Prepaid Polish Phone Card 

  Dave Gregorski Pumpkin Necklace 

  Joe Waldron Plastic Elephant 

  Bob Cwikla Marble 

  Roger Moyles Lizard 

FOTM continued 

Ever Find a Twenty-cent Piece? 
By Dave Gregorski 

   I’ve yet to see one turn up at a club meeting. Maybe that’s because they were minted for circulation 
for only 2 years – 1875 and 1876. The Philadelphia, Carson City, and San Francisco mints all produced 
the coins. (Proof coins were struck in 1877 and 1878, only in Philadelphia.) 

   At that time in our history, especially in the Western part of the country, paper money had no backing 
in coins, and was looked at with suspicion. When it was used in commerce, often it was devalued and 
traded at a discount. Silver and gold coins had been hoarded during the Civil War, and were preferred 
in sales and salaries. 

   Why was that denomination needed? The dime had been circulated for years, and the ‘double-tenth’ 
coin was thought to be desirable. Also, at the time the price of silver was declining, and a Nevada 
Senator introduced the ’20 cent’ legislation, perhaps to  bolster the silver mining industry in his State.  

   In any case, the coin was almost the same size as the quarter dollar, and caused much confusion. 
(Sound familiar? Remember the S.B. Anthony dollar coin, which was confused with the quarter?) The 
Treasury quickly realized the 20-cent coin was a bad idea. Pieces in average circulated condition can be 
had for under $100. 

[Info. from Coin World, March 17, 24, 2008, and other sources.] 
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 Minutes of Yankee Territory Coinshooters Meeting August 12, 2008 

 
 The monthly meeting was called to order at 6:45 pm with 36 members present and two visitors. 
 
 The secretary’s and treasurer’s reports for July were read and accepted as read. 
 
 OLD BUSINESS 
 
 The new Yankee Territory Website is up and running. 
 
 Rick analyzed the website and had a few suggestions. 
1. Have the dates posted on when the meetings will be held. 
2. On the weather page make the box a little longer. 
3. Set the tide page for ‘Norwich’. 
 
 Still looking for Fun Hunt ideas. 
 
 Cape Cod Swing will be held on the first weekend after Labor Day. 
 
 2009 Puerto Rico Hunt: 4 Days are open. Talk to Rick. 
 
 It is reported that several club members are getting the monthly newsletter electronically. 
 
 Vince suggested the club should offer an  incentive to sign up for the electronic newsletter. Maybe a half dollar 
raffle for next year. 
 
 Chuck reported that the fun hunt at Rocky Neck was a nice event. 
 Jewelry was down but the dinner after the hunt was outstanding. 
 
 NEW BUSINESS 
 
The Manchester Police Department asked YTC members to help assist them in finding buried guns. Volunteers 
signed up during the break. 
 
 Rick made a suggestion that when a member hits 25 years of service to the club they should become an 
honorary member. This motion was passed. 
 
 Ken Gudernatch and Pete Luchina became honorary members at the meeting. 
 
 John Haden won the 50/50. 
 
 Bill Wright held the FOM. 
 
 Meeting adjourned at 8:57. 
 
Submitted by Darren Wright 
[Thanks again to Darren for a last-minute ‘rescue’, when our secretary wasn't able to make the meeting.  
     Good job!] 
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                            YTC Officers 
 
President,  Tony Cwikla                    860-623-1153
            {CAPACTION@aol.com}
            
Vice President,  Rick Browne           860-623-0570 
                                    {waterwalker@snet.net}  
                              
Recording Secretary - Jim LaChance 
                     860-741-7551    JLaChance@aol.com 
                                     
Treasurer, Vince DiBattista              860-666-0270 
          {VDibattist@sbcglobal.net } 
 
Newsletter, Dave Gregorski               860-742-5836 
                                  {DGRookie@sbcglobal.net} 

Yankee Territory Coinshooters 
Code of Ethics 

Respect the rights and property of others. 
Never destroy historical or archeological artifacts. 
Observe all laws, whether national, state, or local. 
Aid law enforcement officials whenever possible. 

Leave the land and vegetation as it was. 
FILL IN ALL HOLES. 

Remove all trash and litter, take it with you when you 
leave. 

Remember that all coinshooters may be judged by the 
example YOU set. Always conduct yourself with 

courtesy and consideration toward others. 

T.C.  Metal Detectors 
Authorized dealer for Fisher, Tesoro, Minelab, 
Garrett, Troy, Bounty Hunter, Detectorpro, 

Whites, Lesche, RTG, and more 

Tony Cwikla, 23 Cornwall Drive,  
Windsor Locks, CT  06096 

860-623-1153 or  860-916-2506 
{29 years experience, oldest, largest dealer in the area} 

Member: Y.T.C., FMDAC 
Special discounts for members! 

FAX: 860-627-0593;  e-mail:  
CAPACTION@aol.com 

 
We also carry a full line of books, digging tools, sand 
scoops, headphones, extra coils, bags, pouches, etc. 

 
- We use what we sell and give expert advice free of charge. - 

Why not come in and see what we’re finding !! 

METAL DETECTORS and ACCESSORIES  

J & E ENTERPRISES of  
S. Yarmouth  

Factory Authorized Dealer for Fisher, Garrett, 
Minelab, Tesoro, & Whites. Coiltek coils, Covers, 
Headphones, Beach & Water Scoops, Books, Etc., 

Eleanor Hube, 54 Old Main St. at Forest Rd. 
South Yarmouth, MA 02664 

1-508-760-2100 
e-mail,  jetrhub2@verizon.net 

(Founding member of Yankee Territory Coinshooters) 

SALES, SERVICE & RENTALS 
Accepts Discover, Mastercard and Visa 

Will ship UPS 

(Special consideration for Y.T.C. members.) 

Rocky Neck ‘Fun Hunt’ 
Fifteen Y.T.C. members shared in the attempt for 
silver and gold...all came up with some coins, 
with only 2 pieces of silver jewelry found. But 
we had a good time, especially for those eating 
afterward at the Flanders Fish House. Thanks to 
Chuck Anderson for arranging this hunt. 
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Keep Watch for This Half Disme! 
No, that’s not a misprint. In a recent auction, a 1792 half disme (pronounced “deem”) garnered $1.5 
million (it was in mint condition). 1,500 pieces were struck, but less than 400 are known today. They 
were produced before the physical structure of the Mint building was completed, because of the need 
for small denomination coinage. 

Records indicate that Thomas Jefferson reimbursed the Mint director $75 for the silver bullion used to 
produce these coins. They were slightly smaller than a modern dime, depicting a symbolic female 
facing left, and on the reverse “UNI STATES OF AMERICA” surrounding an eagle. 

The Mint began using the modern spelling of ‘dime’ in the early 1830’s. However from 1794-1805, the 
half dimes had no denomination indicated on them. Then from 1829-1837, only “5 C.’ was indicated, 
on the reverse (capped bust type). From 1837 through the end of the series, the Liberty Seated half 
dimes had ‘Half Dime’ on the reverse. 

[From Coin World, July 23, 2007, and Whitman Photograde Guidebook, 18th Edition.  Ed.]  

Eagles on U.S. Coins 
   The eagle was recognized as a U.S. national 
symbol in 1782, when its image appeared on the 
Great Seal. When the U.S. Mint was authorized 
in 1792, it was mandated that the eagle would 
become a permanent design element. Several 
birds had been considered, notably a rooster, 
dove, and a ‘phoenix in flames’. (Ben Franklin, 
too late, expressed disdain for the eagle, 
supporting the turkey instead.) 

   The first coin struck by the Mint was a 1792 
‘half disme’, and had a scrawny eagle on the 
reverse. Only around 400 of the 1500 struck are 
known. Cent coins were exempted from the 
mandate, however (there were no nickel coins at 
that time). Only one penny series featured an 
eagle – the ‘flying eagle’ cents (1856-1858), 
where the eagle was unconventionally on the 
obverse (with the date). 

[Info. from Coin World, June 16, 2008.] 
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 WINDBER, Pa. (AP) -- Piles of valuable old 
coins were found in the wall of a long-
abandoned home, confirming a rumor that the 
family used to throw money into a hole in the 
wall. Jeff Bidelman, owner of Rare Collectibles 
near Johnstown, said he was helping the family 
clean out the house after the death of the owners, 
who had not lived there for two decades. 
He was dragging a bag of old coins down the 
steps when he noticed the hole. "The woman said 
when she was a kid, there were always rumors 
that that's where they threw their money," 
Bidelman told the Johnstown Tribune-Democrat. 
Within minutes of tearing down the first-floor 
wall below the hole, Bidelman was wading in 
piles of old coins. "They think they are going to 
get $100,000," Bidelman said. "I think they will 
probably get $200,000." 
After sorting through the coins, Bidelman found 
some minted as early as 1793. Some are worth 
about $8,500 and have already been posted on 
the Web for purchase, Bidelman said. 
The family's name and the exact location of the 
home in Windber, about 10 miles southeast of 
Johnstown, has not been disclosed. 
  [Thanks to Bob Ellis for getting me this article.    
Maybe a ‘hole-in-the-wall’ is safer than some 
banks, even today!   Ed. ] 

 

Man Unearths Box Filled with 
Depression-era Cash 

This May 2008 photo shows a rusted box 
containing Depression�era currency found by Dan 
Deming at his farm near Briggsville, Wisc. 
Deming had heard the rumors of treasure buried 
somewhere on his central Wisconsin farm, but he 
was never sure whether to believe them.  

The 34-year-old electrician was tearing down a 
100-year-old shed recently when this rusted box 
tumbled from the nibble revealing wads of 
deteriorated $Is, $5s, $10s, and $20s. "I couldn't 
believe it. I started running to the house with it:' 
Deming, 34, said Sunday. "My wife thought I 
broke my arm because I was just hooting and 
hollering."  

The bills were so deteriorated that it was hard to 
count the money. But the box also contained 
scraps of newspaper with dollar amounts written 
on them, a possible tally of the loot. Deming 
briefly considered selling the bills to collectors, 
but the money was in poor condition. Instead, he 
turned it over to the U.S. Treasury's Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing, which redeems mutilated 
currency for face value, he said. "I'm hoping it'll be 
for $1,700 because that's what the paper said:' 
Deming said. 

In the mountains of Montana, a golf course had 
bears in the surrounding forest. Because the bears 
would often wander out on the course, the Dept. of 
Fish & Game was invited to speak to the members. 
During this meeting the game warden gave the 
following advice: 
1) Wear noise producing devices such as little bells 

to alert bears to your presence. They should not 
be startled. 

2) Carry a can of pepper spray in case of an 
encounter with a bear. 

3) Watch for signs of bear activity. 
 Golfers should learn to recognize the difference 
between black bear and grizzly bear droppings on the 
course. Black bear droppings are small and contain 
berries and possibly squirrel fur. Grizzly bear 
droppings have bells in them and smell like pepper 
spray. 
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Bold, italics indicates the 
winners - submitted by Bill 

Wright, August, 2008 

COIN

 

 Gold/Silver   

Pre 1900  Ray Dapkus 1856 Seated Dime - Extra Fine 

  George Pecia 1876 Seated Dime 

    

Post 1899  Matt Dakin 1912 Barber Dime 

  Dave Gregorski 1944 Dutch 10 Cent Coin 

 Other   

Pre 1900  Bill Wright 1817 Large Cent 
  Darren Wright 1864 2 Cent Coin 

  Keith Massimino 1802 Large Cent 
  Ken Gudernatch 1819 Large Cent 
Post 1899  Bob Cwikla 1993 5 Dollar Coin from Nambia 

    

 Token/medal Vince DiBattista NRA Whitetail Deer Medal 
  Steve Gudernatch Misquamicut Elongated Penny Token 

JEWELRY    
 Gold Rick Browne 1947 18K Jade & Ruby Ring 

  Ken Gudernatch 10 K Bracelet 
 Silver Keith Massimino Silver Women's Broach - 1940's 

  Phil Skewes Sterling Silver Ring 

  Vince DiBattista Roma Sterling Ball Earring with Chime 

  Bob Cwikla 15 Inch .925 Chain 

 Other Steve Gudernatch Bracelet 
 Consolation Prize Matt Dakin Fake Ruby & Diamond Ring 

  Dave Gregorski Elephant Ring 

  Joe Waldron Titanium Men's Ring with Diamond 

NON METAL

 

  Vince DiBattista One $5 Bill & Two $1 Bills 

  Ken Gudernatch Badmitton Birdie 

  Steve Gudernatch Action Figure 

  Matt Dakin $10,000 Monopoly Money 

  Dave Gregorski Fake Pearl 

  Bob Cwikla Guitar Pick 
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By Bill Wright 

Ray Dapkus:  1856 Seated Dime – Extra Fine – Ray was detecting a cellar hole that had been hit hard in the 
past, with other club members. He went a little further in the woods and found a gold gilt button and this coin. 
Ray was using a Garret’s Ace 250 detector.   
Matt Dakin:  1912 Barber Dime – Matt got permission to detect the church he belongs to and found this dime 
along with 2 other silver dimes in a 10 foot square area. 
Bill Wright:  1817 Large Cent – Bill found this in the same area that a Fugio Cent, 2 other Large cents, Barber 
dime and a Chinese Cash Coin were found. 
Bob Cwikla:  1993  ‘5 dollar’ coin from Nambia – Bob found this on top of the ground at a school yard. About 
6 feet away, Bob also found a coin from Turkey. 
Vince DiBattista:  NRA Whitetail Deer Medal – Vince found this at a school yard that had some fresh wood 
chips just put down. 
Rick Browne:  1947 18 K Jade and Ruby Ring – Rick found this in fresh water up on Cape Cod. The ring 
came up on Rick’s 5th and final scoop. 
Keith Massimino:  Women’s Silver Broach – 1940’s – Keith found this in Cheshire where some sidewalks 
were torn up around the town green. Keith did some research and found out it was made at a mining town in 
Mexico. 
Steve Gudernatch:  Bracelet – Steve went to Misquamicut with his brother. His brother found a gold wedding 
band and Steve found the bracelet. 
Vince DiBattista:  Green Mattel Hot Wheel Sports Car – Vince found this at Soundview, along with $4 or $5 
in change. 
Keith Massimino:   Cheshire Episcopal Academy Civil War Button –  Keith found this detecting a house in 
Cheshire. The Academy was about a block away. Keith researched it and found that it dates back to the 1790’s. 
Bill Wright:  Sunburst Pattern Colonial Button – This was found at the same place as some Large Cents, 
Fugio Cent, etc. After hearing about the cache’s found at the prior meeting, Bill is going to carefully check the 
walls of the cellar hole. 
Vince DiBattista: One $5 bill & Two $1 bills – Vince found out you don’t need a metal detector to find the 
good stuff as he found this where a fireworks display had recently taken place. 
Matt Dakin: Fake Ruby & Diamond Ring – This was the first signal Matt got at a park at the local beach. 

RELIC

 

 Toy Vince DiBattista Green Mattel Hot Wheels Sports Car 
  Dave Gregorski ‘Falsa Pecunia’  Italian Play Coin 

  Steve Gudernatch Hot Wheel Car 
  Joe Waldron Small Car 
    

 Military Keith Massimino 
Episcopal Academy Cheshire Civil War 

Button 

    
 Other Bill Wright Colonial Sunburst Pattern Button 
  Ken Gudernatch Colonial Iron Tool 
  Bob Cwikla 1948 License Plate Tag 
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 Detecting Fort Trumbull 

By Dave Gregorski 

   “WHAT?”, you say. “You get caught detecting there, and you’ll lose your detector and end up in jail!” 
That’s at least somewhat true, as that State Park, being very historical, is ‘off limits’ to detecting. Yet I got 
permission to detect it. 
   “How?”, you ask. “What kind of smooth line got you in there?” Actually, I’m usually pretty reticent when 
it comes to asking permission to detect a property. Yet detect Fort Trumbull, I did. 
   As you may suspect, there is a ‘story’ to all this. On a very bright late August day, I tried my hand at 
fishing at the excellent pier on the fort property. Catching nothing, I got bored and made the longish hike 
back to the parking lot, for my change of clothes. Donning my nicer duds for a trip to the casino (on my way 
home anyway), I wanted first to check out another fishing area on the property, which might give better 
results. 
   Walking down the gentle slope, I immediately spied a guy swinging a detector! I increased my pace, partly 
out of curiosity re. what he was finding (and being jealous that I wasn’t detecting!), but mostly to warn him 
of the dire consequences. I noticed that the machine was quite toy-like, and he used no headphones (perhaps 
there wasn’t even a ‘jack’ for them). 
   His name, I found out later, was Rene, and he had lost his gold wedding band playing ball 2 days previous. 
He’d bought the ‘$20’ Radio Shack detector, to try to locate the ring. I mentioned the park rules, and wanting 
to help, suggested we get formal permission at the front desk. The woman understood (and I’m not sure she 
even knew the ‘detecting rules’) – and I promised not to dig any holes, figuring the ring would still be on the 
surface. 
   I got my Minelab Sovereign with the 15-inch coil, and an electronic pinpointer. Rene suggested the two 
likely paces where he might have lost the ring. I got information about the ring (14K), to identify it and give 
me a sense of what kind of signal to expect. 
   The first area produced nothing...but there WERE some nice-sounding, high-end signals!  Was I tempted? 
Absolutely…which is why I purposely didn’t bring a digging tool with me. There were also, as you might 
expect, many LARGE metal objects buried there. 
   I proceeded to the second area, and had the same luck for about 20 minutes. Then I got a solid but not 
particularly loud mid-range signal. Stooping down, I could see nothing. I stuck the pinpointer, then my index 
finger, into the grass. I felt the ring before I saw it, and yelled excitedly, “I got it!” Rene yelled something 
back (I still had my headphones on), and so did the ranger he had been talking with, happy for him. 
   I placed the ring in his hand, and in response to questions gave him a short lesson in detecting (he couldn’t 
understand why he had missed it. Of note – the ‘discriminate’ function of his machine worked backwards 
than most – as you increased it, the high-end targets disappeared first!) He offered first to send me a reward, 
and I politely declined, saying this was my way of ‘giving back to the community’. Then he offered to buy 
me a drink…but the casino was calling, so again I declined with thanks. 
   So there, folks, is the story – perhaps not what you expected. Much of the land has been regraded, as there 
was a Navy lab there for awhile…so who knows if the finds are still within reach. I do know, that if I find 
myself in the same situation again, I just might stick a little digging tool into my belt! 
(BTW – I paid for all the day’s expenses with luck (skill?) at the casino. I handicap greyhound racing at the 
simulcast Racebook. So it was a very nice day…but finding the ring was by far the best part.) 
P.S. Four days later I returned to the park to fish. The grounds crew was mowing the ‘ring’ area with huge 
rotary mowers! Very likely, the ring would have been sucked into the blades and rendered unusable, if even 
identifiable. 
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Love & Marriage                                                                        
Written by children  

WHAT WOULD YOU DO ON A FIRST DATE THAT WAS TURNING SOUR? 

I'd run home and play dead. The next day I would call all the newspapers and make sure they wrote about me in all 
the dead columns.    Craig, age 9 

HOW DO YOU DECIDE WHO TO MARRY?  

You got to find somebody who likes the same stuff. Like, if you like sports, she should like it that you like sports, 
and she should keep the chips and dip coming.  Alan, age 10 

No person really decides before they grow up who they're going to marry. God decides it all way before, and you get 
to find out later who you're stuck with.  Kristen, age 10.  

WHEN IS IT OKAY TO KISS SOMEONE? 
When they're rich.   Pam, age 7 

The law says you have to be eighteen, so I wouldn't want to mess with that.    Curt, age 7 

The rule goes like this: If you kiss someone, then you should marry them and have kids with them. It's the right thing 
to do.  Howard, age 8 

 WHAT IS THE RIGHT AGE TO GET MARRIED?  

Twenty-three is the best age because you know the person FOREVER by then.   Camille, age 10 

IS IT BETTER TO BE SINGLE OR MARRIED? 

It's better for girls to be single but not for boys. Boys need someone to clean up after them.  Anita, age 9  

HOW CAN A STRANGER TELL IF TWO PEOPLE ARE MARRIED?  

You might have to guess, based on whether they seem to be yelling at the same kids.   Derrick, age 8     

WHAT DO YOU THINK YOUR MOM  AND DAD HAVE IN COMMON?           

Both don't want any more kids.     Lori, age 8  

HOW WOULD THE WORLD BE DIFFERENT IF PEOPLE DIDN'T GET MARRIED? 
There sure would be a lot of kids to explain, wouldn't there?   Kelvin, age 8 

WHAT DO MOST PEOPLE DO ON A  DATE? 
Dates are for having fun, and people should use them to get to know each other. Even boys have something to say 
if you listen long enough.   Lynnette, age 8 (isn't she a treasure)    

On the first date, they just tell each other lies and that Usually gets them interested enough to go for a second date.   
Martin, age 10 

And the #1 Favorite is…..HOW WOULD YOU MAKE A MARRIAGE WORK? 
Tell your wife that she looks pretty, even if she looks like a dump truck.  Ricky, age 10 
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UPCOMING EVENTS/HUNTS 

September 28 (Sunday) - Coin Show @ the Polish National Home, 60 Charter Oak Ave., 
Hartford. Free admission and parking - call 203-877-1680 (Ed Doran) for details. Doors open at 9 
A.M. 

October 10-12 - FMDAC Treasure weekend; see July Probe for details. 

Late October - a Y.T.C. planted hunt is still possible; details will be in the October Probe 

                                    Comments made in the year 1955!    (That's only 53 years ago!)     
 
  "I'll tell you one thing, if things keep going the way they are, it's going to be impossible to buy a week's groceries for 
$20.00."    
"Have you seen the new cars coming out next year?  It won't be long before $2,000.00 will only buy a used one."   “If 
cigarettes keep going up in price, I'm going to quit.  A quarter a pack is ridiculous.”    
"Did you hear the post office is thinking about charging a dime just to mail a letter?"    
"If they raise the minimum wage to $1.00, nobody will be able to hire outside help at the store."      
"When I first started driving, who would have thought gas would someday cost 29 cents a gallon.  Guess we'd be 
better off leaving the car in the garage."    
"Kids today are impossible.  Those duck tail hair cuts make it impossible to stay groomed.  Next thing you know, 
boys will be wearing their hair as long as the girls."     
 
"I'm afraid to send my kids to the movies any more.  Ever since they let Clark Gable get by with saying ‘DAMN’  in 
GONE WITH THE WIND, it seems every new movie has either HELL of DAMN in it."      
"I read the other day where some scientist thinks it's possible to put a man on the moon by the end of the century. 
 They even have some fellows they call astronauts preparing for it down in Texas."    
"Did you see where some baseball player just signed a contract for $75,000 a year just to play ball?  It wouldn't 
surprise me if someday they'll be making more than the President."    
"I never thought I'd see the day all our kitchen appliances would be electric.  They are even making electric 
typewriters now."    
 
"It's too bad things are so tough nowadays.  I see where a few married women are having to work to make ends 
meet."      
"It won't be long before young couples are going to have to hire someone to watch their kids so they can both work."   
  "Marriage doesn't mean a thing any more, those Hollywood stars seem to be getting divorced at the drop of a hat."      
"I'm afraid the Volkswagen car is going to open the door to a whole lot of foreign business."    
 
"The drive-in restaurant is convenient in nice weather, but I seriously doubt they will ever catch on."    
"There is no sense going to Lincoln or Omaha anymore for a weekend, it costs nearly $15.00 a night to stay in a 
hotel."    
"No one can afford to be sick anymore, at $35.00 a day in the hospital it's too rich for my blood."    
"If they think I'll pay 50 cents for a hair cut, forget it."      
Know any friends who would get a kick out of these, pass this on!  Be sure and send it to your kids and 
grandkids too!                [Thanks to Phil Skewes for passing this on.  Ed.] 
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 Minutes of Yankee Territory Coinshooters meeting, September 9, 2008 

The monthly meeting was called to order at 6:40pm with 46 members and 1 visitor present 
The Secretary’s report for August 2008 was accepted as printed. 
The Treasurer’s report was accepted as read, with a balance of $2,438.45 and a silver inventory of $43.15 face value, 
with a purchase cost of $400.12 
  Announcements and Correspondence: 
Rick Brown conducted the meeting, as Tony was unable to be there. 
  Old Business: 
Rick talked about the club website. He mentioned that they are trying to get the membership area up and running 
and an area for photographs. 
Rick then talked about the Cape Cod Swing last weekend, and the fact that it rained each time they went into the 
water, but they had fun anyway. They have now discovered a couple of ponds that are off limits to detecting. 
The pdf version of the Sep 08 Probe has been sent out. 
 
The Puerto Rico hunt is now mid March 2009.The cost is approximately $1600.00 for 2 people, 6 nights at the hotel 
with Continental breakfast and airfare. 
Rick’s correct telephone number is now in the Probe - 860-738-0570. 

October 2009 Fun Hunt: Sunday Oct 19, 2009 with a weather date of Oct 26, 2009.  The hunt is going to be at the 
eastern part of Hammonasset Beach.  There will be a $5.00 entry fee.  Start time is 10:30am. The club will provide a 
light lunch after the hunt. This will be a ‘tokens only’ hunt. 
It was voted and approved to advance Dave Gregorski  $700.00 for the hunt expenses. 

A few club members showed up to help Manchester Police search for guns; no real guns were found but 2 cap guns 
were located. 
  New Business: 
Rick announced that the club members must be out of the library by 9:00pm.  He mentioned that we will try to start 
at 6:45 and leave the socializing time for the last half hour of the meeting. 
 
Matt Dakin asked that we all complete a survey on what we would like to see in the members only section of the 
club website. It was also mentioned that the website address needs to be in the Probe each month. 
 
A request was made that dealers bring in literature and info on different brands of detecting equipment. 
  Speaker: 
Dave Gregorski gave a talk on using a program to include or exclude certain metals, thus ruling out certain targets. 
His talk was based on the Minelab Explorer but the basic principles can be applied to any detector. One of the main 
areas covered was the fact that nulling/masking/discriminating leads to loss of depth. 

The 50/50 and the Silver Dollar drawing were held.  Bill Wright held the FOM. 
    Meeting was adjourned at 8:48pm                    Respectfully submitted,  Jim LaChance 

NON METAL   

 

  Matt Dakin Clay Pipe Bowl Fragment 

  Vince DiBattista Two $1 Bills 

  Steve Gudernatch Purple Fingernail 

  Ken MacMinagil Bear 

  Everett Berube Football 

 Continued from page 7 
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                            YTC Officers 
 
President,  Tony Cwikla                    860-623-1153
            {CAPACTION@aol.com}
            
Vice President,  Rick Browne           860-738-0570 
                                    {waterwalker@snet.net}  
                              
Recording Secretary - Jim LaChance 
                     860-741-7551    JLaChance@aol.com 
                                     
Treasurer, Vince DiBattista              860-666-0270 
          {VDibattist@sbcglobal.net } 
 
Newsletter, Dave Gregorski               860-742-5836 
                                  {DGRookie@sbcglobal.net} 

Yankee Territory Coinshooters 
Code of Ethics 

Respect the rights and property of others. 
Never destroy historical or archeological artifacts. 
Observe all laws, whether national, state, or local. 
Aid law enforcement officials whenever possible. 

Leave the land and vegetation as it was. 
FILL IN ALL HOLES. 

Remove all trash and litter, take it with you when you 
leave. 

Remember that all coinshooters may be judged by the 
example YOU set. Always conduct yourself with 

courtesy and consideration toward others. 

T.C.  Metal Detectors 
Authorized dealer for Fisher, Tesoro, Minelab, 
Garrett, Troy, Bounty Hunter, Detectorpro, 

Whites, Lesche, RTG, and more 

Tony Cwikla, 23 Cornwall Drive,  
Windsor Locks, CT  06096 

860-623-1153 or  860-916-2506 
{29 years experience, oldest, largest dealer in the area} 

Member: Y.T.C., FMDAC 
Special discounts for members! 

FAX: 860-627-0593;  e-mail:  
CAPACTION@aol.com 

 
We also carry a full line of books, digging tools, sand 
scoops, headphones, extra coils, bags, pouches, etc. 

 
- We use what we sell and give expert advice free of charge. - 

Why not come in and see what we’re finding !! 

METAL DETECTORS and ACCESSORIES  

J & E ENTERPRISES of  
S. Yarmouth  

Factory Authorized Dealer for Fisher, Garrett, 
Minelab, Tesoro, & Whites. Coiltek coils, Covers, 
Headphones, Beach & Water Scoops, Books, Etc., 

Eleanor Hube, 54 Old Main St. at Forest Rd. 
South Yarmouth, MA 02664 

1-508-760-2100 
e-mail,  jetrhub2@gmail.com 

(Founding member of Yankee Territory Coinshooters) 

SALES, SERVICE & RENTALS 
Accepts Discover, Mastercard and Visa 

Will ship UPS 

(Special consideration for Y.T.C. members.) 

Important Notice!! 
Because of a conflict within the library, 

we have had to change the meeting dates 
for November and December!  

New dates will be on a Wednesday: 
November 12   -  December 10 (party) 
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Speaker, November Meeting 
You may remember, how Mike Russo gave 
us a very interesting and enthusiastic talk 
awhile back. Well, he’s returning for the 
November meeting (PLEASE NOTE - 
that meeting has been rescheduled for 
Wednesday, Nov. 12!)  
Mike is a professional jeweler, who makes 
custom-designed jewelry, and who recently 
got his ‘precious metals’ license. He will be 
discussing how we might date jewelry we 
dig up! Please bring a piece or two that you 
may have ‘age’ questions about. 

 Metal Detectorist Finds Indian Peace 
Medal 

   In Rockland County, NY, a metal detectorist 
found only the second of a type of George I 
Indian peace medal. “It was lying on top of the 
ground, right where a bulldozer would have 
pushed it”, said Robert Gosselin. The ‘one-
sided’ medal, unlisted in standard reference 
books, was heavily corroded with patches of 
metal eaten away. Only ‘-Of Gr-’ was legible 
from ‘George King Of Great Britain’. 

   Peace medals were given to Indian leaders 
as signs of friendship with the government. 
They were often worn around the neck, 
attached to a cord. This tradition goes back to 
earlier British monarchs and continued 
through the 19th century on behalf of U.S. 
presidents. 

   Gosselin was detecting in a researched 
wooded site, where homes had been in the 18th 
century. His first day’s finds included 2 CT 
coppers, a New Jersey copper, and a pewter 
CT regimental button from the Revolutionary 
War. A return trip produced the medal. He 
almost threw it in a junk box, because of its 
condition. But posting images on the Internet 
got him to contact American Numismatic 
Rarities. 

   ANR identified the medal. The earlier 
specimen was graded Fine, and sold for 
$3,300 around 20 years ago. Gosselin’s find 
was assigned a net grade of Good, and was to 
have been auctioned off in late November of 
2004. 

[Info. from Coin World, Dec. 6, 2004.] 

Story of ‘The Indian’ 

   A  Y.T.C. tradition may be somewhat of a 
mystery to newer members. You may have heard 
or read  references to “the Indian”. Yes, it is an 
Indian cent, but a very special one, that promises 
treasure. 

   Various members of our club (with a little 
assistance from our treasury) have filled a 
treasure chest with interesting and valuable 
goodies - at last count, value was well over $100. 
At official club hunts (such as the February Jack 
Hube Memorial Polar Bear Hunt), one token of 
the many planted, is designated as the ‘special’ 
one by the huntmaster. The lucky and/or skillful 
detectorist earns a shot at the contents of the 
chest. 

   Only it’s still not that easy. Initially, a blind 
draw is made, in an attempt to pick the Indian 
from among 10 pennies. If the Indian ‘comes 
out’, the treasure chest contents are awarded to 
the lucky drawer (and the chest remains with the 
club). If not, the drawn wheat cent is removed, 
improving the odds for a winner at the next hunt. 
This continues until the Indian is drawn, and then 
the contest is ‘reset’. Currently, there are  3  
Wheaties surrounding the Indian - the odds are 
pretty good! 
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Florida’s Treasure Coast & the 1715 Fleet  
By Bob Ellis  

In between Sebastian, FL and Stuart, FL lies miles of beaches called the Treasure Coast where during the 17th 
and 18th centuries Spanish ships and galleons wrecked along this coast. Some of the ships were filled with 
unbelievable treasures from the New World and the Orient that were destined for Spain but instead crashed into 
the outer reefs and sandy bottoms creating hidden treasure waiting to be rediscovered.  
Modern history had forgotten about these shipwreck tragedies along this coast until a treasure hunter named Kip 
Wagner in the early 1960 wrote a book called Pieces of Eight describing his adventures rediscovering the 1715 
Fleet that sank all along this coast and the subsequent reaping of millions of dollars of treasure for himself, a few 
friends and the state of Florida from the sunken fleet.  
Today, Wagner’s adventures and finds still motivate treasure hunters, researchers and archeologists alike to 
search for the remaining artifacts of known and unknown shipwrecks. Silver and gold coins and other treasure 
are still being found on these beaches and the adjacent ocean floor. If you visit the Treasure Coast bring your 
metal detector. You might bring home a piece of Spanish colonial history with you.  
For an armchair adventure of the trials and tribulations of shipwreck treasure hunting in the early 1960’s you 
must read Pieces of Eight  by Kip Wagner. He takes you from his first bout of treasure fever to the eventual 
successful recovery of millions of dollars of treasure and artifacts. Along the way he reveals to the reader the 
failures and the disappointments encountered and the amount of dedication, persistence, hard work, innovation, 
and ingenuity that was needed to succeed. Wagner included in his book many pictures of the treasure recovered 
from the 1715 fleet but if you want to see actual 1715 fleet treasure, its on display at two museums in Sebastian, 
FL.  
At the McLarty Treasure Museum at Sebastian Inlet State Park actual 1715 fleet treasures and artifacts can be 
viewed for a mere one dollar per person entry fee. If you have time see the Arts and Entertainment production 
(The Queen’s Jewels and the 1715 Fleet) that is shown throughout the day at no additional cost to you. The 
museum itself occupies land once used as the survivors and salvaging camp for the 1715 Spanish Plate Fleet and 
is a National Historical Landmark today. Metal detecting is allowed on its beach front if you can’t wait to try to 
find your own treasure but access to the beach is about a quarter of a mile away. If you want to see more actual 
1715 fleet treasure or to buy an artifact from the 1715 fleet, stop by the Mel Fisher's Treasures museum. 
Mel Fisher passed away in 1998, but his family still operates the Mel Fisher's Treasures museum. Located at 
1322 U.S. Highway One Sebastian, Fl the museum was founded by Mel Fisher to display some of the artifacts 
from the 1715 fleet that his team discovered, after he was invited in the early 1960’s to join the successful Kip 
Wagner team to search for the remaining 1715 fleet treasure. Besides the museum, the price of admission 
includes a short movie about Mel Fisher and admission to their gift shop. If you must have a coin from the 1715 
fleet or from the Atocha they will sell you one but first you should try to find one yourself on the Treasure Coast. 
Every year metal detecting treasure hunters make the Treasure Coast live up to its name by finding treasure on 
the its beaches. You might find some 1715 fleet artifacts to take home with you if you have time to metal detect 
for a few hours. To increase your chances, follow the directions given in Shipwrecks Near Wabasso Beach by 
Frogfoot Weller to find the specific beaches were gold and silver coins from the 1715 fleet have been found or 
detected. Detecting is allowed on most beaches all day long but most ‘in water’ detecting is prohibited by law. 
While on vacation, one of my fellow metal detecting club members detected a gold coin from the 1715 fleet in 
December 2005 and his wife or son detected a silver coin called a four real on the same day. The chances of 
finding an artifact or coin from the 1715 fleet remains slim but you might be one of the lucky ones like my 
fellow club members were. 
 
 [An excellent article that I believe was published in a periodical.  Bob is a Y.T.C. member. ] 
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Bold, italics indicates the 
winners - submitted by Bill 

Wright, Sept., 2008 

COIN

 

 Gold/Silver   

Pre 1900  Jeff Pelletier 1892 & 1913 Barber Dime - Same Hole 

Post 1899  Matt Dakin 
1900 Barber Dime, 1920 Merc., 1918 

Wheatie 

  Darren Wright 1905 S Barber Dime 

  Dave Gregorski 1917 Standing Liberty Quarter 

 Other   

Pre 1900  John Ulte 1864 Indian Head Cent 

Post 1899  Steve Beauregard 9 Coins - Same Hole 

  Dan Dyar Canadian 1989 $1 Coin 

  Bob Cwikla 1900 Indian Head Cent 

  John Hart 1902 Indian Head Cent 

  Vince DiBattista 1926 Buffalo Nickel 

  No Name Two State Quarters 

  Everett Berube No Description 

 Token/medal George Pecia 
1794 Talbot Allum & Lee India Trade 

Token 

  No Name Religeous Token 

JEWELRY    

 Gold Rick Browne 
14K Ruby/Diamond & 10K Ring - Same 

Scoop 

  Darren Wright 9K Victorian Era Signet Ring 

  Dan Dyar Gold Ring 

  Everett Berube Ring with 7 Diamonds 

 Silver Joe Waldron Sterling Silver Ring with Taoism Sayings 

  Dave Gregorski 1950's Sterling Religeous Medal 

  John Hart 
Silver Bracelet - "Natalie, Joe & Mary 10-9-

82" 

  Dan Dyar Silver Ring - Irish Clotter 

 Other Keith Massimino Victorian Era Woman's Barrett 

  Pete Burch Necklace 

  Roger Moyles Cross Pendant 

  Bob Cwikla 12K Gold Filled Bracelet with Stones 

  Vince DiBattista SS Guess Calendar Watch 
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By Bill Wright 

Jeff Pelletier:  1892 & 1913 Barber Dime – Jeff found these coins at a Park that he had never detected before.   
Matt Dakin:  1900 Barber Dime, 1920 Mercury Dime, 1918 Wheatie – Matt found this nice pocket spill at 
the same Church where he found the winners from the prior months Find of the Month. 
John Ulte:  1864 Indian Head Cent – John found this at one end of the parking lot next to the Windsor Locks 
Canal. 
Steve Beauregard: 9 Coins Same Hole  – Steve found these coins just before dark at a site where he previously 
found some British coins. 
George Pecia:  1794 Talbot Allum & Lee India Trade Token – George found this along with 3 other coppers 
and coat buttons in some fill in a 1890’s park. 
Rick Browne:  14K Ring with Ruby & Diamond and 10K Ring – This was a nice day for Rick as he found 4 
gold rings along with some silver jewelry 
Joe Waldron:  Sterling Silver Ring with Taoism Sayings – Joe found this in the wet sand at the beach. It 
weighs more than a silver dollar. 
Keith Massimino:  Victorian Era Woman’s Barrett – Keith found this in Cheshire where some work is being 
done on a walkway. 
John Hart:  Small Toy Gun – This was the first time out detecting for John in quite some time. He found this 
toy gun in Windsor. 
Darren Wright:  Civil War or Post Civil War Naval Button – Darren found this in the same place he found a 
9K Signet Ring and several coins from the early 1900’s. 
John Ulte:  Snuff Box Cover? – John found this in Roaring Brook, near where it empties into the Connecticut 
River. 
Matt Dakin: Clay Pipe Bowl Fragment – Matt found this along a river that had previously given him a good 
case of Poison Ivy. Matt avoided the poison ivy this time and found this along with a 1937 Half. 
Bob Cwikla: Cement Mixer Truck – Bob found this at 3 inches down in the same yard where John Hart found 
the toy gun. 
RELIC

 

 Toy John Hart Small Toy Gun 
 Consolation Prize Bob Cwikla Cement Mixer Truck 
  Keith Massimino Small Cast Dog 
  Joe Waldron 1957 Corvette 
  Pete Burch Matchbox Car 
  Steve Gudernatch Hot Wheels 
    

 Military Darren Wright 
Civil War or Post Civil War US Navy 

Button 
  Dave Gregorski 2 Sterling Naval Aviator Pins - Gold Plated 
    
 Other John Ulte Snuff Box Cover? 

  Bill Wright 
Commemorative Spoon - Eagle, Shield, 

Liberty Bell 
  Roger Moyles 1924 Bristol Dog Tag 
  Matt Dakin Colonial Shoe Buckle 
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Part 1 

 Let's just see how old we really are... 
 
1. Where did headlight dimmer switches used                               
to be located? 
a]    On the floor shift knob 
b] On the floor, left of the clutch. 
c] Next to the horn 
2. A bottle top of a Royal Crown Cola bottle 
has holes in it. For what was it used? 
a] Capture lightning bugs. 
b] To sprinkle clothes before ironing 
c] Large salt shaker 
3. Why was winter milk delivery a problem? 
a] Cows got cold and wouldn't produce 
b] Ice on highways forced delivery by dog 
 sled 
c] Milkmen left deliveries outside doors and 
 milk would freeze, expanding and pushing 
 up the cardboard bottle top. 
4. What was the popular chewing gum named 
for a game of chance? 
a] Blackjack 
b] Gin 
c] Craps 
5. What method did women adapt to look as if 
they were wearing stockings when none was 
available due to rationing during W. WII? 
a] Susan 
b] Leg painting 
c] Wearing slacks 
6. What postwar car turned automotive de- 
sign on its ear when you couldn't tell whether 
it was coming or going? 
a] Studebaker 
b] Nash Metro 
c] Tucker 
7. Which was a popular candy? 
a] Strips of dried peanut butter 
b] Chocolate-licorice bars 
c] Wax coke-shaped bottles with colored 
 sugar water inside 
8. How was Butch wax used? 
a]  To stiffen a flattop haircut so it stood up 
b]  To make floors shiny and prevent scuffing 

 Interesting ‘Penny’ 
Information 

1. Everything up until 1959: These are 
wheat pennies, Indian head pennies, 
flying eagles, and earlier large cents, and 
all have a collector value above their 
metal content. (common wheat pennies 
have a collector value of about 2-3 cents 
right now). All pennies in this category 
should be stored separately, and possibly 
traded in for cash at a coinshop, sold to a 
collector, or saved as collectibles. 
 
2. Pennies dated 1959-1981: These are 
the copper cents that you should be 
hoarding. They can be acquired for one 
cent each from change and from your 
local bank, yet currently hold a metal 
value of about 2.5 cents each because of 
their copper content. The actual 
composition of the cents from 1959-
1981 is 95% copper and 5% zinc. 
 
3. Pennies dated 1982: The year 1982 
was the US Mint's change over year 
from a copper penny, to the new zinc 
pennies. Some from that year are copper, 
some are zinc. It is possible to tell the 
difference between the two with weight 
testing, or by appearance and sound, but 
at this point is not worth the effort. I 
recommend all 1982 cents be cashed, 
just save the 1981 and earlier. 
 
4. Pennies dated 1983-present: These 
pennies do not contain valuable metal, 
are made mostly of zinc, and should be 
cashed in and traded for more pennies to 
sort through. The actual composition of 
the pennies from 1983-present is 97.5% 
zinc and 2.5% copper. 
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 1] b) On the floor, left of the clutch. Hand controls, 
popular in Europe, took till the '60s to catch on. 
2] b) To sprinkle clothes before ironing. Who had a 
steam iron? 
3] c) Cold weather caused the milk to freeze and 
expand, popping the bottle top. 
4] a) Blackjack Gum. 
5] b) Special makeup was applied followed by 
drawing a seam down the back of the leg with 
eyebrow pencil. 
6] a) 1946 Studebaker. 
7] c) Wax coke bottles containing super- sweet 
colored water. 
8] a) Wax for your flat top (butch) haircut. 

Coin ‘Fun Facts’ 
 Confederate coins: the Confederacy struck only 
a handful of coins under its own name. However, 
it used U.S. dies at the New Orleans Mint to 
strike nearly one million silver 1861-O half 
dollars. These coins are indistinguishable from 
the halves struck under official federal auspices. 
‘D’ mint mark: most people know about the 
Denver Mint, which has produced coins from 
1906 to the current date. A ‘D’ mint mark was 
also inscribed on coins struck at the Mint in 
Dahlonega, Ga., from 1838 to 1861. 
Biblical pennies: the penny of the Bible wasn’t a 
copper coin, but rather a Roman denarius or 
dime-sized silver coin (worth a day’s pay for a 
soldier). The 1611 King James Bible translated 
denarius as ‘penny’. In old monetary notation, the 
penny was written as ‘d’ in reference to its 
ancient origin, [and this indicator survives on 
more modern British coins (‘d’ = pence)]. 
Stars: the 1794 Liberty Cap Starred Reverse Cent 
has 94 tiny stars on it. Nobody knows why. Most 
coins with stars stop at 13, one for each of the 
original Colonies. 

Above - the last frame reads: “And all because a 
certain someone had the clever idea  t’leave th’ map 
in his pants on washday!” 
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UPCOMING EVENTS/HUNTS 

November 16 (Sunday) - Coin Show @ the Polish National Home, 60 Charter Oak Ave., 
Hartford. Free admission and parking - call 203-877-1680 (Ed Doran) for details. Doors open at 9 
A.M. 

Club planted hunt - Sunday, October 19 - see below. 

Fall Y.T.C Planted Hunt! 

  This members-only hunt is scheduled for Sunday, October 19 (rain date - 
Sunday, October 26). It is a planted (in the sand) tokens-only hunt - they will be 
redeemable for many nice prizes. The hunt will start at 10:30 A.M., at 
Hammonasset Beach in Madison (eastern end - look for YTC signs!). Come 
earlier and help seed the sand. Registration will be under a pavilion roof, starting 
around 9:15.  Hunt fee is only $5.        See rules below.  

  The club will provide grinders and soft drinks (after the hunt prizes 
have been doled out). We are asking for a couple people to bring finger-type 
desserts. We can also use some help giving out the prizes, and planting the tokens. 
Please let Dave G. know if you are willing to help with any of this. 

  If in doubt re. weather, call Dave Gregorski, huntmaster (742-5836), or Vince 
DiBattista (666-0270). Dress accordingly. Watch your speed coming off the 
highway and in the park, as State and Park police are often set up this time of year 
on the access roads. Good luck and hope to see you there for the Indian’s chance to 
get out AGAIN (see page 4)!  

Rules, etc. 
We are hoping for donations from club members for prizes - they don’t need to be 
detecting-related. Contact Dave at 860-742-5836. The club has forwarded money to 
Dave for most of the prize purchases. To date, there are slightly over 1000 coins to win, 
and 46 ‘other’ prizes. Included are 3 nice silver half-dimes, and a selection of Barber 
coins. RULES:  Ordinary (small) sand scoops will be allowed, along with small shovels 
and digging tools. Electronic pinpointers are fine, but a sand sifter of some sort will 
speed up your recovery.  Targets should be no deeper than ~3 inches. Coil size limit - 
12 inches, longest axis!  
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Minutes of Yankee Territory Coinshooters meeting, October 14, 2008 
 
  The monthly meeting was called to order at 6:45pm with 43 members present. 
The Secretary’s report for September 2008 was accepted as printed. 
  The Treasurer’s report was accepted as read, with a balance of $1,560.55 and a silver inventory of 
$61.70 face value, with a purchase cost of $409.04 

  Announcements and Correspondence: 
There was a flyer from the FMDAC with the 2009 Myrtle Beach Bash put out for members to see. 

  Old Business: 
  Tony mentioned that he always brings literature pertaining to equipment to every meeting. 
Dave Gregorski mentioned that there will be two raffles at the October Fun Hunt, and that all other 
information pertaining to the hunt is in the Probe. 
  Web site info:  The member’s only section will be started in February after the yearly membership 
renewals. The previous Probes will be added to the member’s only section as they become available. 
It was announced that members could sign up until November 1st for the Treasurdepot.com hunt.  Then 
it will then be opened up to the rest of the country. 
   The November and December (Christmas party) 2008 club meetings will be on the second 
Wednesday of the month instead of the 2d Tuesday due to a scheduling conflict at the library. 
 Tony announced that some of the missing library books had been auctioned off in the past and that all 
missing books will be dropped from the list at this time.  Auralie LaChance mentioned that some of the 
missing books had turned up.  The reference books will be reorganized and updated. 

  New Business: 
Xmas Party: The November Probe will have the latest information; Dave Gregorski will be the 
coordinator. 
  Ken Gudernatch gave the FMDAC hunt report. They had great weather and found pull-tabs.  They had 
free pizza beer and wine.  The hunt had many ups and downs. 
Tony announced that the meeting room was available to us starting at 6:30 and the meetings are 
scheduled to begin at 6:45. 
  Bill Wright mentioned that we are allowed only one item per column in the FOM. 
Chuck Anderson mentioned that Mike Russo was coming next month to speak, and that it would be very 
helpful if members brought in jewelry to the next meeting. 

  Speaker: 
Rick Browne talked about water detecting.  Some of the topics he covered were: 
Always be aware of your surroundings, wear appropriate clothing (UV protective clothing is available) 
both for the weather and water temperature; detect where you see people congregating and swimming, 
make sure to tie your equipment to yourself; always use the ‘buddy system’ and think safety; ninety 
percent of items lost in the water are in the first four feet of depth; keep your equipment clean after each 
salt water excursion and always always always be persistent. 
  The 50/50 and the Silver Dollar drawing were held. 
Bill Wright held the FOM. 
  Dave Gregorski presented a challenge award to Matt Dakin. 
 
Meeting was adjourned at 8:48pm.                     Respectfully submitted, Jim LaChance 
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                            YTC Officers 
 
President,  Tony Cwikla                    860-623-1153
            {CAPACTION@aol.com}
            
Vice President,  Rick Browne           860-738-0570 
                                    {waterwalker@snet.net}  
                              
Recording Secretary - Jim LaChance 
                     860-741-7551    JLaChance@aol.com 
                                     
Treasurer, Vince DiBattista              860-666-0270 
          {VDibattist@sbcglobal.net } 
 
Newsletter, Dave Gregorski               860-742-5836 
                                  {DGRookie@sbcglobal.net} 

Yankee Territory Coinshooters 
Code of Ethics 

Respect the rights and property of others. 
Never destroy historical or archeological artifacts. 
Observe all laws, whether national, state, or local. 
Aid law enforcement officials whenever possible. 

Leave the land and vegetation as it was. 
FILL IN ALL HOLES. 

Remove all trash and litter, take it with you when you 
leave. 

Remember that all coinshooters may be judged by the 
example YOU set. Always conduct yourself with 

courtesy and consideration toward others. 

T.C.  Metal Detectors 
Authorized dealer for Fisher, Tesoro, Minelab, 
Garrett, Troy, Bounty Hunter, Detectorpro, 

Whites, Lesche, RTG, and more 

Tony Cwikla, 23 Cornwall Drive,  
Windsor Locks, CT  06096 

860-623-1153 or  860-916-2506 
{29 years experience, oldest, largest dealer in the area} 

Member: Y.T.C., FMDAC 
Special discounts for members! 

FAX: 860-627-0593;  e-mail:  
CAPACTION@aol.com 

 
We also carry a full line of books, digging tools, sand 
scoops, headphones, extra coils, bags, pouches, etc. 

 
- We use what we sell and give expert advice free of charge. - 

Why not come in and see what we’re finding !! 

METAL DETECTORS and ACCESSORIES  

J & E ENTERPRISES of  
S. Yarmouth  

Factory Authorized Dealer for Fisher, Garrett, 
Minelab, Tesoro, & Whites. Coiltek coils, Covers, 
Headphones, Beach & Water Scoops, Books, Etc., 

Eleanor Hube, 54 Old Main St. at Forest Rd. 
South Yarmouth, MA 02664 

1-508-760-2100 
e-mail,  jetrhub2@gmail.com 

(Founding member of Yankee Territory Coinshooters) 

SALES, SERVICE & RENTALS 
Accepts Discover, Mastercard and Visa 

Will ship UPS 

(Special consideration for Y.T.C. members.) 

‘Early Renewal’ Notice 
Your Y.T.C. membership expires on December 31. 
You can become eligible for a silver coin drawing 

if you return the membership form (see page 9) 
with your payment, by December 6.  

The coin drawing will occur at our Christmas 
Party, Dec. 10. Winners need not be present, but 

we hope you will join us. 
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October Y.T.C. Hunt Report 
By Dave Gregorski 

The morning of the 19th was quite chilly – high 30’s with the breeze coming out of the north. 
(At least the ground wasn’t frozen for planting the signs in the ground, as often happens with 
the Polar Bear hunt!) Twenty-nine members were there initially (plus another who joined that 
morning), and unfortunately because of an unexpected road race, the access road had been 
closed off by police. So we waited for 2 additional members to arrive, but after a half-hour+ 
delay, we decided ‘the hunt must go on’, and the patient souls surrounding the larger-than-
usual hunt field (Meig’s Point) went at it. 
The other 2 detectorists arrived 2 and 3 minutes later, and got to participate. (We were 
pleasantly surprised that one of them was Eleanor Hube, the club’s co-founder! She lives on 
Cape Cod.) Around 1100 tokens had been planted, of various colors for various categories of 
prizes. (Only one prize went unclaimed! Perhaps that token was in the bottom of someone’s 
pouch?) 
The targets were scoffed up fairly quickly – after ~ 20 minutes, most people were finished, 
and began separating their tokens by color, from the stones and shells. Redemption went 
smoothly. There were 5 ‘special’ red tokens, which were held aside until the end. 
A good time to interject this – I am very grateful to all who helped out with this event. There’s 
a lot to do, and many pitched in - staking the hunt field and removing the stakes afterward, 
carrying the various materials to and from the parking lot (more than you might think!), 
doling out the prizes, selling raffle tickets, buying and icing the soft drinks, making/bringing 
sweets for lunch, cleaning up afterwards. And then there’s the generosity of members who 
donated some wonderful items for the prizes. I normally don’t single people out, but Tony 
Cwikla donated a number of things, and gave us a great deal on the other items I bought at his 
shop. And Vince DiBattista likewise, selling a lot of silver coins to the club for the hunt. 
Anyway, back to the hunt ‘postscript’. The 4 people who had found the 5 red tokens came 
forward, and were awarded higher-quality coins, including 3 seated half-dimes. The person 
with the ‘#1’ token was Carl Muller. He received a very nice Barber half dollar…and was the 
lucky one having a chance at drawing ‘the Indian’! (See the October Probe for an 
explanation.) There were 3 Wheaties mixed in with the Indian penny, and Carl did the 
customary ‘blind’ drawing…and picked the Indian! So he won the ample contents of the 
Treasure Chest, valued at well over $100. Carl then put a five dollar bill into the Chest as a 
‘starter’ for the next contest, normally the Polar Bear hunt in February. Then, there will be 9 
Wheaties joining the Indian. Donations for the Treasure Chest are always welcome...coins, 
currency, jewelry. 
After several pictures were taken, the grinders were brought out, and along with chips, sweets 
and soda, we had a nice lunch. A few hung out afterward to look for ‘natural finds’, others 
gradually said their ‘goodbyes’. (The air had warmed by then to the low 50’s.) Thanks to all 
who shared the morning – I’m glad everyone seemed to have a good time.  
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  Fellow members, need your YTC fix throughout the month? 
Not a problem, visit our new website at: 

  
www.YankeeTerritoryCoinshooters.com 

  
Website News: 

The public section of our website is open, please visit and sign our 
guest book. 

   
Visit the site as often as possible. 

Remember the more visits, the more popular our site is  
to search engines. 

The more popular we are, the easier it will be for new members  
to find us! 

  
Have suggestions, comments, ideas?  Email Matt at: 

Webmaster@YankeeTerritoryCoinshooters.com 
  

The Members Only section is still a work in process. 
However, the message board is up and running. 

  
Get access to it now!  

Visit the Members Only main page and submit a request for a Logon ID 
(Only current active members will receive logon credentials) 

You will be emailed a user name and password. 
 
            Matt Dakin 

NON METAL

 

  Ken Gudernatch Dr. Hockers Cough & Croup Syrup Bottle 

 Consolation Prize Richard Lipka Green Bottle - Hand Blown - Attached Neck 

  Vince DiBattista Hartford Whaler Frisbee 

  Dave Gregorski Large Black ‘Pearl’ 
  Everett Berube Flag 

  Bob Cwikla Plastic Goat 

Continued from page 7 
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Bold, italics indicates the 
winners - submitted by Bill 

Wright, Oct., 2008 

COIN

 

 Gold/Silver   

Pre 1900  No Entries  

    

Post 1899  Bill Wright 1909 O Barber Half 

  Joe Waldron 1916 Barber Dime 

    

 Other   

Pre 1900  Darren Wright 1807 Half Cent 

  Roger Moyles 1736 King George II Half Penny 

  Ken Gudernatch 1720 - 1749 King George II Half Penny 

    

Post 1899  John Hart  1916 S Wheat Penny 

  Vince DiBattista 2003  Vietnamese 5000 Dong Coin 

  Dave Gregorski 1975 Spanish 5 Ptas Coin 

    

 Token/medal Bob Cwikla 1969 U.S. Mint Medal 

  Matt Dakin 1968 Shell President Token - Tippecanoe 

JEWELRY    

 Gold Ken Gudernatch 14K Necklace with 3 14K Medallions 

  Everett Berube 14K Ring 

    

 Silver Rick Browne Silver Torquise Markasite Ring 

  Dave Gregorski Ring with 2 Stones 

    

 Other Vince DiBattista Gold Plated Childs Tennis Bracelet 

  Bob Cwikla Old Pin 

  Richard Lipka Ear Rings 

  Roger Moyles Cuff Link 

  Joe Waldron Bracelet - Magnetic 
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By Bill Wright 

Bill Wright:  1909-  Barber Half – Bill found this near a cellar hole that he and his son Darren had found the 
previous weekend.   
Darren Wright:  1807 Half Cent – Darren found this in the same farm field that has produced a 3 cent piece, 
a seated dime and various other coins. 
 John Hart:  1916-S Wheat Cent – John found this in a farm field in Enfield that he detected with fellow club 
member Bob Cwikla, who found a 1917 Mercury dime about 10 feet away. 
 Bob Cwikla: 1969 U.S. Mint Medal  – Bob found this at a house in Stafford that he detected with fellow club 
member John Hart. He also found an 1897 Indian Head Cent. 
 Ken Gudernatch:  14K Necklace with 3 14K Medallions – Ken found this in a fresh water lake on Cape 
Cod after the Cape Cod Swing YTC club trip. 
 Rick Browne:  Silver Turquoise Markasite Ring – Rich had a tough time remembering where he found this. 
His lifeline Rich reminded him that it was a fresh water find. 
 Vince DiBattista:  Gold Plated Child’s Tennis Bracelet – Vince found this at a playscape that had produced 
2 gold rings earlier this year. 
 Matt Dakin:  Tootsie Toy Fire Truck – Matt found this at his trusty church yard after having spent a few 
hours in a farm field with no luck. 
 Ken Gudernatch:  Antique Porcelain License Plate – Ken found this at a construction site. 
 Ken Gudernatch:  Dr. Hockers Cough & Croup Syrup Bottle – Ken found this along with 7 other bottles 
at the same construction site that yielded the license plate. 
 Richard Lipka:  Hand Blown Green Bottle – This was found in a farm field sticking half way out of the 

RELIC

 

 Toy Matt Dakin Tootsie Toy Fire Truck 

  Vince DiBattista Jet Fighter 

 Military No Entries  

    

 Other Ken Gudernatch Antique Porcelain License Plate 

  Bob Cwikla Colonial Flat Button 

  Richard Lipka Silver Bowl 

  Bill Wright Colonial Breech Buckle 

  John Ulte Decorative Ornament 

  Darren Wright Possible 1800's Feed Tag 

  Roger Moyles Two Buttons and Handle 

  Everett Berube Knife 
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                2008 Y.T.C. Christmas Party!                          
 

Date/Time:  Wednesday, Dec. 10, at  6 P.M.                             
 
Place: the usual meeting place - family welcome. 
 
Beverage: Coffee and soft drinks provided (NO ALCOHOL 
allowed) 
 
Food: Cold-cut/sandwich platter provided… 
 
AND... Please bring a dish (hot dishes, ‘finger food’, salads, 
desserts) - please call or e-mail Dave Gregorski (860-742-5836, 
DGRookie@sbcglobal.net) to see what is needed. Warming pots/
trays will be very helpful, but ‘hot’ dishes must be brought hot.  
 
Grab-bag (“Chinese” style) - Value, minimum $10. - NO liquor, 
batteries, or flashlights, please; preferably detecting-related (coins, 
display cases, equipment, etc.), but can be other (lotto tickets, etc.). 
Wrap your gift!   And be sure it is suitable for either gender.  
     Be fair - shop as if you were getting your own gift. 

NO Find of the Month for December!  

In keeping with Y.T.C.’s Christmas tradition, there will be no 
FOTM at the December meeting. We will be celebrating the 

Holiday season with our party (see above).  
Finds made between the November and January meetings 
should be presented at the January 13 meeting. Challenge 

items for 2008 are eligible only if found by the last day of 
2008.  

 STOP 
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 YANKEE TERRITORY COINSHOOTERS 
P.O. Box 1811 
HARTFORD, CT 06144-1811 

MEMBER’S BENEFITS: 
- Monthly Y.T.C. Newsletter, Probe. 
- Current information pertaining to Metal Detecting. 
- Guest speakers and up to date reports on new detectors/equipment. 
- Membership silver drawing, complementary refreshments and 50/50 
Raffle at monthly meetings 
- Various ‘Fun Hunts’ (natural finds) and planted hunts. 
- Find of the Month contest with prizes. 
- Yearly four-level Challenge with prizes for each and all levels. 
- Membership in the Federation of Metal Detector Archaeological Clubs [FMDAC] 
 (Included for an additional $5.00 fee with paid Y.T.C. membership.) 
Meetings are held at 6:30 P.M. at the East Hartford Public Library - 
   840 Main St., East Hartford, CT (usually the 2nd Tuesday of the month) 
For information call Vincent DiBattista at 1-860-666-0270 or  Dave Gregorski  at  1-860-742-5836 
                        Email: VDiBattist@sbcglobal.net              dgrookie@sbcglobal.net 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP: 

NAME: ___________________________________________    PHONE _____________________ 

ADDRESS: __________________________________________________ 

TOWN: ____________________________________   STATE: _____     ZIP: ____________ 

E-MAIL ADDRESS: ______________________________________ 

Can this information be shared with members? Yes ___  No ___ 

What are your other interests? __________________________________________________________ 
Do you wish to receive the ‘in advance Email ONLY’ copy of the Probe or a 
                         hard copy on meeting night?     Email copy ____ Hard copy _____ 
Dues are due January 1st of each year. 
$20.00 per year for the 1st Family Member (after July 1, $10.00) 
$10.00 per year for the 2nd Family Member (after July 1, $6.00) - Name:________________________ 

$ 3.00 per year for each additional Family Member - Name(s): ________________________________ 
FMDAC - $5 ____       Visitors are welcome for 3 meetings prior to joining Y.T.C.   
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UPCOMING EVENTS/HUNTS 

November 16 (Sunday) - Coin Show @ the Polish National Home, 60 Charter Oak Ave., 
Hartford. Free admission and parking - call 203-877-1680 (Ed Doran) for details. Doors open at 9 
A.M. 

BONE 16 - April 16-19, 2009 (details to come) 
 

YEAR'S BEST (ACTUAL) HEADLINES OF 2007 
  
 Something Went Wrong in Jet Crash, Expert Says 
[No, really?] 
Police Begin Campaign to Run Down Jaywalkers 
[Now that's taking things a bit far!] 
Panda Mating Fails; Veterinarian Takes Over 
[What a guy!] 

Miners Refuse to Work after Death 
[No-good-for-nothing' lazy so-and-so!] 
Juvenile Court to Try Shooting Defendant 
[See if that works any better than a fair trial!] 

War Dims Hope for Peace 
[I can see where it might have that effect!] 
If Strike Isn't Settled Quickly, It May Last Awhile 
[You think?] 
Cold Wave Linked to Temperatures 
[Who would have thought!] 
Enfield (London) Couple Slain; Police Suspect Homicide 
[They may be on to something!] 

Red Tape Holds Up New Bridges 
[You mean there's something stronger than duct tape?] 
Man Struck By Lightning: Faces Battery Charge 
[He probably IS the battery charge!] 

Astronaut Takes Blame for Gas in Spacecraft 
[That's what he gets for eating those beans!] 
Kids Make Nutritious Snacks 
[Taste like chicken?] 
Local High School Dropouts Cut in Half 
[Chainsaw Massacre all over again!] 

Hospitals are Sued by 7 Foot Doctors 
[Boy, are they tall!] 
   And the winner is....     Typhoon Rips Through Cemetery; Hundreds Dead 
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Minutes of Yankee Territory Coinshooters meeting, November 12, 2008 
 
 The monthly meeting was called to order at 6:46pm with 39 members present. 
 The Secretary’s report for October 2008 was accepted as printed. 
 The Treasurer’s report was accepted as read, with a balance of $1,881.42 and a silver inventory of $59.85 face value, with a 
purchase cost of $413.46 

Announcements and Correspondence: 
The treasurer’s report for the October 2008 Hammonasset club hunt was read.  The club took in $240.00 in raffle and entry 
fees. The club spent $798.40 on the hunt, thus giving back to the club members $558.40.  The $240.00 raffle and entry fees 
collected are going back into the club’s bank account. 

Old Business: 
There was a general discussion held about the October Hammonasset hunt. The overall opinion was that everyone who 
participated had a great time, and that we should keep the fall hunt as a token hunt only in the future. 
Christmas Party 2008 meeting will be held the 2d Wednesday (Not Tuesday) December  10, 2008 at 6:00PM. 
Phil Skewes is bringing condiments and table clothes for the party.  Steve Gudernatch is bringing the meat and cheese platter 
for 30 people. Jim and Auralie LaChance are bringing sodas leftover from the October fun hunt. 
 
Chuck made a motion to increase the donation to the East Hartford Library custodian from $25.00 to $50.00.  The motion 
was seconded and passed. 
 
Everyone was asked to bring a potluck dish.  Families are invited.  We will have a Chinese auction grab bag with a $10.00 
minimum. Anyone who brings a gift can receive a gift.  
 
 Rick Brown announced that Ruth MacRobbie had taken a fall and was not doing well and that Eleanor Campbell had passed 
away on November 8th. 
 
 Rick announced that he had information on the front table pertaining to the Puerto Rico trip. 
 
 Tony announced that all reference materials are not to be removed from the club meetings. 

New Business: 
It was announced that the black handled stainless steel trowel was still missing from the October fun hunt. 
 
 Rick announced that the old Probes are being scanned and uploaded to the web site. 

Speaker: 
Mike Russo from Montage Jewelers in Forestville, Ct was the guest speaker. 
Mike mentioned that he will check the club members stones for free.  He talked about different ways to identify the type and 
age of the metal that you have. The type of catches, symbols, hallmarks on the jewelry are all clues to help you identify what 
you have.  He then stated that there are three methods of identifying pieces of jewelry.  These include (1) eye balling your 
piece, (2) use a magnet as precious metals will not stick to it and (3) using an acid test kit. Also, cubic zirconium stones 
weigh more then diamonds and do not refract certain colors. 
He made suggestion on cleaning of metal jewelry: (1) Soak in ammonia (2) Do not mix metals (Use separate containers)   
(3) Do not put opals, pearls, or cameos in ammonia. 
 
The 50/50, Attendance and the Silver Dollar drawing were held.   Bill Wright held the FOM. 
 
 Meeting was adjourned at 8:58pm. 
 
 Respectfully submitted,  Jim LaChance 

Many thanks to all those who have helped and contributed to this newsletter and the club, this past 
year. People sharing their time and energy makes the club richer for all of us.      Ed. 
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                            YTC Officers 
 
President,  Tony Cwikla                    860-623-1153
            {CAPACTION@aol.com}
            
Vice President,  Rick Browne           860-738-0570 
                                    {waterwalker@snet.net}  
                              
Recording Secretary - Jim LaChance 
                     860-741-7551    JLaChance@aol.com 
                                     
Treasurer, Vince DiBattista              860-666-0270 
          {VDibattist@sbcglobal.net } 
 
Newsletter, Dave Gregorski               860-742-5836 
                                  {DGRookie@sbcglobal.net} 

Yankee Territory Coinshooters 
Code of Ethics 

Respect the rights and property of others. 
Never destroy historical or archeological artifacts. 
Observe all laws, whether national, state, or local. 
Aid law enforcement officials whenever possible. 

Leave the land and vegetation as it was. 
FILL IN ALL HOLES. 

Remove all trash and litter, take it with you when you 
leave. 

Remember that all coinshooters may be judged by the 
example YOU set. Always conduct yourself with 

courtesy and consideration toward others. 

T.C.  Metal Detectors 
Authorized dealer for Fisher, Tesoro, Minelab, 
Garrett, Troy, Bounty Hunter, Detectorpro, 

Whites, Lesche, RTG, and more 

Tony Cwikla, 23 Cornwall Drive,  
Windsor Locks, CT  06096 

860-623-1153 or  860-916-2506 
{29 years experience, oldest, largest dealer in the area} 

Member: Y.T.C., FMDAC 
Special discounts for members! 

FAX: 860-627-0593;  e-mail:  
CAPACTION@aol.com 

 
We also carry a full line of books, digging tools, sand 
scoops, headphones, extra coils, bags, pouches, etc. 

 
- We use what we sell and give expert advice free of charge. - 

Why not come in and see what we’re finding !! 

METAL DETECTORS and ACCESSORIES  

J & E ENTERPRISES of  
S. Yarmouth  

Factory Authorized Dealer for Fisher, Garrett, 
Minelab, Tesoro, & Whites. Coiltek coils, Covers, 
Headphones, Beach & Water Scoops, Books, Etc., 

Eleanor Hube, 54 Old Main St. at Forest Rd. 
South Yarmouth, MA 02664 

1-508-760-2100 
e-mail,  jetrhub2@verizon.net 

(Founding member of Yankee Territory Coinshooters) 

SALES, SERVICE & RENTALS 
Accepts Discover, Mastercard and Visa 

Will ship UPS 

(Special consideration for Y.T.C. members.) 

Our Condolences 
As many of you already know, we lost two club 
members this past month - Ruth MacRobbie and 
Eleanor Campbell.  Our heartfelt thoughts and 

prayers go out to Mac (Richard) MacRobbie and 
Jane Browne (daughter). 
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One of My Greatest Metal Detecting Finds 
By Bob Ellis 

 
Some of the best finds while pursuing my hobby of metal detecting are the people I meet along the way. 
One of these people is a man I will call Lou Pleasant because the individual prefers to remain anonymous.  
In 2001 I meet Lou Pleasant while detecting at a house being renovated into a museum. He was doing 
some of the plumbing and landscaping work. 
 
In appreciation for restoring the building I told the museum founder that I would donate all of my finds to 
that establishment. The founder showed Mr. Pleasant all of the artifacts that I had detected and the latter 
was impressed. But I think he felt sorry for me giving up such nice finds, because a few weeks later he 
told me that he had spread a truck load of the top soil from the museum property on his daughter’s back 
lawn before I started detecting at the museum site. He said that I could detect the top soil and keep 
whatever I found. I smiled to myself in appreciation of his kindness. Unfortunately nothing of interest was 
found in the top soil. 
 
Since then Mr. Pleasant has called me a few times to detect on property he was working on, but in August 
2007 I had permission to detect a lot that was being developed and as it turned out Mr. Pleasant was doing 
the site work there. 
 
Now I knew Mr. Pleasant as a generous person but when he said, “I want you to come over to my house. I 
have a truck load of soil from the front yard of an early 1800’s house in my back yard that I saved for you 
to detect”, I could not believe what I was hearing. Dumbstruck, I didn’t respond and the conversation 
wandered into a different direction. A few weeks later it finally sank in that he most likely was not joking 
about the dirt. 
 
I called him and he said, “Sure, I was serious about the top soil. Come on over”. I’ve meet a lot of kind 
and generous people in the course of pursuing my metal detecting hobby, but Mr. Pleasant is a metal 
detectorist’s dream come true. 
 
In front of me stood a pile of dirt and stone - it was about four feet by six feet by five feet high ready to be 
detected. Mr. Pleasant said, “When your finished detecting the dirt as it is, call me and I’ll get my 
backhoe and spread the pile out for you”. I laughed to myself. I couldn’t believe this was really 
happening. Are people really this nice? 
 
Using my eight inch coil I scanned slowly. My expectations were not high but I hoped to find something 
to justify Mr. Pleasant going though all of that trouble to help me pursue my hobby. ‘Please find 
something’, I said to myself. A few minutes went by and the detector had not beeped. Maybe too much 
iron...masking everything else. Then a solid signal from a few inches down indicated a beautiful 1805 
U.S. half cent. Amazing, I said to myself.  Doesn’t this happen only in dreams? I closely examined the 
fine detail of the half cent and the smiles kept coming. Still smiling and thankful that I had found a coin to 
justify Mr. Pleasant’s troubles on my behalf, I realized that the coin was not the treasure. The true treasure 
was the man: the person who went out of his way for me and tried to make my dreams a reality. 
 
 [Thanks to Bob, a long-time YTC member, for sharing this experience. This is more meaningful for those 
who know the tremendous coin/relic finds he’s made metal detecting. Sometimes good things happen to 
good people.  Ed.] 
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Treasure Hunting Is ‘Good Medicine’ 
By Dave Gregorski 

 
Long before I picked up a metal detector, I was a treasure hunter of sorts. Growing up in the ‘50’s in 
Hartford, I preferred to walk downtown rather than pay for a bus ride. My allowance was small, so my 
eyes were continually scanning the sidewalks and streets for dropped coins. Finding a dime was a 
bonus, and a quarter made my week. To this day, I will stoop down to pick up a penny. 

This ‘free for the picking’ mentality extended beyond the inner city. My father and I would walk the 
local parks looking for the white ‘pasture mushrooms’, and scour the rural woods for stronger-tasting 
varieties. At home we would wash our ‘treasure’, cut them up and dry them for future use. 

Newly retired in 1998, my eyes again went to the ground. I began finding coins with regularity, and 
saved them in a jar. The question soon dawned on me - how many coins must there be under the 
ground? It wasn’t long before I bought a metal detector and joined the Yankee Territory Coinshooters, 
a local detecting organization. 

With the fun and competitive activities offered by the club, detecting became an important part of my 
life, much more than ‘just detecting’. The support and expertise of other detectorists turned my found 
relics into an appreciation of history, a subject I had spurned in school. I slowly evolved out of my 
shyness. Becoming editor of the club’s newsletter, the Probe, opened doors to a dormant creative side. 
I made some important friendships, and detecting often became a social event. At times when I needed 
to be alone, the focus of searching for treasure acted like a balm, bringing me to a peaceful center 
within. I often speak of detecting as a ‘meditation’. And yet my brain does get challenged by new 
detecting technology and techniques. There’s always something to learn in this pursuit. 

Above all, this wonderful hobby has helped me appreciate so much that is given us. The coins we find 
are a gift (especially the older silver ones!). As I ‘slow down’ I notice more - the hallmarks of the 
changing seasons, how environments shift when the impact of man is increasing or waning. Nature, in 
its adaptability and variability, is a constant I now appreciate in a more comprehensive way. This 
hobby gets me out in the air and the elements, and my senses are heightened as my mind quiets down. 
I’ve learned to ‘listen’ to more than what comes through my headphones. And the sun is my friend - as 
long as I wear a hat! 

For some I suppose detecting is ‘just a hobby’. Without reflection, it’s easy to take good things for 
granted. This hobby can be a teacher and a tonic. Let it speak to and nourish you. 

[I wrote this article in response to George Streeter’s request for new material, and it was published in 
his Gazette last year.  Ed.] 
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Bold, italics indicates the 
winners - submitted by Bill 
Wright, November, 2008 

COIN       
  Gold/Silver     
Pre 1900   Ray Dapkus 1773 1 Reale - Mexico Mint 
    Keith Massimino 1870's Canadian Fish Scale & Flying Eagle Cent 
        
Post 1899   Bob Cwikla 1937 Mercury Dime 
        
  Other     
Pre 1900   Matt Dakin 1787 Fugio Cent with Club Rays 
    John Hart 1829 Large Cent 
        
Post 1899   Roger Moyles 1906 Indian Head Cent 
  Consolation Prize Ken Gudernatch 1907 V Nickel 
    Bob Meek 1943 Steel Penny 
    Bill Wright 1917 Wheat Penny 
    Carl Muller 1927 Buffalo Nickel 
        
  Token/medal Phil Skewes New York City Transit Token 
    Dave Gregorski Good Luck Token 
    Joe Waldron Baseball Token 

JEWELRY       
  Gold Rich Janak 14 K Ruby Ring 
        
  Silver Joe Waldron Sterling Ring - Amethyst & Turmeline Stones 
    Ken Gudernatch Sterling Bracelet - $35 Price Tag Still Attached 
        
  Other Bill Wright Victorian Era Butterfly Pin? 
    Matt Dakin Hair Pin Brooch With Stones 
    Bob Cwikla Earring 

RELIC       
  Toy No Entries   
        
  Military Bill Wright 1830 - 1858 US Army Artillery Eagle Button 
        
  Other John Hart Gold Guild Button 
    Roger Moyles Ox Horn Tip 
    Bob Cwikla 5 oz. Sinker 
    Matt Dakin Big Button - Jacob Reed & Sons 
    Ken Gudernatch Old Match Holder for Wooden Matches 
    Dave Gregorski Pot Pipe 
NON METAL       
    Matt Dakin 1881 Inkwell? Salt Shaker 
    Roger Moyles Milk Bottle - Case Brothers Dairy Manchester CT 
    Dave Gregorski Fluffy Lamb Toy 
    Ken Gudernatch Rubber Ducky 
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By Bill Wright 

Ray Dapkus:  1773 1 Reale Mexico City Mint – Ray found this coin on State land where pheasant hunting takes 
place. The state had recently cleared out the briars.   
Bob Cwikla:  1937 Mercury Dime – Bob found this detecting the backyard of a house built in 1908. He also 
found a 1942 silver quarter. 
Matt Dakin:  1787 Fugio Cent with Club Rays – Matt got permission to detect a house built in 1728. Matt had 
previously tried to find glasses that had been lost by the property owner. Matt didn’t find much and was getting 
discouraged when this beauty popped out of the ground. 
Roger Moyles: 1906 Indian Head Cent  – Roger found this coin near a stream in a area that he has detected 
before with Bill and Darren Wright. 
Phil Skewes:  New York City Transit Token – Phil found this in the wet sand of a salt water beach. 
Rich Janak:  14 K Ruby Ring – Rich made this find the day of the meeting. He’ll be back the next day. What will 
he bring to the Jan. 2009 meeting? 
Joe Waldron:  Sterling Ring, Amethyst and Turmeline Stones – Joe found this 4 inches down under a tree in a 
High School yard. 
Bill Wright:  Victorian Era Butterfly Pin – Bill found this in an area that has produced a Fugio Cent and a few 
Large Cents. 
Bill Wright:  1830 – 1858 US Army Artillery Eagle Button – Bill found this in a area that previously turned up a 
Barber Half. 
John Hart:  Gold Guild Button – John got permission to detect a house built in 1938. He didn’t find anything 
there, but noticed a farm field when going to his truck. He found a Large Cent and this button in the field. 
Matt Dakin:  1881 Inkwell ? Salt Shaker – Matt found this near his home in an area that contained numerous 
mill sites. 
Ken Gudernatch: 1907 V Nickel  – This was found at the beach a couple of days after a club hunt. 

Who Says Pennies Aren’t Worth Anything? 
   An aerospace executive recently sold his U.S. large cent collection at a Dallas auction. The coins 
were sold individually, and brought a total price of $10.7 MILLION! Not bad for a face value of $3.01. 
Most of the dealers bid on behalf of collectors. The majority of the cents were unusual/rare varieties. 
Two coins tied for top price of $632,500: a 1793 Liberty Cap in A. Uncirculated, and a 1794 Liberty 
Cap, Starred Reverse. 

   The seller began collecting coins in his teens, in the late ‘50’s, but sold them all in the early 60’s to 
buy a 1954 Cadillac. He began collecting again when he bought his first large cent in 1980. People 
attribute his natural gregariousness for his success in acquiring the coins. As one noted – “ It’s not just 
aggressiveness or how big a check you can write that matters.” 

[Info. taken from Coin World, March 10, 2008.] 
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 Thanks to our Librarian Auralie LaChance, for all her hard work in getting the materials in order. This is our current list.     
 A=Audio Cassette Tape    B=Books    M=Magazine        R=Reference Material    V=Video Cassette 
 Fiction: 

 
 
 General Metal Detecting: 

 
 

B 31 Buried Treasure  ….(Children's Book) 
B 24 The Secret Of John Murrells Vault 

B 42 A Treasure Guide 
A 4 Advanced Coin Recovery 
B 48 Americas Lost Treasures 
B 1 Archaeological Perspectives On The Battle Of Little Bighorn 
B 51 Backroads To Adventure 
B 98 Beach Detecting In Surf & Sand 
V 15 Best O'Northeast Seminars 
B 60 Bottle Collecting In New England 
B 3 Buried Treasure Of The US 
B 21 Buried Treasures You Can Find 
V 11 Caribbean Treasure Hunting 
B 17 Civil War Relic Hunting A-Z 
B 37 Coin Hunting…... In Depth 
M 1 Coinage Feb 1993 
M 2 Coinage Feb 1995 
B 62 Coinshooting 
B 34 Competition Treasure Hunting 
B 5 Detector Owners Field Manual 
B 41 Eastern Treasure Hunter 
B 9 Gems & Jewelry 
M 3 Gold Prospecting Nov/Dec 2001 
B 57 Helpful Hints 
B 44 Hidden Treasure, How & Where To Find It 
A 5 How To Coin Hunt Older Yards 
A 1 How To Find Treasure (2) 
B 20 Major Variety & Oddity Guide Of US Coins 
B 13 Modern Treasure Hunting 
A 8 More Research Tips 
B 14 North American Indian Artifacts 
B 36 Official 1982 Blackbook US Postage Stamps 4th Edition 
B 15 Official 1982 Price Guide To Collector Knives 
B 16 Patriotic Civil War Tokens 
B 19 Rediscovering Gold In The 21st Century 
B 40 Relic Hunter, The Book 
A 7 Research Tips For TH'ers June 2004 Y.T.C. Meeting 

Continured on page 9 
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V 3 Silent Past & Treasures Of The Indian Ocean 
B 4 Some Paths To Sudden Wealth 
B 61 The Book Of Buried Treasure 
B 90 The Buried Treasures Of Maine 
B 33 The International Treasure Hunter Vol 2 No 1 
B 83 The Literature Of Connecticut History 
B 53 The New Metal Detecting - The Hobby 
B 22 The New Successful Coin Hunting 
B 23 The Numismatic Error Primer 
B 18 The Travels Of Hardrock Hendricks 
B 2 The Travels Of Hardrock Hendricks (Duplicate Copy) 
B 56 The Urban Treasure Hunter 
B 25 Tips For The Treasure Hunter 
B 26 Treasure 
B 27 Treasure Hunters Manual #6 
B 28 Treasure Hunters Manual #7 
B 29 Treasure Hunting Pays Off 
B 46 Treasure Hunting Pays Off 
V 6 Treasure Search 
V 4 Treasures Of Mexico, Gold & Treasure Adventure 
B 30 Treasury Of Frontier Relics 
M 7 Western & Eastern Treasures Jul 2008 
M 6 Western & Eastern Treasures Jun 2008 
M 4 Western & Eastern Treasures Mar 2008 
M 5 Western & Eastern Treasures May 2008 
M 8 Western & Eastern Treasures Sep 2008 
B 58 World Exonumia Buying Guide 

V 10 1991 Buyers Guide Video 
V 12 Fisher M-Scope Series "X" Series 

 B 52 How To Build Electronic Metal Detector 

B 64 How To Test Detector Field Guide 

V 16 Minelab Excalibur 

V 14 Minelab Metal Detectors Video 

B 12 Modern Metal Detectors 

A 3 Search Coil & Accessories 

A 6 TR Instructions 
B 
 

50 
 

Whites Guide To Eagle Spectrum &  
Engineering Report 

B 47 Whites Spectrum XLT Engineering Report 
B 
 

49 
 

Whites Surfmaster PI & Surfmaster II Field Eval/
Engineering Report 

Metal detectors 

B 8 Electronic Prospecting 

B 
 

54 
 

Finding Gold Nuggets With A  
Metal Detector 

B 10 Gold Panning Is Easy 

V 1 Gold Panning Is Easy 

V 2 Hard Rock Mining 

B 59 Loaming For Gold 

B 11 Modern Electronic Prospecting 

B 76 Rockhounding In Vermont 

B 32 Weekend Prospecting 

V 7 Weekend Prospecting 

Prospecting 

The Mole—eyeballing a recent GOLD find. 

Cash Bash 2004 Ed Fedory speaker. 
Dave Gregorski Richard McRobbie Vincent DeBattista 
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V 8 Detecting Beaches Parts I & II 

V 9 Detecting Hawaii 

B 6 Diamonds In The Surf 

B 7 Diamonds In The Surf Second Adventure 

B 55 H2 Oh! A Field Guide To Water Hunting 

B 43 In The Wake Of The Golden Galleons 

B 65 Quest For Treasure 

B 39 Safe Skin & Scuba Diving 

B 38 Scuba Safe & Simple 

A 2 Sea Hunter 

B 63 Successful Metal Detecting In The Water 

B 45 The New Science Of Skin & Scuba Diving 
B 
 

88 
 

Treasure Hunting With A Metal Detector.. 
      In Around & Under Water 

B 93 Treasure In The Sand 

B 35 Treasure Recovery From Sand & Sea 
V 
 

5 
 

Treasure Recovery From Sand & Sea &  
      Castle Adventures 

Water Detecting: 

R 10 2002 North American Coins Prices  11th Edition 

R 1 A Guide Book Of US Coins 49th Edition 1996 
R 
 

3 
 

A Guide To Excavated Colonial & Revolutionary  
War Artifacts 

R 2 Coins Of Canada 9th Edition 1989 

R 12 Collecting Toy Soldiers 1800s-1970s 

R 9 Early American Tokens 3rd Edition 

R 14 Hake's Price Guide To Character Toys 

R 15 Indian Trade Relics 
R 
 

8 
 

Numismatic Issues Of The Franklin Mint 1969  
(Covers 1965-1968) 

R 5 Record Of American Uniform & Historical Buttons 

R 4 Standard Catalog Of Die Cast Vehicles 
R 
 

19 
 

Standard Catalog Of World Coins 18th Century  
1701-1800 

R 20 Standard Catalog Of World Coins 1996 23rd Edition 

R 21 Standard Catalog Of World Coins 2004 31st Edition 

R 22 Standard Catalog Of World Coins 2006 33rd Edition 

R 18 Standard Catalog Og Hard Times Tokens 1832-1844 

R 11 Standard Catalogue Of Canadian Coins 50th Edition 

R 13 Standard Catalogue Of US Tokens 1700-1900 3rd Edition 

R 16 The Early Coins Of America 

R 7 Tokens & Medals 

R 6 Treasure Laws Of The US (1992) 

R 17 US Dog License Tags & Related Exonumia 

Reference General (Not to be removed from meetings): 

Once again, all too soon, the year is 
coming to a close. As much as I try to 
‘slow things down’, life seems to speed 
by. 
Surprisingly, my interest in detecting has 
waned some. I ponder over what this 
change means...as the saying goes, when 
one door closes, another opens. Or maybe 
this is just a temporary ‘glitch’. 
What I do know, is that I so much more 
appreciate the friends and family I have. 
[Bob Ellis’s article (page 4) reminded me 
of this - it’s people that matter most.] The 
objects I might detect up are not nearly as 
important.  
So in the spirit of giving, I wish all of 
you, and your loved ones, the very best 
Christmas, New Year, and Holiday 
season. And Happy Detecting, too! 
                        Dave Gregorski 

2004 Fun Hunt on Talcot Mountain 
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